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Southern Ocean (SO) shortwave (SW) radiation biases are a common problem in contemporary general
circulation models (GCMs), with most models exhibiting a tendency to absorb too much incoming SW
radiation. These biases have been attributed to deficiencies in the representation of clouds during the
austral summer months, either due to cloud cover or cloud albedo being too low. They affect simulation of
New Zealand (NZ) and global climate in GCMs due to excessive heating of the sea surface and the effect on
large-scale circulation. Therefore, improvement of GCMs is necessary for accurate prediction of future NZ and
global climate. We performed ship-based lidar, radar, radiosonde andweather observations on two SO voyages
and processed data from multiple past SO voyages. We used the observations and satellite measurements for
evaluation of the Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model version 3 (HadGEM3) and contrasting with the
Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications version 2 (MERRA-2) to better understand
the source of the problem. Due to the nature of lidar observations (the laser signal is quickly attenuated by
clouds) they cannot be used for 1:1 comparison with a model without using a lidar simulator, which performs
atmospheric radiative transfer calculations of the laser signal. We modify an existing satellite lidar simulator
present in the Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP) Observational Simulator Package
(COSP) for use with the ground-based lidars used in our observations by modifying the geometry of the
radiative transfer calculations, Mie and Rayleigh scattering of the laser signal. We document and make the
modified lidar simulator available to the scientific community as part of a newly-developed lidar processing
tool called the Automatic Lidar and Ceilometer Framework (ALCF), which enables unbiased comparison
between lidar observations and models by performing calibration of lidar backscatter, noise removal and
consistent cloud detection. We apply the lidar simulator on HadGEM3 model fields. Significant SW radiation
errors in the SO of up to 21 Wm−2 are shown to be present in the model. Using the lidar observations, we
find that the model underestimates overall cloud cover by about 9% and strongly underestimates boundary
layer low-level stratocumulus (Sc) cloud below 1 km and fog. By using radiosonde observations, we find that
the observed cloud was strongly linked to the boundary layer stability and sea surface temperature, while
this relationship is weaker in the model. We identify that these errors are not due to misrepresentation of
large-scale circulation, which is prescribed in our model based on global satellite observations by nudging.
We conclude that the problem is likely in the subgrid-scale parametrisation schemes of the boundary layer,
convection and large-scale could. In order to address the deficiencies identified we perform experimental
simulations of HadGEM3 with modifications of the parametrisation schemes. We find that a three-layer cloud
profiles were common in the Ross Sea region, consisting of cumulus (Cu) below Sc, and corresponding to
local thermodynamic levels: lifting condensation level, dry and moist neutral buoyancy levels of parcels lifted
from the surface. We find that not enough moisture is transported to the top of the boundary layer to form Sc
clouds. By increasing surface moisture flux and convective mass flux in the model we improve the Sc cloud
simulation, but we show that a lack of vertical moisture transport across the lifting condensation level from
the surface layer to the zone of convective mass flux is a likely limiting factor. We show that the modifications
had a positive impact on the Southern Ocean and global radiation balance of up to 5 Wm−2 in zonal average
over this limited time period. We suggest that further research should focus on the weak vertical coupling
between the boundary layer turbulence and boundary layer convection parametrisation in the model, and that
the lidar simulator framework is used as a cloud evaluation tool in further studies due to its benefits over more
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Clouds represent one of the largest sources of uncertainty in estimating global climate sensitivity (Williams and
Bodas-Salcedo, 2017). Clouds over the ocean are especially important for determining the radiation budget, due
to the low albedo of the sea surface compared to land. Over the Southern Ocean (SO), cloud cover exceeds 80%,
with predominantly boundary layer clouds (Mace et al., 2009). Due to its large influence on circulation and
atmospheric transports in the Southern Hemisphere, the SO is important for global climate. Unlike most other
places on the globe, it is largely unaffected by sources of continental and anthropogenic aerosols, is dominated
by a strong circumpolar vortex, and its southern boundary is a permanently ice-covered continent, which
could mean that global parametrisations do not apply very well in this region. SO south of 30◦S accounts
for about 43% of anthropogenic CO2 and 75% of excess heat uptake (Frölicher et al., 2015). Observations in
the SO are sparse, which limits the accuracy of simulations by numerical weather prediction (NWP) models
and general circulation models (GCMs). Globally, clouds have a predominantly cooling effect on the climate
due to reflection of sunlight, which exceeds the warming effect due to absorption of thermal radiation from
the surface, estimates identify 18 Wm−2 of cooling relative to a cloud-free atmosphere (Zelinka et al., 2017).
This effect is about 5 times as large as heating from a doubling of CO2, which highlights the importance of
cloud cover in modulating global climate. Nearly all climate models predict cloud feedback to be positive, i.e.
amplification of warming with increasing CO2 concentration.
Shortwave (SW) radiation bias over the SO of up to 30 Wm−2 is a well-documented problem in current
NWP models and GCMs (Trenberth and Fasullo, 2010) (Fig. 1.1), and it has been the subject of many studies.
It manifests both as a bias in SW radiation reaching the surface and as a SW reflectivity bias at the top of
the atmosphere (TOA). Bodas-Salcedo et al. (2014) evaluated SW bias in a number of GCMs and found a
strong SW bias is a very common problem, leading to overestimated sea surface temperature (SST) in the SO.
Trenberth and Fasullo (2010) noted that a poor representation of clouds might lead to unrealistic projections
for the Southern Hemisphere. This bias is linked to large-scale model errors such as a double-intertropical
convergence zone (Hwang and Frierson, 2013), position of the midlatitude jet and meridional energy transport
(Mason et al., 2014). The reasons for the observed SW radiation bias can be numerous, concurrent and
compensating. As noted by Kelleher and Grise (2019), cloud biases in the SO can arise either as a result of
biases in large-scale dynamics, or cloud parametrisation. To summarise, they can range from microphysical
to large-scale dynamics and be due to misrepresentation of: cloud fraction, cloud optical depth, frequency of
cloud regimes or types, cloud vertical distribution and overlap, cloud horizontal distribution and homogeneity,
cloud phase and supercooled liquid content, surface albedo (sea ice vs. water), moisture fluxes, large-scale
circulation, extratropical and polar cyclones, weather regimes, direct and indirect aerosol effects, radiative
transfer parametrisation, boundary layer turbulence and convection, among others.
Development of a new branch of the Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model version 3 (HadGEM3)
has recently started at the National Institute of Water & Atmospheric Research (NIWA) and the University of
Canterbury (UC) under the name New Zealand Earth System Model (NZESM) (Williams et al., 2016), whose
aim is to improve climate predictions for Aotearoa/New Zealand. Here, we evaluate this model, later referred
to as HadGEM3 or the Unified Model (UM), which is the atmospheric component of the model. Reducing
SO model biases is essential for achieving this aim. Walters et al. (2017) showed that a clear and extensive
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Figure 1.1 | Biases in the TOA net radiation down relative to observations regionally for 1990–99 in Wm−2, where
stippled (hatched) regions correspond to regions in which at least three quarters of the models share a common
positive (negative) bias. (right) Themodel zonal mean is given (dots) with the 25th to 75th percentile range (lines)
over land (red), ocean (blue), and all (black) surfaces. Adopted from Trenberth and Fasullo (2010).
SW radiation bias over the SO is present in the atmospheric component of the model Global Atmosphere
version 6.0 (GA6.0) compared to satellite radiation budget observations by the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant
Energy System (CERES) (Wielicki et al., 1996). The bias in the context of the UK Met Office models has
been studied by Bodas-Salcedo et al. (2012) by assessing cloud regimes in cyclones. Using observations by the
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) (Rossow and Schiffer, 1999), Multi-angle Imaging
SpectroRadiometer (MISR) (Diner et al., 1998), Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
(Salomonson et al., 2002), Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO)
(Winker et al., 2010) and CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002) satellites, they found that the model underestimates
optical depth of stratocumulus and mid-topped clouds. Recently, Davies et al. (2017) studied boundary layer
clouds in the SO compared to the Northern Hemisphere, with a focus on supercooled liquid in clouds and
cloud homogeneity. They noted that boundary layer clouds are a likely explanation for the bias due to their
large fractional coverage over the SO. Examination of cloud cover in HadGEM3 against passive satellite
instruments was performed by Schuddeboom et al. (2017, 2019) and is an ongoing effort.
While some authors focused on cloud distribution, others emphasised the role of microphysics, especially
supercooled liquid content. Because supercooled liquid has a higher SWreflectivity than the equivalent amount
of ice particles (in terms of mixing ratio), it has a positive effect on cloud albedo. Morrison et al. (2011) studied
the occurrence of supercooled liquid in clouds over the SO using observations by MODIS and found that it
is present year-round in low clouds at temperature as low as −40◦C. Lawson and Gettelman (2014) noted
that supercooled liquid is often underestimated in the Antarctic in GCMs, and mixed-phase clouds can occur
at −32◦C. They showed that increasing supercooled liquid in the Community Earth System Model (CESM)
leads to a cloud radiative effect (CRE) increase of 7.4 Wm−2 over Antarctica. More recently, Kay et al. (2016)
managed to fix the SW radiation bias in the CESM by increasing supercooled liquid in shallow convective
clouds, and notably they also needed to reduce a compensating tropical SW radiation bias to maintain global
radiation balance in the model. Bodas-Salcedo et al. (2016) found supercooled liquid to be abundant in the SO
in summer and contribute about 30% to the reflected SW radiation. Noh et al. (2019) developed an algorithm
for detectingmixed-phase cloudwith liquid top in the SO usingHimawari geosynchronous (GEO) satellite data,
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which are thought to be common in the region, but difficult to detect with passive satellite instruments. They
focused on liquid‐top mixed‐phase clouds. In their case studies, they found both supercooled liquid and mixed-
phase clouds with liquid top over the SO south of Australia and New Zealand and noted that their algorithm
may complement active instruments in detecting mixed-phase cloud.
Several field campaigns were performed in the SO in recent years: Clouds, Aerosols, Precipitation,
Radiation, and Atmospheric Composition over the Southern Ocean (CAPRICORN) (Mace and Protat,
2018a,b), Measurements of Aerosols, Radiation and Clouds over the Southern Ocean (MARCUS)
(McFarquhar, 2016), the Southern Ocean Clouds, Radiation, Aerosol Transport Experimental Study
(SOCRATES) (McFarquhar et al., 2014) and the Macquarie Island Cloud and Radiation Experiment (MICRE)
(DeMott et al., 2018). The SOCRATES campaign consisted of 15 flights of Gulfstream V High-performance
Instrumented Airborne Platform for Environmental Research (GVHIAPER) and a voyage of R/V Investigator
from Hobart, Tasmania in January–February 2018, organised by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and
the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). Gettelman et al. (2020) analysed cloud microphysical
observations from these flights compared to nudged Community Atmosphere Model version 6 (CAM6)
simulations, and found that CAM6 represents cloud properties relatively well, and observed supercooled liquid
clouds extensively in cold sectors of cyclones. They found the representation of supercooled liquid better than
in CAM5 due to a scheme dependence on the available ice nuclei. They found 50% differences in ice water path
(IWP) and liquid water path (LWP) between CAM5 and CAM6. Their model simulates cloud droplet size
distribution prognostically and they found a satisfactory agreement with the in situ airborne observations. As
they note: ‘CAM5 had a different treatment of boundary layer and shallow convective turbulence (Bretherton
& Park, 2009; Park & Bretherton, 2009) and a simpler treatment of cloud microphysics and supercooled liquid
(Morrison & Gettelman, 2008; Gettelman et al., 2010) with ice nucelation in the mixed phase a function of
temperature following Meyers et al. (1992).’ Mace and Protat (2018a) analysed cloud observations collected
on the second CAPRICORN voyage of R/V Investigator from Hobart, Tasmania to 53◦S in March–April
2016. In their radar and lidar observations, low cloud below 2 km was predominant during the voyage and the
total lidar cloud fraction was 76%, compared to 87% in CloudSat–CALIPSO in the region and time of year in
2007–11, with more high clouds identified by CloudSat–CALIPSO. They also found that about 30% of cloud
is detected by a ship-based lidar but not a radar due to low sensitivity of the radar. In terms of cloud phase,
they found that ice-phase processes occur 20–40% more often than implied by CALIPSO due to attenuation
of the signal at the cloud top. Thus, one should perhaps be cautious when using active satellite products as a
reference for supercooled liquid cloud evaluation in GCMs in this region. They performed 1–2 daily soundings
and found MERRA-2 about 1.2 K warmer and 8% drier. They note that unlike the lidar, the radar is unable
to reliably detect cloud base height due to frequent precipitation, which cannot be distinguished from cloud.
Mace and Protat (2018b) studied stratocumulus clouds occurring during the CAPRICORN voyage. They
characterise them as tenuous, supercooled, rarely drizzling and present in cold air advection. They quantify
their water path at 15–25 gm−2, effective radius at 8 µm, number concentration at 20 cm−2 and optical depth
3–4. It is probably notable, however, that these values can be different in the high-latitude SO, not reached by
the CAPRICORN voyage. They hypothesise that these non-precipitating stratocumulus clouds are responsible
for the majority of the SO shortwave radiation biases identified in GCMs. The MARCUS field campaign was
conducted between November 2017 and March 2018 on Aurora Australis. It was focused on collecting biogenic
ice nucleating particle (INP) concentrations in the region, but a range of ARM instruments were deployed on
this ship. Zheng and Li (2019) analysed warm air advection events on the voyages and found that they induce
highly-stratified cloud-topped marine boundary layer with stratiform clouds.
Multiple observational datasets are available for assessing the SO biases, largely consisting of satellite
datasets, and a relatively few ship- and land-based datasets due to the very large costs and operational
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difficulties of field campaigns in this remote and extreme-weather region. Satellite observations provide
the most complete record both spatially and temporally, although they do not provide historical records
prior to 1960s and past observations are limited by instrument capabilities and the availability of derived
products. They have been utilised by most studies of clouds in the SO and globally. Satellite instruments
are very diverse, though only a few datasets are readily available for studying clouds. Operational GEO
satellites provide near-continuous temporal coverage, which makes them ideal for studying clouds, but they
have a limited use in high-latitude regions such as the SO. In combination with operational polar-orbiting
low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites such as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Polar
Operational Environmental Satellites (POES), they have been used to produce a very long-term (1983–present)
cloud-oriented dataset ISCCP (Schiffer and Rossow, 1983). However, this dataset is limited by a small number
of spectral channels of the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR). Other extensive cloud
datasets include MODIS on board of the NASA Afternoon Train (A-Train) satellites Aqua and Terra and
the Extended AVHRR Polar Pathfinder (APP-x) (Meier et al., 1997). Other notable instruments available
for studying clouds include MISR and passive microwave sensors, due to their ability to observe cloud liquid
water, total column water vapour, vertically-resolved temperature profile, and ability to see through clouds,
even though their relatively low spatial resolution makes passive microwave instruments less popular than
passive visible (VIS) and infrared (IR) instruments. Passive VIS and IR satellite observations of clouds are ideal
due to their high spatial and temporal resolution, but have a number problems globally and some specifically
in polar latitudes (Bromwich et al., 2012):
• Passive instruments can only observe the highest layer of clouds, unless the layer is semi-transparent,
meaning that cloud vertical structure is poorly measured with passive instruments.
• It is difficult to discern clouds from surface ice and snow in the VIS spectrum due to similar albedo and
in the IR spectrum due to similar temperature and frequent inversions.
• Poor detection of semi-transparent high clouds, falsely classified as mid-level clouds (Haynes et al., 2011).
• Lack of sunlight limits polar wintertime SWmeasurements.
Active satellite instruments are affected by signal attenuation by optically thick clouds (lidar), ground clutter
(radar), and compared to passive instruments they have smaller spatial coverage and a shorter historical record.
They have a small number of spectral bands, limiting their ability to determine cloud microphysical properties
(Noh et al., 2017; Mace and Protat, 2018a,b; Gettelman et al., 2020). In contrast to passive instruments, they
can provide information about parts of clouds below the cloud top and multi-layer clouds. In addition to
spaceborne observations, ground-based and in situ observations can provide an important complementary view
of clouds from below. Figure 1.2 shows that scattering ratio (SR) (the ratio of total backscatter to molecular
backscatter) in the boundary layer measured by a lidar is much higher when measured by a ground-based lidar
than a spaceborne lidar due to obscuration by higher-level cloud. Ground-based and in situ instruments include
radars, ceilometers, lidars, pyranometers, sky cameras, radiosondes, dropsondes, in situ aerosol measurements
(cloud condensation nuclei and ice nuclei) and airborne observations from drones, weather balloons, kites and
aircraft. These observations are logistically difficult and expensive, and are generally sparse in the SO, with
limited time periods and limited historical records. The use of ground-based and in situ observations alone for
assessment of GCMs is difficult due to their small representativeness of climatic conditions, and therefore there
is a risk of tuning themodel to the specific conditions occurring during a case study (Jakob, 2003). Deployments
on ships of opportunity can make these types of observations more cost-efficient and common.
Different processing of observations from the same instrument can lead to different results, for example
the GCM-Oriented CALIPSO Cloud Product (GOCCP) relative to the standard CloudSat–CALIPSO products
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Figure 1.2 | (a), (a’) Spaceborne vs. (b), (b’) surface lidar scattering ratio (SR) simulated based on the HadGEM3
output in year 2017 at a lidar wavelength of 532 nm. (a), (b) show SR at a model level corresponding to
approximately 300 m above sea level (ASL) over the sea, and (a’), (b’) show an SR histogram by height.
(Chepfer et al., 2010). Different thresholds can be applied which define what ‘cloud’ is, and cloud detection is
affected by targeting a particular false alarm ratio, such as 5% as in the CloudSat–CALIPSO dataset (Hagihara
et al., 2010). Probability of detection (sensitivity) then depends on the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve, which in turn depends on instrument noise. Instrument noise and bias can vary over lifetime of the
instrument, or between instruments of multi-instrument datasets such as ISCCP. A problem with different
processing algorithms was noted by Martucci et al. (2010), who compared manufacturer-supplied cloud base
height (CBH) determination between co-located Vaisala CL31 and Jenoptik CHM 15k ceilometers and found a
poor agreement, and developed a new algorithm for determiningCBHwhich leads to consistent height between
the two instruments.
Due to the reasons outlined above, a combination of multiple satellite passive, active, ground-based and
in situ observations are needed to comprehensively assess cloud climatology and biases. This has been also
noted by other authors: Williams and Bodas-Salcedo (2017) evaluated cloud representation in the UM using
a multi-dataset and multi-diagnostic approach, and highlighted the importance of using multiple instruments
due to compensating errors in GCMs. While use of single or combined satellite observations to assess model
performance is common in many studies, combination of ground-based and spaceborne instruments is less
common. For example, Muhlbauer et al. (2015) studied cirrus clouds using A-Train observations (CloudSat,
CALIPSO, MODIS, CERES), ground-based Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) radar and aircraft
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observations. Zhang et al. (2017) performed a comparison of satellite and ground-based cloud observations at
an ARM site.
Comparison between models and observations cannot always be performed directly, especially if
observations do not produce fields equivalent to model quantities. In such cases observations can be mapped
to model fields by inversion algorithms, but this may be unreliable due to a large number of factors involved
and a limited view of the instrument (parts of the atmosphere obscured by clouds). Conversely, model fields
can be mapped to observations by instrument simulators, and this approach has been used extensively in a
number of studies. Satellite simulators such as the Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP)
Observation Simulator Package (COSP) (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011) solve the problem by transforming model
fields to observed fields, which can then be compared directly or statistically.
We provide a further literature review in Chapter 2.
1.1 Objectives
Our objectives are aligned with the New Zealand Deep South National Science Challenge (DSC), whose
mission is to ‘enable New Zealanders to adapt, manage risk, and thrive in a changing climate’, and is broadly
in line with the current international research in the area such SOCRATES (McFarquhar et al., 2014). Here,
we focus on complementing other studies evaluating representation of clouds, aerosols and cloud–aerosol
interaction in the SO, but also taking into consideration the Southern Hemisphere and global processes,
with a particular focus on utilising in situ measurements available from intensive observation periods (IOPs),
complemented by land-based stations. For this purpose the COSP simulator needs to be extended to support
these instruments. Ground-based observations need to be complemented by satellite observations, especially
the global radiation budget measurements by CERES. Other diagnostic means include case studies, by which
we can ensure that any improvements are due to the right physical reasons rather than just improving statistics
by mutually compensating model errors. Our particular focus is therefore on linking observed biases to model
processes. We shall try to evaluate specific deficiencies in the HadGEM3 subgrid-scale parametrisations
affecting clouds and radiative transfer, in order to determine the relative importance of cloud macrophysical
and microphysical characteristics in the observed biases. This has been explored to some extent by other
authors, but not always in the context of HadGEM3, where the causes can be different. While our focus is
on evaluation of HadGEM3, contrasting with other models, such as atmospheric reanalyses is useful. We
shall focus on biases in the SO and the Antarctic, but pay attention to any processes relevant to the Southern
Hemisphere and globally. Adjacent to our study will be development of a publicly-available dataset of in
situ observations in the SO based on previous and new SO voyages and permanent stations collected by the
University of Canterbury and our collaborators. Our main objectives are outlined below:
1. Participate on SO IOPs with the aim of collecting atmospheric observations for model evaluation.
2. Collate and post-process the existing and new SO in situ datasets.
3. Extend the COSP lidar simulator with a ceilometer and ground-based lidar simulator for instruments
deployed on the SO voyages.
4. Use in situ and satellite observations in conjunction with the lidar simulator to evaluate SO cloud biases
in HadGEM3.
5. Perform experimental simulations of HadGEM3 with the aim of improving the simulation of SO clouds
relative to the observations.
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Table 1.1 | Table of models and reanalyses. Horizontal resolution is determined at 45◦S. Legend: numerical
weather prediction (NWP), general circulation model (GCM), Antarctic Mesoscale Prediction System (AMPS),
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis version 5 (ERA5), Hadley Centre
Global Environmental Model version 3–Global Coupledmodel 3.1 (HadGEM3–GC3.1), Japanese 55-year reanalysis
(JRA-55), Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA-2). Global Atmosphere (GA) is
the atmospheric component of HadGEM, based on the atmospheric model Unified Model (UM).
Model Type Time resolution Horizontal resolution Vertical levels
AMPS NWP model 3 h 0.27◦ × 0.19◦ 60
ERA5 Reanalysis 1 h 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ 37
HadGEM3–GC3.1 GCM 20 min. 1.875◦ × 1.25◦ 85
JRA-55 Reanalysis 6 h 1.25◦ × 1.25◦ 37
MERRA-2 Reanalysis 3 h 0.625◦ × 0.50◦ 72
1.2 Methods
Achieving our objectives will require a number of modelling and observational resources. As outlined here
and discussed in a greater detail in Chapter 2, 3 and 4, these include access to the model output and code of the
HadGEM3, the COSP simulator, publicly-available reanalyses, in situ SO observations and publicly-available
satellite datasets. Table 1.1 lists models and reanalyses evaluated here.
1.2.1 HadGEM3
HadGEM3 is a fully coupled atmosphere–ocean model, including land surface and sea ice. The parent
model UKESM (Walters et al., 2017) is planned to participate in the 6th Climate Model Intercomparison
Project (CMIP6) (Eyring et al., 2016; Meehl et al., 2014), which shall eventually contribute to the upcoming
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 6th Assessment Report (AR6).
Apart from a standard free-running mode, it is possible to run HadGEM3 in a nudged mode, continuously
modulated by observed meteorological conditions using the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF)Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) (Dee et al., 2011) and prescribed SST and sea ice by theHadley
Centre Global Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) dataset (Rayner et al., 2003). A nudged run can
be useful for comparison with instantaneous values of observational data taken during the simulated period, as
opposed to long-term statistics. The model fields can be exported at arbitrary intervals down to the model time
step of 20 minutes.
1.2.2 CFMIP Observation Simulator Package
COSP (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011) is a satellite instrument simulator package for atmospheric model evaluation
developed as part of the CFMIP (Bony et al., 2011), whose purpose is to generate pseudo-measurements and
statistics from model fields, which can then be compared to real measurements. A direct comparison without
a simulator is often not possible due to a limited field of view (FOV) of the instrument and attenuation by
atmospheric constituents (clouds, aerosols, gases), which is a wavelength-dependent process. COSP was
utilised in evaluation of GCMs in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) (Taylor
et al., 2012). COSP contains multiple simulators of different instruments: ISCCP, MODIS, MISR, CloudSat,
CALIPSO, a MilliMeter-wavelength Cloud Radar (MMCR)/Ka-Band ARM Zenith Radar (KAZR) ground-
based radar and the Radiative Transfer for Television Infrared Observation Satellite (TIROS) Operational
Vertical Sounder (TOSV) (RTTOV). Notably, radar observations are simulated by the QuickBeam simulator
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(Haynes et al., 2007) and lidar (CALIPSO) observations are simulated by the Active Remote Sensing Simulator
(ACTSIM) (Chepfer et al., 2008). In general, these may need to be tuned for any particular instrument
being simulated due to different wavelengths, signal modulation, view and error characteristics. COSP
allows for comparison of instrument quantities (backscatter, radar reflectivity), or derived products (cloud
top/base, cloud phase, …) between the model and observations. An exact co-located comparison is limited
by the relatively low spatial and temporal resolution of GCMs, and pseudo-observations need to be made on
subcolumns generated by a cloud generator. Algorithms for calculating derived products are generally not
available, and datasets such as CALIPSO-GOCCP were developed for the purpose of comparison of equivalent
quantities from observations and the simulator (Chepfer et al., 2010). COSP can be run either online (inside the
model) or offline, when fields from a model are provided to COSP after completing the simulation. Running
the simulator offline allows for rapid modification and testing of code. Cloud overlap in COSP is treated by
the Subgrid Cloud Overlap Profile Sampler (SCOPS) (Webb et al., 2001), which generates subcolumns based
on the grid cell cloud fraction and precipitation fluxes. Either random or maximum–random cloud overlap
(Geleyn and Hollingsworth, 1979; Ritter and Geleyn, 1992) is assumed, whereby cloud in the adjacent layers
overlaps maximally, and cloud separated by clear layers overlaps randomly.
ACTSIM is a lidar simulator integrated in COSP (Chepfer et al., 2008; Chiriaco et al., 2006). In the current
implementation it simulates a spaceborne lidar with a wavelength of 532 nm, aimed at simulating the CALIOP
instrument on CALIPSO. The simulator produces attenuated volume backscatter coefficient, which can be
compared directly with measurements from a lidar. Support for a ground-based ceilometer such as Lufft CHM
15k or Vaisala CL51 will require modification of ACTSIM. Firstly, the viewpoint from the ground means
that the lidar signal passes through atmospheric layers in a reversed order relative to what is assumed for a
spaceborne lidar. Secondly, wavelength of our instruments is different from CALIOP (1064 nm and 910 nm),
which requires re-calculation of the Mie and Rayleigh scattering coefficients.
1.2.3 In situ observations in the Southern Ocean
In situ SO observations are essential for improving the model SO biases. A set of SO datasets have been
collected by the University of Canterbury and partner organisations by deploying our instruments on a number
of voyages of opportunity as well as conducting IOPs:
• Aurora Australis voyages to Casey, Davis and Mawson, Antarctica (2015–2016).
• Macquarie Island station (2016–2018).
• Her Majesty’s New Zealand Ship (HMNZS)Wellington voyages to the Ross Sea (2016).
• Research Vessel (RV) Nathaniel B. Palmer voyage NBP1704 to the Ross Sea (2017).
• RV Tangaroa voyages TAN1502, TAN1503 (2015), TAN1702 (2017) and TAN1802 (2018) to the Ross
Sea, Chatham Islands, the Campbell Plateau and the Ross Sea, respectively.
The author participated on field measurements on the TAN7102 and TAN1802 voyages and the deployments
on the HMNZSWellington and the NBP1704. In addition to the datasets outlined above we have access to a set
of ceilometer and lidar observations from the following land-based locations in Aotearoa/New Zealand:
• Cass, a deployment of a Vaisala CL51 ceilometer at a station in the Southern Alps, Aotearoa/New
Zealand.
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Table 1.2 | Table of instruments. See also Table 3.1 for technical details of the ceilometers and lidars. Legend:
pressure (p), temperature (T), relative humidity (RH), cloud base height (CBH), rain rate (RR).
Instrument Type Quantities Deployments
iMet-1-AB-x Radiosonde p, T, RH, wind speed,
wind direction
TAN1702, TAN1802
Lufft CHM 15k Ceilometer Backscatter, CBH TAN1502, HMNZSWellington,
TAN1702, NBP1704, TAN1802
Metek MRR-2 Micro rain radar Radar reflectivity, RR TAN1802
Radiosonde (other) Radiosonde p, T, RH, wind speed,
wind direction
NBP1704
Sigma Space MiniMPL Micropulse lidar Backscatter, CBH, wind
speed, wind direction
TAN1802
Vaisala CL51 Ceilometer Backscatter, CBH AA15
• Lauder, a dataset of a Sigma Space Mini Micro Pulse Lidar (MiniMPL) lidar and a Vaisala CL31
ceilometer observations at a station in Aotearoa/New Zealand made available by NIWA.
• Christchurch, a deployment of a Lufft CHM 15k and a Sigma SpaceMiniMPL on the Ernest Rutherford
building of the University of Canterbury, Aotearoa/New Zealand.
Observations collected on the voyages include remote sensing with ceilometers and lidars, a micro rain
radar, radiosonde profiles, automatic weather station (AWS) data (temperature, relative humidity, wind, SST,
radiometer, …), unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and tethered balloon soundings and aerosol concentration
(Fig. 1.3). Table 1.2 lists instruments deployed on the voyages. Below, we briefly describe the instruments.
Lufft CHM 15k is an IR ceilometer operating at a single wavelength of 1064 nm, which makes it suitable
for observation of cloud droplets and ice particles of similar size and boundary layer aerosol. The primary
purpose of a ceilometer is observation of CBH, although other atmospheric features such as boundary layer
height, visibility, precipitation and multiple cloud layers can be detected as well using a suitable algorithm.
The primary measured quantity is attenuated volume backscattering coefficient β (km−1sr−1), which can also
be used for a direct comparison with a ceilometer simulator. The instrument allows for an easy deployment
in adverse conditions, such as on ships. The ceilometer records data in the Network Common Data Form
(NetCDF) (Rew et al., 2006), which makes it easy for processing by various data analysis tools. The averaging
period of the instrument is 2 s. This provides spatiotemporal resolution much greater than a GCM. Averaging
over longer time periods can be applied to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Vaisala CL51 is an IR ceilometer operating a wavelength of 910 nm. Similar to Lufft CHM 15k, it is suitable
for observation of cloud droplets and ice particles. The averaging period is 6 s. The firmware contains onboard
detection of multiple cloud layers and visibility by a standard algorithm and a Sky Condition Algorithm (SCA).
Two-dimensional backscatter profiles are recorded in American Standard Code for Information Interchange
(ASCII)-encoded data files.
Metek Micro Rain Radar version 2 (MRR-2) is a micro rain radar, operating at a microwave frequency of
24.230 GHz, i.e. wavelength of 12.38 mm. The wavelength makes it suitable for observation of liquid and ice
precipitation. This instrument can be used alongside the Vaisala CL51 instrument to detect period of time with
precipitation and rain rate. AMetekMRR-2was deployed on the TAN1702, TAN1802 andHMNZSWellington
voyages.
A sky camera was used as an ancillary instrument providing a visual perspective of the atmospheric
conditions (type of cloud, fog, precipitation), as well as a primary instrument for determining cloud fraction.
Our deployments included an off-the-shelf time lapse camera Brinno BCC200 (as a low-cost but satisfactory
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Figure 1.3 | Instruments deployed on Southern Ocean voyages and stations.
solution) and a fisheye-lens camera. The sampling period can be chosen from a wide range of values; we have
determined that a 5-minute interval is sufficient. Figure 1.4 shows an example backscatter profile plot from
the TAN1702 voyage, combined with sky camera images. In addition to CBH, these measurements provide
a wealth of information about the cloud type, the vertical extent, optical thickness, precipitation, fog and
boundary layer aerosol. Some of these, as well as satellite cloud observations in the Ross Sea region, were
analysed by co-authored studies: Klekociuk et al. (2020); Jolly et al. (2018); Hartery et al. (2020b,a).
Preliminary analysis ofmultiple voyage datasets indicates that low cloud below2 kmconstitutes themajority
of cloud in the summertime in the SO (Fig. 1.5). Preliminary results from the TAN1802 voyage also show a
very high cloud fraction of 94% and a strong peak of boundary layer cloud below 1 km above sea level (ASL) (Fig.
1.6a), the predominance of stratus (52%) and stratocumulus (30%) clouds (Fig. 1.6b), predominantly near-zero
SST (Fig. 1.6c) and near-surface air temperature below SST (Fig. 1.6d, e). These results suggest a cold boundary
layer destabilised by relatively warm SST and subsequent formation of low stratus and stratocumulus cloud.
1.2.4 Satellite radiation budget observations
Earth radiation budget (ERB) observations are central for assessment and development of GCMs. LEO
satellite observations of TOA SW and longwave (LW) fluxes have been performed starting with the Nimbus
satellite series in 1970s (Smith et al., 1977), followed by the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) satellites in 1980s (Barkstrom, 1984), the Scanner
for Radiation Budget (ScaRaB) project on on Meteor-3 and Resurs-01/4 LEO satellites in 1990s (Kandel
et al., 1994) and the CERES instruments on a number of LEO satellites from late 1990s to the present day
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Figure 1.4 | A Lufft CHM 15k ceilometer volume backscattering coefficient profile plot and corresponding sky
camera images collected on the TAN1702 voyage on 23 March 2017.
(Wielicki et al., 1996). Geosynchronous satellite measurements have the advantage of continuous temporal
sampling, but cannot provide a good angular resolution and observations at high polar latitudes. They have,
however, been utilised as part of the Geostationary Earth Radiation Budget (GERB) project. The National
Institute of Standards and Technology Advanced Radiometer (NISTAR) instrument on the Deep Space
Climate Observatory (DSCOVR) satellite in L1 Lagrangian point provides continuous measurements of the
sunlit part of the Earth (Khlopenkov et al., 2017). It has, however, not been used as extensively as earlier
satellite observations. Global radiation balance is one of the most commonly adjusted properties of GCMs
(Hourdin et al., 2017; Schmidt et al., 2017). It is vital for GCMs to simulate accurate spatiotemporal variability
of the radiation budget, as deviations can cause shifts in circulation patterns such as the polar fronts and the
inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ).
CERES are instruments measuring the ERB, deployed on multiple satellites: Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM) (1997–2015), Terra (2000–present), Aqua (2002–present), Suomi National Polar-orbiting
Operational Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS) Preparatory Project (NPP) (2011–present) and Joint
Polar Satellite System-1 (JPSS-1) (2017–present) (Damadeo andHeather, 2017). They are considered to provide
the most reliable measurements of radiation budget, although they are limited by the necessity of temporal
(diurnal) and angular interpolation (Smith et al., 2011). Recent version of the CERES Energy Balanced and
Filled (EBAF) dataset (Edition 4.0) has been found to decrease clear-sky TOA SW flux in the SO region in
January by up to 15Wm−2 in summer compared to the previous version (Loeb et al., 2017), which may affect
previous results and should be taken into consideration in future analysis.
The GERB project involves ERB instruments on Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) GEO satellites
(Harries et al., 2005). Measurements began in 2002 on MSG-1 and continue to the present day. Both SW and
LW bands are available. The advantage of GERB over CERES is its continuous temporal and spatial coverage
in its FOV (Sandford et al., 2003). However, it does not provide full spatial coverage (polar latitudes and
longitudes outside of its FOV). GERB has been used for correction of CERES temporal interpolation (CERES
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Figure 1.5 | Cloud base height distribution on the HMNZSWellington 2016, TAN702 andNBP1704 voyages derived
with a Lufft CHM 15k ceilometer observations (as determined by the instrument’s firmware).
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Figure 1.6 | Statistics calculated from observations collected on the TAN1802 voyage. (a) cloud occurrence as a
function of height, the 68-th and 90-th percentiles and the total cloud fraction (CF) calculated from a Lufft CHM
15k ceilometer observations. (b) cloud type and cloud cover (octas) occurrence in % calculated from human
observations. Histograms of (c) sea surface temperature (SST), (d) air temperature and (e) SST - air temperature
calculated from the automatic weather station (AWS) data.
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relative to uncorrected data (CERES-only) (Doelling et al., 2013). It is therefore important to consider the
effect of temporal interpolation when comparing regional ERB with a GCM. Because high latitudes are not
observed by GEO satellites, this correction cannot be done for latitudes over 60◦. This is compensated by the
high-revisit frequency of the CERES-carrying satellites at the poles.
1.2.5 Auxiliary software
As part of the observational data processing work we developed open source tools for transforming the native
instrument data formats to the more commonly used NetCDF and Hierarchical Data Format (HDF):
• cl2nc1, a tool for converting Vaisala CL51 ceilometer data to NetCDF4.
• mrr2c2, a tool for converting Metek MRR-2 radar data to HDF5.
• mpl2nc3, a tool for converting Sigma Space MiniMPL lidar data to NetCDF4 and applying dead time,
overlap and afterpulse calibration.
These tools were made publicly available on the code collaboration network GitHub.
1.3 Outline of the thesis and author’s contributions
This thesis consists of the Introduction (Chapter 1), three research chapters (Chapter 2, 3 and 4) and
Conclusions and further work (Chapter 5). Chapter 2 is published, Chapter 3 is accepted for publication
and Chapter 4 is a manuscript in preparation. The author of this thesis is the primary author of the three
manuscripts. Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive literature review on the central topic of this thesis: model
cloud biases in the SO. In Chapter 2 we evaluate SO cloud in a nudged run of the GA7.1 and MERRA-2
in comparison with a collection of SO voyage observations. In Chapter 3 we describe a new ground based
lidar processing and simulator framework. In Chapter 4 we describe and evaluate an experimental run of
the UM11.4 aimed at improving representation of boundary layer cloud in the SO. Chapter 2 was published
in the Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics (ACP) journal (Kuma et al., 2020b), and Chapter 3 is accepted
for publication in the Geoscientific Model Development (GMD) journal (Kuma et al., 2020a). Co-authored
published studies related to this thesis are: Jolly et al. (2018) (published in the ACP), Klekociuk et al. (2020)
(published in the Deep Sea Research Part II: Topical Studies in Oceanography), Hartery et al. (2020b)
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Abstract
Southern Ocean (SO) shortwave (SW) radiation biases are a common problem in contemporary general
circulation models (GCMs), with most models exhibiting a tendency to absorb too much incoming SW
radiation. These biases have been attributed to deficiencies in the representation of clouds during the austral
summer months, either due to cloud cover or cloud albedo being too low. The problem has been the focus
of many studies, most of which utilised satellite datasets for model evaluation. We use multi-year ship based
observations and the CERES spaceborne radiation budget measurements to contrast cloud representation and
SW radiation in the atmospheric component Global Atmosphere (GA) version 7.1 of the HadGEM3 GCM
and the MERRA-2 reanalysis. We find that the prevailing bias is negative in GA7.1 and positive in MERRA-2.
GA7.1 performs better than MERRA-2 in terms of absolute SW bias. Significant errors of up to 21 Wm−2
(GA7.1) and 39 Wm−2 (MERRA-2) are present in both models in the austral summer. Using ship-based
ceilometer observations, we find low cloud below 2 km to be predominant in the Ross Sea and the IndianOcean
sectors of the SO. Utilising a novel surface lidar simulator developed for this study, derived from an existing
COSP-ACTSIM spaceborne lidar simulator, we find that GA7.1 and MERRA-2 both underestimate low cloud
and fog occurrence relative to the ship observations on average by 4–9% (GA7.1) and 18% (MERRA-2). Based
on radiosonde observations, we also find the low cloud to be strongly linked to boundary-layer atmospheric
stability and the sea surface temperature. GA7.1 and MERRA-2 do not represent the observed relationship
between boundary layer stability and clouds well. We find that MERRA-2 has a much greater proportion of
cloud liquid water in the SO in austral summer than GA7.1, a likely key contributor to the difference in the SW
radiation bias. Our results suggest that subgrid-scale processes (cloud and boundary layer parametrisations)
are responsible for the bias, and that in GA7.1 a major part of the SW radiation bias can be explained by cloud




Clouds are considered one of the largest sources of uncertainty in estimating global climate sensitivity (Boucher
et al., 2013; Flato et al., 2014; Bony et al., 2015). Clouds over oceans are especially important for determining
the radiation budget due to the low albedo of the sea surface compared to land. Over the Southern Ocean (SO),
cloud cover is very high at over 80%, with boundary-layer clouds being particularly common (Mace et al., 2009).
Excess downward shortwave (SW) radiation in general circulation models (GCMs), with a bias over the SO of
up to 30 Wm−2, is a problem well-documented by Trenberth and Fasullo (2010) and Hyder et al. (2018), and
has been the subject of many studies. Bodas-Salcedo et al. (2014) evaluated the SW bias in a number of GCMs
and found that a strong SW bias is a very common feature, leading to increased sea surface temperature (SST)
in the SO and corresponding biases in the storm track position. Trenberth and Fasullo (2010) note that a poor
representation of clouds might lead to unrealistic climate change projections in the Southern Hemisphere. The
SWbias has also been linked to large-scale model problems such as the double-Intertropical Convergence Zone
(Hwang and Frierson, 2013), biases in the position of the midlatitude jet (Ceppi et al., 2012) and errors in the
meridional energy transport (Mason et al., 2014). Bodas-Salcedo et al. (2012) studied the SO SW bias in the
context of the Global Atmosphere (GA) 2.0 and 3.0, the atmospheric component of the Hadley Centre Global
Environmental Model (HadGEM), and found that mid-topped and stratocumulus clouds are the dominant
contributors to the bias.
Due to its extent and magnitude, the SW radiation bias is believed to limit accuracy of the models,
especially for modelling the Southern Hemisphere climate. A model based on HadGEM3 is currently used in
New Zealand for assessing future climate (Williams et al., 2016). In this paper we evaluate the atmospheric
component of HadGEM3, GA7.1 (Walters et al., 2017) and the reanalysis Modern-Era Retrospective analysis
for Research and Applications, version 2 (MERRA-2) using observations collected in the SO on a number
of voyages. Ship-based atmospheric observations in the SO provide a unique view of the atmosphere not
available via any other means. Boundary layer observations by satellite instruments are limited by the presence
of an almost continuous cloud cover, potentially obscuring the view of low level clouds. The frequently used
active instruments CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002) and Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite
Observation (CALIPSO) (Winker et al., 2010) are both of limited use when observing low level, thick or
multi-layer cloud: CloudSat is affected by surface clutter below approximately 1.2 km (Marchand et al., 2008)
and the CALIPSO lidar signal cannot pass through thick cloud. Likewise, passive instruments and datasets
such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Salomonson et al., 2002) and the
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) (Rossow and Schiffer, 1999) can only observe
radiation scattered or emitted from the cloud top of optically thick clouds. Therefore, one can accurately
identify the cloud top height or cloud top pressure with satellite instruments, but not always the cloud base
height (CBH) or the vertical profile of cloud, although there has been some recent progress on deriving CBH
statistically from CALIPSO measurements (Mülmenstädt et al., 2018). Ship-based measurements therefore
provide valuable extra information.
Multiple explanations of the SW radiation bias have been proposed: cloud underestimation in the cold
sectors of cyclones (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2014), cloud–aerosol interaction (Vergara-Temprado et al., 2018),
cloud homogeneity representation (Loveridge and Davies, 2019a), lack of supercooled liquid (cloud liquid at air
temperature below 0◦C) (Kay et al., 2016; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2016) and the ‘too few, too bright’ problem (Nam
et al., 2012; Klein et al., 2013;Wall et al., 2017). Eachmodel can exhibit the bias for a different set of reasons, and
results from one model evaluation therefore do not necessarily explain biases in all other models (Mason et al.,
2015). The use of SO voyage data for atmospheric model evaluation is not new, and has recently been used by
Sato et al. (2018) to evaluate the impact of SO radiosonde observations on the accuracy of weather forecasting
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Table 2.1 | Table of voyages. The table lists voyages analysed in this study. Listed is the voyage name (Voyage),
which is the official name of the voyage or an abbreviation for the purpose of this study, ship name (Ship),
organisation (Org.), start and enddates of the voyage (Start, End), number of days spent at sea (Days), target region
of the SO (Region), maximum andminimum geographical coordinates of the voyage track (Lat., Lon.).
Voyage Ship Org. Start End Days Region Lat. Lon.
TAN1502 RV Tangaroa NIWA 2015-01-20 2015-03-12 51 Ross Sea 41◦S–75◦S 162◦E–174◦W
TAN1802 RV Tangaroa NIWA 2018-02-08 2018-03-21 41 Ross Sea 41◦S–74◦S 170◦E–175◦W
HMNZSW16 HMNZSWellington RNZN 2016-11-20 2016-12-20 20 Ross Sea 36◦S–68◦S 166◦E–180◦E
NBP1704 RV Nathaniel B. Palmer NSF 2017-04-11 2017-06-13 63 Ross Sea 53◦S–78◦S 163◦E–174◦W
AA15 (AA V1–V3) Aurora Australis AAD 2015-10-22 2016-02-22 123 Indian O. sector 42◦S–69◦S 62◦E–160◦E
models. Klekociuk et al. (2020) contrasted SO cloud observations with the ECMWF Interim reanalysis (ERA-
Interim) and the Antarctic Mesoscale Prediction System–Weather Research and Forecasting Model (AMPS-
WRF) (Powers et al., 2012), and found that these models underestimate the coverage of the predominantly low
cloud. Protat et al. (2017) compared ship-based 95 GHz cloud radar measurements at 43–48◦S in March 2015
with the Australian Community Climate and Earth-System Simulator (ACCESS) NWPmodel, a model related
to HadGEM3, and found low cloud peaking at 80% cloud cover, which was underestimated in the model. The
clouds were also more spread out vertically (especially due to ‘multilayer’ situations defined as co-occurrence
of cloud below and above 3 km) and more likely to have intermediate cloud fraction rather than very low or
very high cloud fraction. Previous studies have documented that supercooled liquid is often present in the
SO cloud in the austral summer months (Morrison et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012; Chubb et al., 2013; Huang
et al., 2016; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2016; Jolly et al., 2018; Listowski et al., 2019) and is linked to SO SW radiation
biases in GCMs, which underestimate the amount of supercooled liquid in clouds in favour of ice. Warm clouds
generally reflectmore SWradiation than cold clouds containing the same amount ofwater (Vergara-Temprado
et al., 2018). In particular, Kay et al. (2016) reported a successful reduction of SO absorbed SW radiation in
the Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5) by decreasing the shallow convection ice detrainment
temperature and thereby increasing the amount of supercooled liquid cloud.
Two common techniques used for model cloud evaluation have been cloud regimes (Williams and Webb,
2009; Haynes et al., 2011; Mason et al., 2014, 2015; McDonald et al., 2016; Jin et al., 2017; McDonald and
Parsons, 2018; Schuddeboom et al., 2018, 2019) and cyclone compositing (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2012;Williams
et al., 2013; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2014, 2016; Williams and Bodas-Salcedo, 2017), both of which link the SW
radiation bias to specific cloud regimes and cyclone sectors. We use simple statistical techniques, rather than
sophisticated classification or machine learning algorithms, the advantage of which is easier interpretation for
the purpose of model development.
We first assess the magnitude of the top of the atmosphere (TOA) SO SW radiation bias in a nudged
run of GA7.1 (‘GA7.1N’) and MERRA-2 with respect to the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System
(CERES) Energy Balanced and Filled (EBAF) and CERES Synoptic (SYN) products (Section 2.5.1). This
allows us to identify the underlying magnitude of the SW bias and how this might change based on the ship
track sampling pattern. We then evaluate cloud occurrence in GA7.1N and MERRA-2 relative to the SO
ceilometer observations and compare SO radiosonde observations with pseudo-radiosonde profiles derived
from the models (Sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3). Lastly, we look at zonal plots of potential temperature, humidity,
cloud liquid and ice content in GA7.1N and MERRA-2 to show how these models differ in their atmospheric
stability and representation of clouds (Section 2.5.4). Our aim is to identify how differences between GA7.1N
and MERRA-2 can explain the TOA outgoing SW radiation bias, assuming misrepresentation of clouds is the
major contributor to the bias.
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Figure2.1 | Mapshowing tracksof voyagesused in this study. The shipobservational dataset comprises 5 voyages
between 2015 and 2018, spanningmonths fromNovember to June and latitudes between 40◦S and 78◦S, of which
data between 50◦S and 70◦S are used in this study.
2.2 Datasets
We used an observational dataset of ceilometer and radiosonde data comprising multiple SO voyages
(Section 2.2.1), GA7.1N atmospheric model simulations (Section 2.2.2) and the MERRA-2 reanalysis
(Section 2.2.3). Later in the text, we will refer to GA7.1N andMERRA-2 together as ‘the models’, even though
MERRA-2 is more specifically a reanalysis. CERES satellite observations (Wielicki et al., 1996) were also
used as a reference for TOA outgoing SW radiation and an National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC)
satellite-based dataset (Maslanik and Stroeve, 1999) was used as an auxiliary dataset for identifying sea ice.
2.2.1 Ship observations
We use ship-based ceilometer and radiosonde observations made in the SO on 5 voyages between 2015 and
2018 (Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.1):1
• 2015 TAN1502 voyage of the NIWA ship RV Tangaroa fromWellington, New Zealand to the Ross Sea.
1The voyage name pattern is a 2–6 character ship name followed by a 2 digit year and a 2 digit sequence number. TANxxxx and
NBPxxxx are official voyage names, while HMNZSW16 and AA15 are names made for the purpose of this study.
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Table 2.2 | Table of deployments. The table cells indicate if data froma given instrument (row)was available from
a voyage (column).
Instrument/Voyage AA15 TAN1502 HMNZSW16 NBP1704 TAN1802
Lufft CHM 15k ✓ ✓ ✓
Vaisala CL51 ✓ ✓
iMet radiosondes ✓
Radiosondes (other) ✓
• 2015–2016 voyages (V1–V3) of theAustralianAntarcticDivision (AAD) icebreakerAurora Australis from
Hobart, Australia to Mawson, Davis, Casey and Macquarie Island (‘AA15’)
• 2016 Royal New Zealand Navy (RNZN) ship HMNZSWellington voyages (‘HMNZSW16’).
• 2017 NBP1704 voyage of the NSF icebreaker RVNathaniel B. Palmer from Lyttelton, New Zealand to the
Ross Sea.
• 2018 TAN1802 voyage of RV Tangaroa fromWellington to the Ross Sea (Hartery et al., 2019).
Together, these voyages cover latitudes between 41 and 78◦S and themonths ofNovember to June inclusive.
A total of 298 days of observations were collected. Geographically, the voyagesmostly cover the Ross Sea sector
of the SO, with only AA15 covering the Indian Ocean sector (Fig. 2.1). This sampling emphasises the Ross
Sea sector over other parts of the SO, although the SO SW radiation bias is present at all longitudes in the
SO (Section 2.5.1), affected by the atmospheric circulation (Jones and Simmonds, 1993; Sinclair, 1994, 1995;
Simmonds and Keay, 2000; Simmonds et al., 2003; Simmonds, 2003; Hoskins and Hodges, 2005; Hodges et al.,
2011). The voyage observations were performed using a range of instruments (described below). Table 2.2
details which instruments were deployed on each voyage.
The primary instruments were the Lufft CHM 15k and Vaisala CL51 ceilometers. A ceilometer is an
instrument which typically uses a single-wavelength laser to emit pulses vertically into the atmosphere and
measures subsequent backscatter resolved on a large number of vertical levels based on the timing of the
retrieved signal (Emeis, 2010). Depending on the wavelength, the emitted signal interacts with cloud droplets,
ice crystals and precipitation by Mie scattering, and to a lesser extent with aerosol and atmospheric gases by
Rayleigh scattering (Bohren and Huffman, 1998). The signal is quickly attenuated in thick cloud and therefore
it is normally not possible to observe mid and high level parts of such a cloud, or a multi-layer cloud. The
main derived quantity determined from the backscatter is CBH, but it is also possible to apply a cloud detection
algorithm to determine cloud occurrence by height. The range-normalised signal is affected by noise which
increases with the square of range. A major source of noise is solar radiation which causes a diurnal variation
in noise levels (Kotthaus et al., 2016). Due to signal attenuation and noise ceilometers cannot measure clouds
obscured by a lower cloud, and therefore cannot be used for 1:1 comparison with model clouds without using
a lidar simulator, which accounts for this effect (Chepfer et al., 2008). The Lufft CHM 15k ceilometer operates
in the near-infrared spectrum at 1064 nm, measuring lidar backscatter up to a maximum height of 15 km,
producing 1024 regularly spaced bins (about 15 m resolution). The sampling rate of the instrument is 2 s. The
Vaisala CL51 ceilometer operates in the near-infrared spectrum at 910 nm. The sampling rate of the instrument
is 2 s and range is 7.7 km, producing 770 regularly spaced bins (10 m resolution).
Radiosonde observations were performed on the TAN1802 and NBP1704 voyages south of 60◦S.
Temperature, pressure, relative humidity and Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) coordinates (from
which wind speed and direction are derived) were retrieved to altitudes of about 10–20 km, terminated by
a loss of radio communication or balloon burst. On the TAN1802 voyage we used iMet-1 ABx radiosondes.
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The sondes were launched three times per day at about 8:00, 12:00 and 20:00 UTC on 100 g Kaymont weather
balloons.We used 10 s resolution profiles generated by the vendor-supplied iMetOS-II control software for
further processing.
Automatic weather station (AWS) data were available on the TAN1502, TAN1802 and NBP1704 voyages.
These included variables such as air temperature, pressure, sea surface temperature, wind speed and wind
direction. Voyage track coordinates were obtained from the ships’ GNSS receivers.
2.2.2 HadGEM3
HadGEM3 (Walters et al., 2017) is a general circulation model developed by the UK Met Office and the
Unified Model Partnership. It can be used in a ‘nudging’ (Telford et al., 2008) mode, in which winds and
potential temperature are relaxed towards the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011). The Met Office
Global Atmosphere 7.1 (GA7.1) is the atmospheric component of HadGEM3 (Walters et al., 2017), based on
the Unified Model (UM) version 11.0.
The model runs used the HadISST sea surface temperature dataset (Rayner et al., 2003) as lateral boundary
conditions. The nudged simulations represent atmospheric dynamics as determined by observations. The
model was run on a 1.875◦×1.25◦ (longitude × latitude) ‘N96’ resolution grid, which corresponds to a
horizontal resolution of about 100×140 km at 60◦S and 85 vertical levels. The model output fields were
sampled every 6 hours (instantaneous) and daily (mean). In our analysis we used a nudged run of GA7.1
(‘GA7.1N’) between years 2015 and 2018, corresponding to the ship observations.
2.2.3 MERRA-2
Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA-2) is a reanalysis provided by
the NASA Global Modelling and Assimilation Office (Gelaro et al., 2017). The reanalysis was chosen for its
contrasting results of TOA outgoing SW radiation bias in the SO compared to GA7.1. As shown later (Fig. 2.3),
its bias is positive rather than negative, when CERES is used as a reference.
We used the following products (Bosilovich et al., 2015):
• 1-hourly average Radiation Diagnostics (product ‘M2T1NXRAD.5.12.4’)
• 3-hourly instantaneous Assimilated Meteorological Fields (product ‘M2I3NVASM.5.12.4’)
• 1-hourly instantaneous Single-Level Diagnostics (product ‘M2I1NXASM.5.12.4’)
• 3-hourly average Assimilated Meteorological Fields (product ‘M2T3NVASM.5.12.4’)
• 1-hourly average Single Level Diagnostics (product ‘M2T1NXSLV.5.12.4’)
We used the ‘Radiation Diagnostics’ in TOA outgoing SW radiation evaluation (Section 2.5.1), the
instantaneous ‘Assimilate Meteorological Fields’ and ‘Single-Level Diagnostics’ products to generate simulated
ceilometer profiles and pseudo-radiosonde profiles (Section 2.5.2 and 2.5.3), and the average ‘Assimilate
Meteorological Fields’ and ‘Single-Level Diagnostics’ to generate zonal plane plots of thermodynamic and
cloud fields (Section 2.5.4). The 4-dimensional MERRA-2 fields were provided on pressure and model levels.
For our analysis we chose to use the model-level products (72 levels) due to their higher vertical resolution
compared to pressure-level products. The analysed time period of MERRA-2 data was 2015–2018.
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2.2.4 CERES
The Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) is a set of low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite
instruments and a dataset of SW and longwave (LW) radiation observations (Loeb et al., 2018; Doelling et al.,
2016). The CERES instruments (called FM1 to FM6) provide a continuous record of observations since the
first deployment on the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite in 1997 (Simpson et al., 1996),
and have been flown on Terra, Aqua (Parkinson, 2003), the Suomi NPOESS Preparatory Project (Suomi
NPP) and Joint Polar Satellite System-1 (JPSS-1) (Goldberg et al., 2013) satellites since. Currently CERES is
considered the best available global Earth radiation datasets, and is often used as the primary dataset for GCM
tuning and validation (Schmidt et al., 2017; Hourdin et al., 2017). We used the following CERES products in
our analysis:
• CERES SYN1deg-Day Edition 4A (configuration code 406406 and 407406) product of daily average
radiation (‘CERES SYN’).
• CERES EBAF-TOA Edition 4.1 (CERES_EBAF_Ed4.1) product of monthly energy-balanced average
radiation (‘CERES EBAF’).
Due to the sun-synchronous orbits of the LEO satellite platforms, the Flight Model (FM) instruments of
CERES do not capture the full diurnal variation of radiation. The EBAF and and SYN1deg products are adjusted
for diurnal variation by using 1-hourly geostationary satellite observations between 60◦S and 60◦N, and use an
algorithm to account for changing solar zenith angle and diurnal land heating. The CERES EBAF-TOAEdition
4.1 product is a Level 3B product, whichmeans it has been globally balanced by ocean heat measurements using
the Argo network (Roemmich et al., 2009; Roemmich and Team, 2009).
2.2.5 NSIDC sea ice concentration
We used the Near-Real-Time Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMPS) Special Sensor Microwave
Imager/Sounder (SSMIS) Daily Polar Gridded Sea Ice Concentrations, Version 1 product (NSIDC-0081)
(Maslanik and Stroeve, 1999) provided by the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) to classify
observations into those affected and unaffected by sea ice. The sea ice concentration product has a resolution
of 25×25 km. We used a cutoff value of 15% of sea ice concentration for the binary classification of sea ice, in
line with previous studies (Comiso and Nishio, 2008).
2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Lidar simulator
CFMIP Observation Simulator Package (COSP) (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011), a set of instrument simulators
developed by the Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP), was extended with a surface lidar
simulator and used to produce virtual lidar measurements from model fields (Kuma et al., 2020a). Resampling,
noise reduction and cloud detection were performed on observational and (where applicable) model lidar data
in a consistent way to reduce structural uncertainty (see Section 2.3.2). The schematic in Fig. 2.2 shows the
processing pipeline utilised in this study.
COSPwas originally developed as a satellite simulator package whose aim is to produce virtual satellite (and
more recently ground-based) observations from atmospheric model fields in order to improve comparisons
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Figure 2.2 | Schematic of the processing pipeline utilised in this study to produce lidar and radiosonde statistics
from observations andmodel data.
quantities derived from satellite observations generally do not directly correspond to model fields. COSP
accounts for the limited view of the satellite instrument by calculating radiative transfer through the
atmosphere, i.e. attenuation by hydrometeors and air molecules and backscattering. COSP comprises multiple
instrument simulators, such as MODIS, ISCCP, MISR, CALIPSO and CloudSat. It has been used extensively
by previous studies of model cloud, for example by Kay et al. (2012), Franklin et al. (2013), Klein et al. (2013),
Williams and Bodas-Salcedo (2017), Jin et al. (2017) , and Schuddeboom et al. (2018). COSP is planned to be
used in the upcoming Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) (Webb et al., 2017).
For our analysis, we have developed a ground-based lidar simulator by modifying the COSP ACTSIM
spaceborne lidar simulator (Chiriaco et al., 2006) (see the Code and data availability section at the end of
the document). This required reversing of the vertical layers, as the surface lidar looks from the surface up
rather than down from space to the surface, and changing the radiation wavelength affecting Mie scattering
by cloud droplets and Rayleigh scattering by air molecules. In this paper we present only a brief description
of the surface lidar simulator, with a more complete description planned in an upcoming paper. The new
simulator is made available as part of the Automatic Lidar and Ceilometer Framework (ALCF) at https:
//alcf-lidar.github.io.
The recently introduced COSP version 2 (Swales et al., 2018) added support for a surface lidar simulator,
although we believe our implementation, developed before COSPv2 was available, is more complete in the
present context due to its treatment ofMie scattering at wavelengths other than 532 nm (the wavelength of the
CALIPSO lidar). Previously, a surface lidar simulator based on COSP has been used by Chiriaco et al. (2018)
and Bastin et al. (2018). A ground-based radar simulator in COSP has also recently been implemented (Zhang
et al., 2018).
The surface lidar simulator takes model cloud liquid and ice mixing ratios, cloud fraction and
thermodynamic profiles as the input, and calculates vertical profiles of attenuated backscatter. This can
be done either by running the simulator ‘online’ within the model code or ‘offline’ on the model output. We
used the offline approach in our analysis.
2.3.2 Lidar data processing
Lidar data in this study came from two different instruments: Lufft CHM 15k and Vaisala CL51 ceilometers
and the lidar simulator. These instruments use different output formats, wavelengths, sampling rates and
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range bins, as previously noted. Backscatter and derived fields such as CBH are provided in the firmware
generated data products, but the backscatter is uncalibrated and the derived fields such as cloud detection are
based on instrument-dependent algorithms. Therefore, we performed consistent subsampling, noise reduction
and cloud detection on data from both instruments, and applied the samemethods to the lidar simulator output.
As part of the processing we developed a publicly available tool called cl2nc (‘CL to NetCDF’) for converting
the Vaisala CL51 ceilometer data format to NetCDF (see the Code and data availability section at the end of the
document).
2.3.2.1 Calibration
The backscatter profiles produced by the Lufft CHM 15k and Vaisala CL51 ceilometers are not calibrated to
physical units, even though they are expressed in m−1sr−1. To calibrate these backscatter fields we used the
method described by O’Connor et al. (2004). This method uses the lidar ratio (LR) to calculate a calibration
factor based on a known value of the LR in fully scattering cloudy scenes (18.8 ± 0.8 sr), such as thick
stratocumulus clouds, which are common over the SO. We applied this technique by using visually identified
scenes and choosing a calibration factor which achieves the known value. Due to the nature of the conditions
(LR can be highly variable even in thick cloud scenes), the calibration is likely accurate to only about 50% of the
backscatter value. We do not expect this to have a serious impact on the accuracy of cloud detection completed
in this study, largely because the predominantly low cloud tends to cause backscatter orders of magnitude
greater than clear air, and because of the very large differences in cloud occurrence between the observations
and models.
2.3.2.2 Subsampling, noise removal and cloud detection
In order to simplify further processing and increase the signal-to-noise ratio, we subsampled the ceilometer
observations at a sampling rate of 5minutes by averagingmultiple profiles, and vertically averaging on regularly
spaced 50 m bins. We expect that in most cases cloud was almost constant on this time and vertical scale, and
therefore we were not averaging together different cloud types or clear and cloudy profiles. At the same time as
subsampling, we performed noise removal by estimating the noise distribution (mean and standard deviation)
based on returns in the uppermost range bins (i.e. 300 samples over 5 min when sampling rate was 2 s), and
subtracting the range-scaled noise mean from the backscatter. We then used the range-scaled noise standard
deviation (σ) for cloud detection: a bin was considered cloudy if the calibrated backscatter minus 3σ exceeded
20×10−6 m−1sr−1. This threshold was chosen subjectively so that cloud was visually well separated from other
features, such as boundary-layer aerosol and noise on backscatter profile plots. The same threshold was used
on both the observations and output from the COSP surface lidar simulator and thus should cause little bias.
2.3.2.3 Model lidar data processing
We used the same sampling rate (5 min) and model levels as range bins on the surface lidar simulator output.
For each vertical profile we used model data at the same location as the ship and the same time relative to the
start of the year. Model data were selected using nearest-neighbour interpolation. The model resolution is
lower than the distance travelled by the ship in 5 minutes, therefore the same model data were used multiple
times to generate consecutive profiles. However, we also used the SCOPS (Webb et al., 2001) subcolumn
generator included in COSP to generate 10 random samples of cloud for each profile based on cloud fraction
and the maximum/random cloud overlap assumption (Bodas-Salcedo, 2010). The lidar simulator processes
each sample individually. The resulting cloud occurrence is calculated as the average of the 10 samples. The
lidar simulator does not generate noise, and therefore we did not perform any noise removal on the simulated
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profiles, but we used the same threshold of 20×10−6 m−1sr−1 and vertical bins of 50 m for detecting cloud (as
used on the observations). For the MERRA-2 cloud occurrence analysis, we applied the lidar simulator on the
3-hourly instantaneous Assimilated Meteorological Fields (M2I3NVASM.5.12.4) product.
2.4 Spatiotemporal subsets investigated
Because our observational dataset does not span the entire geographical area of the SO and all months of the
year, and the atmospheric conditions in the SO are geographically variable, we subset the datasets into a number
of geographical regions by latitude and time periods by season. The geographical regions investigated are 50–
75◦S by 5 degrees of latitude, and the temporal periods investigated are austral summer of December, January,
February (DJF) and autumn months of March, April, May (MAM).
We do not use data from 70–75◦S and 50–55◦S in all parts of the analysis. The data from 70–75◦S are
likely affected by circulation induced by land near the Ross Sea (Coggins et al., 2014), and therefore may
not be representative of the SO in general. This decision builds on the analysis detailed in Jolly et al. (2018)
which shows a significant gradient in cloud properties between the Ross Ice Shelf and the Ross Sea and strong
influences associated with synoptic conditions. The data from 50–55◦S were relatively sparse (the ships spent
relatively little time passing through this latitudes). Radiosonde observations were only available south of 60◦S.
There is likely temporal variability present within the DJF and MAM time periods, but we decided to
limit the number of temporal subsets to maintain a reasonable quantity of observations in each subset. The
magnitude of the SO TOA outgoing SW radiation bias is primarily modulated by incoming solar radiation,
which is the highest in DJF. The voyages do not uniformly cover all geographical regions or time periods,
with the largest number of observations in the Ross Sea sector south of New Zealand (TAN1802, TAN1502,
HMNZSW16, NBP1704), followed by the IndianOcean sector south ofWesternAustralia (AA15). Temporally,
the voyage observations mostly cover summer to autumn months of the year.
2.5 Results
2.5.1 Shortwave radiation balance
Figure 2.3 shows TOA outgoing SW radiation in CERES, GA7.1 and MERRA-2. We present this panel plot
in order to evaluate how well GA7.1N and MERRA-2 are performing in terms of SW radiation bias in the SO
relative to CERES. This analysis assumes that CERES is a good observational reference, although it is affected
by errors of lower order of magnitude (2.5 Wm−2 ‘regional monthly uncertainty’ (Loeb et al., 2018, Sect. 4a)).
The plots reveal relatively zonally symmetric pattern of negative and positive bias on the annual (Fig. 2.3b,
c) and seasonal (Fig. 2.3e, f, h, i) time scales. GA7.1N shows predominantly negiative bias, while MERRA-2
shows predominantly positive bias. The annual average is dominanted by the bias in DJF due to the relatively
strong incoming solar radiation in DJF. The bias displays very similar geographical pattern on the annual scale,
DJF and MAM. The bias is much lower in MAM compared to DJF due to lower incoming solar radiation.
We chose 1 January 2018 as a representative day inDJF to show the daily scale. On the daily scale (Fig. 2.3j, k,
l), the patterns are closely linked to synoptic features. The region on the eastern side of the Antarctic Peninsula
shows the greatest negative bias in the models. The relatively zonally symmetric annual and seasonal means
suggest that there is not a significant need for subsetting by longitude, and that latitude averages can be very
useful in identifying the key features of the SW radiation biases. The daily synoptic features are generally well-
correlated between CERES and themodels, which is expected in nudgedmodel runs and reanalyses. MERRA-2
has greater TOA outgoing SW radiation than GA7.1N on all three time periods presented here. Considering
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Figure 2.3 | Geographical distribution of the TOA outgoing SW radiation in CERES, GA7.1N and MERRA-2. The
plots show global all sky SW radiation as annual (2015–2018; a–c), seasonal (2015–2018 DJF, MAM;d–i) and daily (1
January 2018; j–l) mean. The blue–red colormap shows bias relative to CERES (b, c, e, f, h, i), while the grayscale
colormap shows absolute values (a, d, g, j, k, l).
that cloud is the dominant factor affecting SW radiation in the SO (apart from sea ice, which is prescribed in
MERRA-2 based on observations), this can only be associated with either cloud cover which is too high, or
cloud albedo which is too high. GA7.1N reflects too little SW radiation south of 60◦S and too much north of
60◦S (Fig. 2.3b, e, h). MERRA-2 reflects too much SW radiation in most of the SO except for coastal regions
of Antarctica (approx. 65–70◦S) and the eastern side of the Antarctic Peninsula. The opposite sign of SW
radiation bias in GA7.1N compared to MERRA-2 suggests that contrasting the two models could be useful for
uncovering the cause of the bias.
Figure 2.4 shows line plots of zonal mean reflected SW radiation and bias relative to CERES by month
in multiple latitude bands between 50 and 70◦S, with the southernmost band 65–70◦S limited to 180–80◦W
to avoid covering land areas in Antarctica. The annual cycle follows the expected seasonal pattern modulated
by varying incoming solar radiation with maxima of reflected radiation in December and maxima of bias in
December and January. The Antarctic sea ice extent, at its minimum in February and peaking in September, is
also likely a secondary modulating factor of the TOA outgoing SW radiation at higher latitudes. The models
represent the seasonal pattern well, but differ substantially during the periods of peak incoming solar radiation.
The GA7.1Nmodel (Fig. 2.4b, e, h, k) exhibits bias ranging from−21 to +11Wm−2. The bias is positive north
of 55◦S and negative south of this latitude, with the greatest absolute bias between 60 and 65◦S. MERRA-2
displays a clearly different bias from GA7.1N, ranging from−12 to +39Wm−2 (Fig. 2.4c, f, i, l). The peak SW
bias in MERRA-2 is positive for latitudes north of 65◦S and negative south of this this latitude. The absolute
bias in MERRA-2 is much larger than in GA7.1N north of 60◦S and similar to GA7.1N south of this latitude.
Therefore, the MERRA-2 results are valuable for contrasting with GA7.1. The strong latitudinal variation of
the TOA outgoing SW radiation bias is important to take into consideration. Previous studies of SO clouds
often did not discern different latitudes.
Figure 2.5 shows scatter plot of the TOA outgoing SW radiation bias in GA7.1N and MERRA-2 as a
function of near-surface air temperature and relative humidity between 55 and 70◦S in January 2018. The
bias is predominantly negative in GA7.1N and positive MERRA-2. There is a strong cluster of negative
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Figure 2.4 | Zonal means of the TOA outgoing SW radiation in CERES, GA7.1N and MERRA-2 during the years
2015–2018 in 5-degree latitude bands between 50 and 70◦S. The plots show monthly zonal mean TOA outgoing
SW radiation (blue) and its difference relative to CERES (red) as a function of month. Shown are also the maxima
(‘max’) and the difference from CERES (‘max∆’).
temperatures. This is consistent with the latitudinal dependence of bias in both models shown above.
2.5.2 Cloud occurrence inmodel and observations
To understand how clouds contribute to the SW bias, we examine cloud cover and cloud occurrence as a
function of height in the models and observations. Figure 2.6 shows cloud occurrence profiles derived from
ceilometer observations on different voyages and GA7.1N and MERRA-2 model output derived via the COSP
surface lidar simulator, in subsets by latitude and season. Most notably, the observed cloud cover is consistently
very high in the observations (80–100%) for all periods and latitude bands examined and greater than 90% in
most of the subsets. This finding differs substantially from the modelled cloud cover derived via the surface
lidar simulator, which ranges between 69 and 100% in GA7.1N, and is about 4–9% lower than observations
across the subsets. The cloud cover in MERRA-2 is also lower than observed and much lower than in GA7.1N,
spanning 51–95%. Only in 4 subsets is the cloud cover greater in GA7.1N than observed, and only in 1 subset is
the cloud cover greater inMERRA-2 than observed (out of 21 subsets). Our analysis therefore shows that cloud
cover is underestimated in both GA7.1N and MERRA-2 in the evaluated geographical regions and seasons.
Examination of the vertical distributions in Fig. 2.6 shows that observations have a strong predominance
of cloud below 2 km and peaking below 500 m in most subsets, including a substantial amount of surface-level
fog in some subsets. In contrast, GA7.1N and MERRA-2 simulate clouds at a higher altitude, peaking at about
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Figure 2.5 | Scatter plot of SW radiation bias in (a) GA7.1N and (b) MERRA-2 grid cells between 55◦S and 70◦S
in January 2018. Each point represents a daily average of SW radiation bias as a function of near-surface air
temperature and near-surface relative humidity. The bias is expressed as a percentage of the incoming solar
radiation in the grid cell. The points are a random sample of 100000 points.
500 m and generally the peak is higher than in observed clouds. Especially, clouds below 500 m and fog appear
to be lacking in the models.
The subsets in Fig. 2.6 are derived from uneven length of ship observations (1.0–28.9 days) due to the
limited availability of data. The longer subsets (Fig. 2.6a4, b4, c2, c4, f1) appear marginally more consistent
between the models and observations in terms of the cloud ocurrence profile, but the cloud cover is still
markedly underestimated. Figure 2.7 shows the model subsets of Fig. 2.6 as points by their cloud cover bias
relative to observations. It can be seen that GA7.1N underestimates cloud cover by about 4% andMERRA-2 by
16% when non-weighted averages are considered, and by 9% (GA7.1N) and 18% (MERRA-2) when weighted
averages are considered. Due to the nature of the lidar measurements, middle to high clouds may be obscured
by low clouds, as the laser signal is quickly attenuated by thick cloud. Therefore, the lack of clouds above 2
km in the plots does not imply that no clouds are present. The lidar simulator, however, ensures unbiased 1:1
comparison with observations by accounting for the signal attenuation. The results demonstrate the value of
surface cloudmeasurements in the SO relative to satellitemeasurements such as CloudSat andCALIPSO,which
would likely provide a biased sample of these clouds because of ‘ground clutter’ and obscuration by higher-level
clouds, respectively (Alexander and Protat, 2018).
2.5.3 Radiosonde observations
We use radiosonde measurements performed on TAN1802 and NBP1704 to evaluate boundary layer
properties and correlate them with clouds observed by a ceilometer. We compare the observations with
‘pseudo-radiosonde’ profiles extracted from model fields at the same location and time. The location is based
on the GNSS coordinates of the ship at the time of the balloon launch (the ballon trajectory length was
generally not long enough to span multiple model grid cells in the lower troposphere).
We define a new quantity ‘SST lifting level’ (SLL) derived from SST and boundary layer atmospheric
potential temperature, defined as the level to which an air parcel with the same temperature as SST, rising
from the sea surface, would rise adiabatically by buoyancy. That is, it is the level closest to the surface at which
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Figure 2.6 | Cloud occurrence frequency as a function of height derived from ceilometer observations (OBS) and
model fields (GA7.1N and MERRA-2). The observational and model data were subsetted by latitude and season
(DJF, MAM) along the voyage track. The numbers at the top of each panel show total (vertically integrated) cloud
cover and the number of days the ship spent passing through the spatiotemporal subset. The height in the plots
is limited to 6 km. There was no significant amount of cloud detected above this level. The total cloud cover is the
fraction of profiles with at least one cloudmasked range bin.
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Figure 2.7 | Cloud cover bias in models relative to observations. The points represent subsets as in Fig. 2.6. The
size of the circles is proportional to the number of days of observations in the subset. The solid lines are averages,
and dashed lines are averagesweighted by the number of days the ship spent passing through the spatiotemporal
subset.
(otherwise the air parcel does not rise and SLL is 0 m). This quantitiy is applicable in sea ice-free conditions in
the SO, when cold Antarctic air is warmed by the open sea surface and is lifted by buoyancy until it reaches a
limit imposed by the atmospheric stability of the atmosphere. Alongside the lifting condensation level (LCL)
we found SLL to be a useful quantity for evaluation of CBH. The authors are not aware of any previous use of
SLL, but this definition is supported by observations (see below).
Apart from SLL and LCL, we also use the lower tropospheric stability (LTS) (Klein and Hartmann, 1993).
LTS is defined as the difference between potential temperature at 700 hPa and sea level pressure (Klein and
Hartmann, 1993). It has been used in multiple previous studies (Williams et al., 2006; Franklin et al., 2013;
Williams et al., 2013; Naud et al., 2014).
Figure 2.8 shows the observed and modelled relationship between CBH and the minimum of SLL and LCL
(‘min{SLL,LCL}’), LTS, SLL and LCL. A large fraction of the observed points (OBS) in Fig. 2.8a lie close to
the origin (40% in the first 100 m in observations, vs. 26% and 17% in GA7.1N and MERRA-2, respectively),
which suggests that near zeromin{SLL,LCL} is a good indicator of fog or very low cloud, a relationship notwell-
represented in the models. The remaining observed points show a close equivalence between min{SLL,LCL}
and CBH, while the models do not represent this equivalence well. The histogram in Fig. 2.8a reveals that
about 42% of observed profiles have CBH within 100 m of min{SLL,LCL}, while only about 28% of GA7.1N
and 21% of MERRA-2 profiles do.
Using SLL or LCL as a predictor for CBH individually resulted in aweaker relationship thanmin{SLL,LCL}:
25% and 31% of OBS profiles have CBHwithin 100 m of SLL and LCL, respectively (Fig. 2.8c, d). This suggests
that min{SLL,LCL} is more strongly related to CBH than SLL or LCL individually. Figure 2.8b shows CBH as
a function of LTS. LTS does not display a good predictive ability for CBH in this dataset, with the exception of
very stable profiles (LTS > 15 K), when observed CBH was below 250 m in all but one case.
Figure 2.9 shows the distribution of min{SLL,LCL} derived from radiosonde observations andmodel fields.
In observations, the quantity almost consistently peaks near the ground and reaches up to 1.5 km in ice-free
cases (Fig. 2.9a1–a5, b4). GA7.1N represents this distribution relatively well. This is not the case withMERRA-
2, which is less likely to peak near the ground (Fig. 2.9a3, a5, c4). The sea-ice cases (Fig. 2.9b5, b6) show
markedly different observed distribution of the quantity, with peak at about 300 m. GA7.1N and MERRA-2
represent the distribution over sea ice relatively poorely.
2.5.4 Zonal plane comparison of GA7.1N and MERRA-2
In order to better understand the differences in the SW radiation bias between GA7.1N and MERRA-2, we
inspect zonal plane plots of cloud occurrence and thermodynamic fields of the models in DJF 2017/18 and 1
January 2018 (Fig. 2.10). The figure shows seasonal and daily average cloud liquid and icemixing ratio contours
plotted over two different backgrounds – potential temperature and relative humidity (RH). The daily average
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TAN1802, NBP1704; Feb May, 60 70°S
Figure 2.8 | Scatter plots of radiosondemeasurements on the TAN1802 and NBP1704 voyages between February
andMayand60–70◦S latitude. Correspondingprofiles fromGA7.1NandMERRA-2are selected, i.e. having the same
geographical coordinates and the same time of the year. Each point on the scatter plots represents a radiosonde
profile. Theplots compare threedatasets: observations (OBS),GA7.1NandMERRA-2. The radiosondeobservations
arematchedwith ceilometer (OBS) andCOSP-basedCBH (GA7.1NandMERRA-2). (a) shows thepoints asa function
of min{SLL, LCL} and CBH. The inset histogram shows distribution of the difference of CBH and min{SLL, LCL} in
bins of 100m, where each bin contains three bars for the three datasets. (b, c, d) show the points as a function of
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Figure 2.9 | Number of occurrences of min{SLL,LCL} by height derived from radiosonde observations (OBS) on
TAN1802 and NBP1704, and the equivalent profiles in GA7.1N and MERRA-2. Shown are subsets by latitude
between 60 and 75◦S and seasons DJF and MAM. The numbers at the top of each panel indicate the number of
profileswhichmakeup thehistogramand thepercentageof sea ice cases determined fromNSIDC satellite-derived
sea ice concentration.
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Figure 2.10 | Zonal plane plot of cloud liquid and ice mixing ratios in GA7.1N and MERRA-2 at 60◦S. The cloud
liquid and ice mixing ratios are plotted as contours on top of the potential temperature fields (a–d) and relative
humidity fields (e–h). SLL is indicated by a white line. (a, b, e, f) show a seasonal average in DJF 2017/2018 and
(c, d, g, h) show a daily average on 1 January 2018. (i, j) show the column-integrated values of cloud liquid and
ice water as a function of longitude corresponding to the plots above. All liquid shown in the plots is supercooled
(air temperature is less than 0◦C everywhere).
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plots (Fig. 2.10c, d) show a very pronounced difference between the cloud liquid amount between the two
models, withMERRA-2 simulating amuch greater amount of cloud liquid. In contrast, GA7.1N simulates cloud
with ice, which are nearly absent in MERRA-2 at the chosen contour levels. The liquid content is generally
concentrated near SLL in MERRA-2, but much less so in GA7.1N, where SLL is often at 0 m. The cloud
ice in GA7.1N generally has significantly greater vertical extent than the cloud liquid. These differences are
also present on the seasonal scale (Fig. 2.10a, b). The difference in potential temperature between the models
is relatively small. GA7.1N, however, shows a slightly higher potential temperature. The RH field is very
different between GA7.1N and MERRA-2, with MERRA-2 simulating higher RH by about 10%.
Pehaps most interestngly, the vertically integrated liquid and ice content (Fig. 2.10i, j) is very different
between the models. Both models simulate almost the same liquid + ice total, but the phase composition of
cloud in GA7.1N is majority ice, while in MERRA-2 it is almost entirely liquid.
2.6 Discussion
The TOA outgoing SW radiation assessment shows that the models exhibit monthly average biases of up to
39 Wm−2 (MERRA-2, 50–55◦S in December), and that these biases have a significant latitudinal dependency,
with the opposite sign of bias between different latitude bands. In GA7.1N the bias is predominantly negative,
while in MERRA-2 the bias is predominanly positive. Similar pattern of bias is present in both models. The
bias is positive north of 55◦S (65◦S) in GA7.1N (MERRA-2) and negative south of this latitude. This finding
is consistent with Schuddeboom et al. (2019), who observed opposite sign of SW cloud radiative effect south
and north of 55◦S in GA7.1.
A very similar geographical pattern of bias is present in DJF andMAM, suggesting that similar cloud biases
are present in both seasons. This is also supported by Fig. 2.6, which does not display a significant difference
in observed cloud occurrence and bias in the models between DJF and MAM. Consistent with the maximum
of incoming solar radiation, December and January were found to be the months with the greatest absolute
bias in the models. Therefore, fixing the representation of clouds in the SO in these months is relatively more
important than in other months.
Figure 2.5 suggests that the bias correlates not only with latitude, but alsowith near-surface air temperature.
The negative bias is strongly clustered around 0◦C in GA7.1N, and −2◦C in MERRA-2, and positive bias is
predominantly correlated with higher temperature.
The ship-based lidar cloud occurrence revealed close to 100% cloud cover in multiple subsets. Subsetting
allowed us to identify whether the cloud cover is substantially different by latitude and season, and also sample
independent weather situations (it is expected that cloud occurrence profiles are highly correlated over several
days due to persistance of synoptic situations). The subsets show a relatively consistent cloud occurrence profile
peaking below 500 m, and almost zero above 2 km. This is possibly also due to obscuration of lidar signal by
lower clouds, a fact which is also accounted for by the lidar simulator and therefore unbiased in the comparison.
The models generally do not reproduce this profile well. Apart from underestimating the total cloud cover, the
peak of cloud occurrence in the models is higher than observed. Improving the cloud profile representation in
the models is likely key for improving the SW radiation bias.
The effect of clouds on SW radiation is the product of cloud cover (the fraction of the sky containing
clouds) and cloud albedo (the fraction of SW radiation reflected by the clouds). With our ship-based lidar
observationswemeasured cloud cover (total, and cloud cover as a function of height), while we did notmeasure
cloud albedo. The cloud cover was almost consistently underestimated in both GA7.1N and MERRA-2 across
all latitudes. At the same time, the satellite observations show that MERRA-2 reflects too much all-sky SW
radiation. Therefore, the cloud albedo in MERRA-2 must be too high in order to cause too much all-sky SW
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radiation reflection despite the lack of cloud cover. This effect is visible on the daily scale in Fig. 2.3j–l, where
the individual clouds in MERRA-2 appear significantly brighter than on satellite observations.
Remarkably, the observed cloud ocurrence profiles appear to be similar between the DJF andMAM seasons
and latitude bands between 55 and 70◦S (Fig. 2.6): if we focus on the subsets with more than 10 days (Fig. 2.6a4,
b4, c2, c4, f1), i.e. not heavily skewed toward a singleweather situation, we find that they are all characterised by
a peak below 500 m of 25–60% and falling to near-zero above 2–3 km, sometimes with a minor secondary peak
between 1 and 2 km. The simulated profiles show a slightly higher altitude of the primary peak between 0 and
1 km, underestimated in MERRA-2 by up about two thirds, falling to near-zero between 2 and 3 km, without
any substantial secondary peak. The total cloud fraction appears to be more strongly underestimated at high
latitudes in GA7.1N in DJF, by 8–28% (Fig. 2.6c2, c4) vs. 8% (Fig. 2.6b4). This is an important consideration
in connection with the SW radiation bias, which shows a strong latitudinal gradient of the TOA outgoing SW
radiation bias in the models (Fig. 2.3, 2.4). Based on the the presented results a plausible explanation for the
SW radiation bias could be overestimation of cloud albedo north of about 55◦S (65◦S) in GA7.1N (MERRA-2)
causing positive TOA outgoing SW radiation bias north of this latitude and underestimation of cloud cover
over the whole SO causing negative TOA outgoing SW radiation bias south of this latitude. We should note
that some of the observations in the latitude band 65–70◦S include time periods when the ships were docking
at the station. These periods could be affected by continental Antarctic flow, see for example Jolly et al. (2018).
Precipitation is currently not implemented in the lidar simulator. In lidar observations, the cloud masking
algorithmused does not discern precipitation and cloud. Therefore, cloud occurrence in simulated lidar profiles
can be biased to lower values relative to observations if substantial amounts of precipitation occurred during
the time period. We tested this effect by eliminating profiles affected by precipitation as detected by a co-located
Metek Micro Rain Radar version 2 (MRR-2) on the TAN1802 voyage and found relatively little difference in
the cloud occurrence profiles.
In the ship observations we found a notable correspondence between CBH, SLL and LCL. Boundary layer
thermodynamics, determining the lifting levels, is a plausible driver of cloud formation in the absence of other
forcing. We examined SLL in models and radiosonde observations, and found differences which are likely
too small to explain the cloud occurrence differences between the models and ceilometer observations. Bodas-
Salcedo et al. (2012), in their analysis of an earlier version of the GA model (GA3.0) using cyclone composites
also noted that biases in thermodynamics are not likely to explain the SW radiation bias, but may still play a
significant role. The presence of positive TOA outgoing SW radiation bias in the SO between 50 and 55◦S in
GA7.1, which contrasts with the negative bias south of the latitude, is important because it places a limit on the
applicability of other studies which used SO observational data from regions north of 55◦S (Lang et al., 2018).
In Section 2.5.3 we show that min{SLL,LCL} has a stronger equivalence to CBH than SLL, LCL individually
or LTS. This relationship becomes quite notable when examining the individual voyage radiosonde profiles
(not presented here). We hypothesise that the theoretical reason for this relationship is the following. When
SLL is higher than LCL, an air parcel warmed by the sea surface to temperature close to SST rises by buoyancy
past LCL to a level with the equivalent potential temperature. The water vapour starts to condensate at LCL
(assuming enough cloud condensation nuclei are present at 100% saturation), forming cloud with CBH equal
to LCL. If SLL is lower than LCL, the air parcel rises to the level of equivalent potential temperature, where air
lifted from the sea surface eventually accumulates, potentially forming cloud if enough moisture is transported
from the sea surface. The models do not represent the observed relationship well (see also Chapter 4), and
improving this relationship may be one way of improving the cloud simulation.
Considering the strong observed relationship between min{SLL,LCL} and CBH (CBH tends to occur at the
same level asmin{SLL,LCL}), we evaluated the distribution ofmin{SLL,LCL} in themodels in comparisonwith
radiosonde observations (Fig. 2.9). We found that GA7.1N represents this distribution relatively well in sea-ice-
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free cases, while MERRA-2 underestimates cases when min{SLL,LCL} was near the surface. This may be the
reason for the underestimation of very low cloud and fog in this model identified in the comparison with lidar
observations. Therefore, improving the distribution of the quantity inMERRA-2 may lead to improvement of
low cloud simulation. In the period of our observations, SST in MERRA-2 MERRA-2 is based on the Donlon
et al. (2012) dataset (Gelaro et al., 2017). The accuracy of SST in this dataset is 0.57 K. This could potentially
contribute to the boundary layer biases identified here.
It is interesting to contrast our results with previous studies which used cyclone compositing for the TOA
SW radiation bias evaluation in GCMs. We cannot make substantial conclusions from our results on how
much of the model bias is attributable to cyclones. It appears, however, that the cloud cover and cloud liquid
and ice mixing ratio bias in GA7.1N is systematic rather than isolated to cyclonic activities due to its relative
consistency across spatiotemporal subsets in the high latitude SO. This does not rule out even greater biases
related to cyclonic sectors. Specifically, Bodas-Salcedo et al. (2014) evaluated a large set of models, including
HadGEM2-A, a predecessor model to HadGEM3, likely affected by similar biases, and found that about 80% of
grid cells south of 55◦S could be classified as affected by a cyclone, and that these grid cells were responsible
for the majority of the total SW radiation bias. Moreover, their cyclone compositing showed that the bias in
HadGEM2-A was largely negative in the cold quadrants, and near zero in the warm quadrants. Their results
also indicate a strong contrast in SW bias south and north of 55◦S, similar to the result we found in GA7.1N.
We think these results can be reconciled with our study by assuming that the model has a particular difficulty
in representing cloud in situations when near-surface air temperature is lower than the SST. In these regions
the heat flux is from the ocean to the atmosphere is positive, which in the austral summer predominantly occur
south of 55◦S and in the cold sectors of cyclones. The cloud representation when near-surface air temperature
is greater than SST is relativelymore accurate, this case occurring predominantly north of 55◦S and in thewarm
sector of cyclones. As shown inFig. 2.5, the negativeTOAoutgoing SWradiation bias in themodels is clustered
at zero and sub-zero temperatures. This suggests a possible explanation that sub-zero air mass advecting from
Antarctica or from sea ice covered areas over warmwater (cold-air outbreaks) could be inducing low cloud and
fog, and this process is not well represented in the models (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2012).
Previous studies have documented that supercooled liquid is often present in the SO cloud in summer
months (Morrison et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012; Chubb et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2016; Bodas-Salcedo
et al., 2016; Jolly et al., 2018; Listowski et al., 2019). We cannot substantially add to these findings with our
observations, although preliminary analysis of a polarising lidar Sigma Space MiniMPL profiles from the
TAN1802 voyage suggests supercooled liquid was commonly present in the ubiquitous stratocumulus cloud.
The side-by-side comparison of cloud liquid and ice mixing ratios on the zonal plane (Fig. 2.10) suggests that
models can differ significantly in their representation of cloud phase, with GA7.1N simulating markedly less
supercooled liquid than MERRA-2. This is the most likely the explanation for the overestimation of TOA
outgoing SW radiation in MERRA-2, despite the underestimated cloud cover in this model. If cloud cover is
increased inMERRA-2 to better match with the lidar observations, the cloud albedo would have to be lowered
to obtain a reasonable match of TOA outgoing SW radiation with CERES.
The 2016–2018 voyagesmay have been affected by the unusually low sea ice extent (discussed below), which
can have a significant effect on cloud (Frey et al., 2018; Taylor et al., 2015). The modulating effect of sea ice
on cloud in the SO has previously been shown by Listowski et al. (2019) and there is an apparent difference
in cloud between the Ross Sea and Ross Ice Shelf as shown by Jolly et al. (2018), with cloud over the ice shelf
having smaller cloud cover, a greater amount of altostratus cloud and a smaller amount of deep convective
cloud. The sea ice and ice shelves block transport of heat and moisture to the atmosphere. Their low thermal
conductivity and high albedo mean the surface can cool to very low temperature and thus have an effect on the
radiation balance of the atmosphere. We did not focus on sea ice conditions, since one can expect the effect
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Table 2.3 | A table showing a ‘back-of-the-envelope’ calculation how the GA7.1N peak TOA outgoing SW radiation
bias (Fig. 2.4) would change if the cloud cover were increased by 5% (Fig. 2.7), asssuming the cloud albedo does
not change. The ‘corrected’ TOA outgoing SW radiation is calculated by multiplying the original value by 1.05.
Latitude TOA out. SW at max. ∆ (Wm−2) Max. ∆ TOA out. SW (Wm−2) Corrected Max. ∆ TOA out. SW (Wm−2) Explained error
55–60◦S 199 -9 0.95 111%
60–65◦S 214 -21 -10.3 51%
65–70◦S 243 -16 3.85 76%
of cloud biases on the SW radiation bias over sea ice to be small – the ice surface is already highly reflective in
the SW, and the presence of cloud has little impact on the grid cell SW reflectivity (the SW albedo of cloud is
similar to sea ice, depending on the sea ice concentration).
The Antarctic sea ice extent has undergone a rapid decrease starting in the spring of 2016 after about a
decade of slightly increasing extent (Turner et al., 2017; Stuecker et al., 2017; Doddridge and Marshall, 2017;
Kusahara et al., 2018; Schlosser et al., 2018; Ludescher et al., 2018). The sea ice extent due to this decrease
was found to be the lowest on observational record since 1979, and the Ross Sea was particularly affected by
this anomaly. The unusually low sea ice extent likely affected atmospheric observations made on the voyages
presented in this study, e.g. the TAN1802 voyage in February and March 2018 to the Ross Sea experienced no
sea ice during the entire voyage. Because sea ice is an important factor influencing the atmospheric boundary-
layer stability and radiation balance, a significant secondary effect on cloud cover, cloud phase and opacity is
expected. Sea ice is, however, not expected to be responsible for the SO SW radiation bias described here,
because the bias is present even when sea ice concentration is prescribed from satellite observations, as is the
case in the nudged run GA7.1 and the MERRA-2 reanalysis. Given that few of the ship-based observations
were collected before 2016, we cannot reliably estimate how the anomalous sea ice extent affected our results.
In our results we found that even when model atmospheric dynamics is nudged to a reanalysis based on
past observations, the TOA outgoing SW radiation bias is large and cloud occurrence, especially of low cloud
and fog, is underestimated. CBH is found to be strongly linked to the boundary layer thermodynamics, and
this link does not seem to be well represented in GA7.1N and MERRA-2. We therefore expect that cloud
and boundary layer parametrisations (as part of subgrid scale processes in the models) are responsible for this
bias. We have identified parts of the GA7.1N model most likely responsible: the large-scale cloud scheme, the
prognostic cloud fraction and prognostic condensate scheme (PC2) scheme (Wilson et al., 2008a,b) and the
boundary layer scheme. A future study should focus on these schemes to identify the parts responsible for the
bias. In particular, the model should improve simulation of very low cloud and fog and achieve a closer match
between the lifting levels and CBH (Fig. 2.8a).
In Table 2.3 we present a simple calculation how the GA7.1N peak TOA outgoing SW radiation bias would
change if the cloud cover were increased by 5% (as suggested by Fig. 2.7), assuming the cloud albedo does not
change. This correction would explain 51–111% of the bias depending on the latitude. The remaining part of
the bias must be attributed to cloud albedo. One way this could be improved is by increasing the supercooled
liquid fraction, or by increasing the total cloud water (liquid + ice) path. Therefore, our results suggest that
in GA7.1N underestimation of cloud cover is responsible for the majority of the negative TOA outgoing SW
radiation bias, relative to underestimation of cloud albedo.
2.7 Conclusions
We analysed 4 years of observational SO ship data, and contrasted them with a nudged run of the GA7.1 GCM,
and MERRA-2 reanalysis. We used satellite observations of the Earth radiation budget to assess the TOA
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outgoing SWradiation bias in the SO in themodels. We examined the total cloud cover and vertical distribution
of cloud as measured by ceilometers and simulated by a ceilometer simulator based on the model data. We also
compared SO radiosonde observations from two voyages with pseudo-radiosonde profiles from the models in
order to assess boundary layer stability and the correlation between cloud base and atmospheric lifting levels.
We also compared model fields of cloud liquid and ice content, potential temperature and relative humidity in a
zonal plane analysis across the SO to contrast cloud and thermodynamics simulated by GA7.1N andMERRA-2.
The SO SW radiation bias is significant in GA7.1N and MERRA-2, and tends to be positive in the
northern parts of the SO and negative in the southern parts of the SO in both models. MERRA-2 shows
greater absolute bias than GA7.1N. SO ship-based lidar and radiosonde observations are a valuable tool for
model cloud evaluation, considering the amount of low cloud in this region which is likely poorly sampled by
satellite instruments due to possible obscuration by higher overlapping cloud. The main findings of this study
are that multi-year ship-based observations:
• corroborate satellite-based evidence of underestimated cloud cover, with both GA7.1N and MERRA-2
underestimating cloud cover on average by about 4–9% (GA7.1N) and 18% (MERRA-2),
• show that low cloud below 2 km is almost continuous in the SO in summer months in sea ice-free
conditions, and not well represented in the models,
• indicate that boundary layer thermodynamics is a strong driver of cloud in the SO, and this relationship
is not well represented in the models,
• suggest that subgrid-scale processes in situations when near-surface atmospheric temperature is lower
or close to SST are responsible for the cloud misrepresentation.
Here, we introduced a new quantity (a thermodynamic level) called SST lifting level (SLL), which is the
level of neutral buoyancy of an adiabatically lifted parcel with temperature equal to SST. The motivation for
introducing this level was the frequently observed occurrence of cloud base at this height, together with LCL.
We think that this is explained by the strongly thermodynamically-driven cloud in the SouternOcean boundary
layer and is linked to the particular conditions of the summertime Southern Ocean: sub-zero temperature of
the near-surface atmosphere, destabilised by the relatively warmer (near-zero) sea surface.
Future studies of SO cloud representation in the GA model could focus on specific details of the model
subgrid-scale cloud processes (such as the large scale cloud, boundary layer and convection schemes), and how
their tuning impacts cloud occurrence distributions compared to the ship observations. The stark difference
between GA7.1N and MERRA-2 cloud liquid and ice content also remains to be explained, and could provide
valuable insight for improving the SO SW radiation bias in the model and the reanalysis.
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Code and data availability
The original COSP version 1 simulator is open source and available publicly at https://github.com/CFMIP/COSPv1. The
modified COSP version 1 simulator including the ground-based lidar simulator used in this study is open source and available
at https://alcf-lidar.github.io. The cl2nc software for converting Vaisala CL51 data to NetCDF is available at https:
//github.com/peterkuma/cl2nc. The CERES EBAF and SYN1deg products are available publicly from the CERES website:
https://ceres.larc.nasa.gov/. The Neal-Real-Time DMPS SSMIS Daily Polar Gridded Sea Ice Concentrations product is
available publicly from the NSIDC website: https://nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0081. The Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea
Surface Temperature data set (HadISST) is available publicly from the Met Office website: https://www.metoffice.gov.
uk/hadobs/hadisst/. The MERRA-2 data are available publicly from the MERRA-2 website: https://gmao.gsfc.nasa.
gov/reanalysis/MERRA-2/. The ship-based observations dataset as well as all processing code is available on request
from the authors.
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Abstract
Automatic lidars and ceilometers provide valuable information on cloud and aerosols, but have not been
used systematically in the evaluation of GCMs and NWP models. Obstacles associated with the diversity
of instruments, a lack of standardisation of data products and open processing tools mean that the value of
the large automatic lidar and ceilometer (ALC) networks worldwide is not being realised. We discuss a tool,
called the Automatic Lidar and Ceilometer Framework (ALCF), that overcomes these problems and also
includes a ground-based lidar simulator, which calculates the radiative transfer of laser radiation, and allows
one-to-one comparison with models. Our ground-based lidar simulator is based on the Cloud FeedbackModel
Intercomparison Project (CFMIP) Observation Simulator Package (COSP) which has been used extensively
for spaceborne lidar intercomparisons. The ALCF implements all steps needed to transform and calibrate
raw ALC data and create simulated attenuated volume backscattering coefficient profiles for one-to-one
comparison and complete statistical analysis of cloud. The framework supports multiple common commercial
ALCs (Vaisala CL31, CL51, Lufft CHM 15k and Droplet Measurement Technologies MiniMPL), reanalyses
(JRA-55, ERA5 and MERRA-2) and models (AMPS and the Unified Model). To demonstrate its capabilities,
we present case studies evaluating cloud in the supported reanalyses and models using CL31, CL51, CHM 15k
and MiniMPL observations at three sites in New Zealand. We show that the reanalyses and models generally
underestimate cloud fraction. If sufficiently high temporal resolution model output is available (better than
6 hourly), a direct comparison of individual clouds is also possible. We demonstrate that the ALCF can
be used as a generic evaluation tool to examine cloud occurrence and cloud properties in reanalyses, NWP
models and GCMs, potentially utilising the large amounts of ALC data already available. This tool is likely
to be particularly useful for the analysis and improvement of low-level cloud simulations which are not well
monitored from space. This has previously been identified as a critical deficiency in contemporary models,
limiting the accuracy of weather forecasts and future climate projections. While the current focus of the




Automatic lidars and ceilometers (ALC) are active ground-based instruments which emit laser pulses in the
ultraviolet, visible or infrared (IR) part of the electromagnetic spectrum and measure radiation backscattered
from atmospheric constituents such as cloud and fog liquid droplets and ice crystals, haze, aerosol and
atmospheric gases (Emeis, 2010). Vertical profiles of attenuated backscattered radiation can be produced
by measuring received power as a function of time elapsed between emitting the pulse and receiving the
backscattered radiation. Quantities such as cloud base height (CBH) and a cloud mask (Pal et al., 1992; Wang
and Sassen, 2001; Martucci et al., 2010; Costa-Surós et al., 2013; Van Tricht et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2015a,b;
Lewis et al., 2016; Cromwell and Flynn, 2018; Silber et al., 2018), particle volume backscattering coefficient
(Marenco et al., 1997;Welton et al., 2000, 2002;Wiegner and Geiß, 2012;Wiegner et al., 2014; Jin et al., 2015;
Dionisi et al., 2018) and boundary layer height (Eresmaa et al., 2006; Münkel et al., 2007; Emeis et al., 2009;
Tsaknakis et al., 2011; Milroy et al., 2012; Knepp et al., 2017) can be derived from the attenuated volume
backscattering coefficient profile. Lidars equipped with polarisation or multiple wavelengths can also provide
depolarisation ratio or colour ratio, respectively, which can be used to infer cloud phase or particle types.
Doppler lidars can measure wind speed in the direction of the lidar orientation. ALCs are commonly deployed
at airports, where they provide CBH, fog and aerosol observations needed for air traffic control. Large
networks of up to hundreds of lidars and ceilometers have been deployed worldwide: Cloudnet (Illingworth
et al., 2007), E-PROFILE (Illingworth et al., 2018), PollyNET (Baars et al., 2016), ICENET (Cazorla et al., 2017),
MPLNET (Welton et al., 2006) and ARM (Stokes and Schwartz, 1994; Campbell et al., 2002). The purpose
of these networks is to observe cloud, fog, aerosol, air quality, visibility and volcanic ash, provide input to
numerical weather prediction (NWP) model evaluation (Hogan et al., 2001; Illingworth et al., 2007; Morcrette
et al., 2012; Warren et al., 2018; Lamer et al., 2018; Hansen et al., 2018b) and assimilation (Illingworth et al.,
2015b, 2018) and for climate studies. These networks are usually composed of multiple types of ALCs, with
Vaisala CL31, CL51, Lufft (formerly Jenoptik) CHM 15k and Droplet Measurement Technologies (formerly
Sigma Space and Hexagon) MiniMPL the most common. Complex lidar data processing has been set up
on some of these networks. Notably, at the SIRTA site in France, lidar ratio (LR) comparable with a lidar
simulator (Chiriaco et al., 2018) is calculated as part of their ‘ReOBS’ processing method. Intercomparison
and calibration campaigns such as CeiLinEx2015 (Mattis et al., 2016) and INTERACT-I(-II) (Rosoldi et al.,
2018; Madonna et al., 2018) have been performed. Lidar data processing involves a number of tasks such as
resampling, calibration, noise removal and cloud detection. Some of these are implemented in the instrument
firmware of ALCs. This, however, means that lidar attenuated volume backscattering coefficient and detected
cloud and cloud base are not comparable between different instruments. In most cases the algorithms are not
publicly documented, making it impossible to compare the data with values from a model or a lidar simulator
without a systematic bias.
Atmospheric model evaluation is an ongoing task, and a critical part of the model improvement process
(Eyring et al., 2019; Hourdin et al., 2017; Schmidt et al., 2017). Traditionally, various types of observational
andmodel datasets have been utilised –weather and climate station data, upper air soundings, ground-based and
satellite remote sensing datasets, and high-resolutionmodel simulations, amongst others. Clouds are one of the
most problematic phenomena in atmospheric models due to their transient nature, high spatial and temporal
variability, and sensitivity to a complex combination of conditions such as relative humidity, aerosols (presence
of cloud condensation nuclei and ice nuclei), thermodynamic and dynamic conditions. At the same time, clouds
have a very substantial effect on the atmospheric shortwave and longwave radiation balance, and any cloud
misrepresentation has a strong effect on other components of the model, limiting the ability to accurately
represent past and present climate and predict future climate (Zadra et al., 2018). An improved understanding
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of clouds and cloud feedbacks is one of the focuses of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6
(CMIP6) (Eyring et al., 2016), and comparison of model cloud with observations is one of the key points of
the Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP) (Webb et al., 2017). Satellite observations make
up the majority of the data used to evaluate model clouds. These include passive visible and IR low earth
orbit and geostationary radiometers measuring, among others, features such as cloud cover, cloud top height
(CTH), cloud top temperature; passive microwave instruments measuring total column water; active radars
and lidars measuring cloud vertical profiles. Ground-based remote sensing instruments include radars, lidars,
ceilometers, radiometers and sky cameras. As pointed out byWilliams and Bodas-Salcedo (2017), using a wide
range of different observational datasets including satellite and ground-based for general circulation model
(GCM) evaluation is important due to limitations of each dataset.
Model cloud is commonly represented by the mixing ratio of liquid and ice and cloud fraction (CF) on
every model grid cell and vertical level. In addition some models provide the cloud droplet effective radius
used in radiative transfer calculations. Remote sensing observations do not match the representation of
the atmospheric model fields directly because of their different resolutions, limited field of view (FOV) and
attenuation by atmospheric constituents before reaching the instrument’s receiver. Instrument simulators
bridge this gap by converting the model fields to quantities which emulate those measured by the instrument,
which can then be compared directly with observations. One such collection of instrument simulators is the
CFMIP Observation Simulator Package (COSP) (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011; Swales et al., 2018), which has
been used for more than a decade for evaluation of models using satellite, and more recently ground-based,
observations. The simulators in COSP include active instruments such as spaceborne and ground-based radars:
Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) on CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002), Ka-band ARM Zenith Radar (KAZR); lidars:
Cloud-Aerosol Lidar Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) on CALIPSO (Winker et al., 2009), Cloud-Aerosol
Transport System (CATS) on ISS (McGill et al., 2015), the Atmospheric Lidar (ATLID) on EarthCARE
(Illingworth et al., 2015a); and spaceborne passive instruments: ISCCP (Rossow and Schiffer, 1991), MODIS
(Parkinson, 2003) and MISR (Diner et al., 1998). The more recent addition of ground-based radar (Zhang
et al., 2018) and lidar (Chiriaco et al., 2018; Bastin et al., 2018) opens up new possibilities to use the large
amount of remote sensing data obtained from ground-based active remote sensing instruments. In practice,
ground-based observational remote sensing data are not straightforward to use without a substantial amount
of additional processing. Some previous studies have also compared models and ground-based radar and lidar
observations without the use of an instrument simulator (Bouniol et al., 2010; Hansen et al., 2018a), though
for the reasons identified above this is not advisable.
In this study we introduce a software package called the Automatic Lidar and Ceilometer Framework
(ALCF) for evaluatingmodel cloud using ALC observations. It extends and integrates the COSP lidar simulator
(Chiriaco et al., 2006; Chepfer et al., 2007, 2008) with pre- and post-processing steps, and allows the simulator
to be run offline on model output, instead of having to be integrated inside the model. This makes it possible
to compare ALC data at any location without having to run the model with a specific configuration. Multiple
ALCs, reanalyses and model output formats are supported. The original COSP lidar simulator was extended
with Rayleigh, Mie and ice crystal scattering at multiple lidar wavelengths. Observational ALC data from a
number of common instruments can be processed by re-sampling to a common resolution, removing noise,
detecting cloud and calculating statistics. The same steps can be performed on the simulated lidar data from
the model (the output of running COSP on the model data), allowing for one-to-one comparison of model and
observations. A particular focus of our work was on applying the same processing steps on the observed and
simulated attenuated volume backscattering coefficient in order to avoid biases. The ALCF is made available
under an open source license (MIT) at https://alcf-lidar.github.io, and as a permanent archive of
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Figure 3.1 | (a) Scheme showing the operation of the ALCF and (b) the processing commands.
A relatively small amount of other open source code is available for ALC data processing. A lidar simulator
has been developed as part of the Goddard Satellite Data Simulator Unit (G-SDSU) (G-S, 2019), a package
based on the instrument simulator package SDSU (Masunaga et al., 2010). The Community Intercomparison
Suite (CIS) (Watson-Parris et al., 2016) allows for subsetting, aggregation, co-location and plotting of mostly
satellite data with a focus on model–observations intercomparison. The STRAT lidar data processing tools
are a collection of tools for conversion of raw ALC data, visualisation and feature classification (Morille et al.,
2007).
Here, we provide an overview of the ALCF (Sect. 3.2), describe the supported ALCs, reanalyses andmodels
(Sect. 3.3), the lidar simulator (Sect. 3.4) and the observed and simulated lidar data processing steps (Sect. 3.5).
Later, we present a set of case studies at three sites in New Zealand (NZ) (Sect. 3.6) to demonstrate the value of
this new tool. Lastly, we present the results of the case studies in Sect. 3.7.
3.2 Overview of operation of the Automatic Lidar and Ceilometer
Framework (ALCF 1.0)
The ALCF performs the necessary steps to simulate ALC attenuated volume backscattering coefficient based
on 4-dimensional atmospheric fields from reanalyses, NWPmodels and GCMs, and to transform the observed
raw ALC attenuated volume backscattering coefficient profiles to profiles comparable with the simulated
profiles. It does so by extracting 2-dimensional (time × height) profiles from the model data, performing
radiative transfer calculations based on a modified COSP lidar simulator (Sect. 3.4), absolute calibration and
resampling of the observed attenuated volume backscattering coefficient to common resolution and performing
comparable cloud detection on the simulated and observed attenuated volume backscattering coefficient. The
framework supports multiple common ALCs (Sect. 3.3.1), reanalyses and models (Sect. 3.3.2). The schematic
in Fig. 3.1 illustrates this process as well as the ALCF commands which perform the individual steps. The
following commands are implemented: model, simulate, lidar, stats and plot. The commands are normally
executed in a sequence, which is also implemented by ameta-command auto, which is equivalent to executing a
sequence of commands. The commands are described in detail in the technical documentation available online
at https://alcf-lidar.github.io, on Zenodo at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4088217 and
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in the Supplementary information. The physical basis is described here.
The model command extracts 2-dimensional profiles of cloud liquid and ice content (and other
thermodynamic fields) from the supported NWP model, GCM and reanalysis data (model data in Fig. 3.1) at
a geographical point, along a ship track or a flight path. The resulting profiles are recorded as NetCDF files.
Sect. 3.3.2 describes the supported reanalyses and models. Themodel data can be either in one of the supported
model output formats, or a new module for reading arbitrary model output can be written, providing that
the required atmospheric fields are present in the model output. The required model fields are: per-level
specific cloud liquid water content, specific cloud ice water content, cloud fraction, geopotential height,
temperature, surface-level pressure and orography. No physical calculations are performed by this command.
The atmospheric profiles are extracted by a nearest-neighbour selection.
The simulate command runs the lidar simulator described in Sect. 3.4 on the extracted model data (the
output of themodel command) and produces simulated attenuated volume backscattering coefficient profiles.
This command runs the COSP-derived lidar simulator, which performs radiative transfer calculations of the
laser radiation through the atmosphere. The resulting simulated attenuated volume backscattering coefficient
profiles are the output of this command.
The lidar command applies various processing algorithms on either the simulated attenuated volume
backscattering coefficient (the output of the simulate command) or the observed ALC coefficient (lidar data in
Fig. 3.1) (Sect. 3.5). The data are resampled to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), noise is subtracted, LR
is calculated, a cloud mask is calculated by applying a cloud detection algorithm and CBH is determined from
the cloud mask. Absolute calibration (Sect. 3.5.2) can also be applied in this step by multiplying the observed
attenuated volume backscattering coefficient by a calibration coefficient. This is important in order to
obtain unbiased attenuated volume backscattering coefficient profiles comparable with the simulated profiles.
Sect. 3.3.1 describes the supported instruments. The lidar data can be in one of the supported instrument
formats. If the native instrument format is not NetCDF, it has to be converted from the native format with
the auxiliary command convert or one of the conversion programs: cl2nc (Vaisala CL31, CL51), mpl2nc or
SigmaMPL (Sigma Space MiniMPL).
The stats step calculates summary statistics from the output of the lidar command. These include CF,
cloud occurrence by height, attenuated volume backscattering coefficient histograms and the averages of LR
and backscattering coefficient.
The plot command plots attenuated volume backscattering coefficient profiles produced by the lidar
command (Fig. 3.4, 3.5, 3.6), and the statistics produced by the stats command: cloud occurrence (Fig. 3.3),
attenuated volume backscattering coefficient histograms (Fig. 3.7) and attenuated volume backscattering
coefficient noise standard deviation histograms (Fig. 3.9).
3.3 Supported input data: instruments, reanalyses andmodels
3.3.1 Instruments
The primary focus of the framework is to support common commercial ALCs. Ceilometers are considered
the most basic type of lidar (Emeis, 2010; Kotthaus et al., 2016) intended as commercial products designed
for unattended operation. They are used routinely to measure CBH, but most instruments also provide the
full vertical profiles of attenuated volume backscattering coefficient. Therefore, they are suitable for model
evaluation by comparing not only CBH, but also cloud occurrence as a function of height. Their compact size
and low cost make it possible to deploy a large number of these instruments in different locations, or use them
in unusual settings such as mounted on ships (Klekociuk et al., 2020; Kuma et al., 2020b). Common off-the-
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Table 3.1 | Table of ALCs and their technical parameters. Power is calculated as Pulse × Pulse Repetition
Frequency (PRF).
Instrument λ (nm) Laser Rate1 (s) Res.2 (m) Depol.3 Pulse4 (µJ) Range5 (km) PRF (kHz) Overlap6 (m) Power (mW) FOV7 (µrad)
CHM 15k 1064 Nd:YAG 2–600 5 no 7–9 15.4 5–7 10008 48 450
CL31 910 InGaAs 2–120 10 no 1.2 7.7 10 708 12 830
CL51 910 InGaAs 6–120 10 no 3 15.4 6.5 2309 20 560
MiniMPL 532 Nd:YAG 1–900 5–75 yes 3–4 30.0 2.5 20009 9 110
1Sampling rate. 2Vertical (range) resolution. 3Depolarisation. 4Pulse energy. 5Maximum range. 6Range of full overlap. 7Receiver
field of view. 8Hopkin et al. (2019). 9Madonna et al. (2018).
shelf ceilometers are the Lufft CHM15k, Vaisala CL31 and CL51. Some lidars offer higher power and therefore
higher SNR, and capabilities not present in ceilometers such as dual polarisation,multiplewavelengths, Doppler
shift measurement and Raman scattering. Below we describe ALCs supported by the framework and used in
our case studies: Lufft CHM 15k, Vaisala CL31 and CL51 and Droplet Measurement Technologies MiniMPL.
Table 3.1 lists selected parameters of the supported ALCs.
Lufft CHM 15k (previously Jenoptik CHM 15k) is a ceilometer operating at a wavelength of 1064 nm (near
IR). The maximum range of the instrument is 15.4 km, vertical sampling resolution 5 m in the first 150 m
and 15 m above and sampling rate 2 s. The total number of vertical levels is 1024. The wavelength in the
near IR spectrum ensures low molecular backscattering. The instrument produces NetCDF files containing
uncalibrated attenuated volume backscattering coefficient profiles and various derived variables, although the
calibration coefficient is relatively consistent for different instruments of the model (Hopkin et al., 2019, Fig.
13).
Vaisala CL31 and CL51 are ceilometers operating at a wavelength of 910 nm (near IR). The maximum range
of CL31 and CL51 is 7.7 km and 15.4 km and the sampling rate is 2 and 6 s, respectively. The vertical resolution
is 10 m. The total number of vertical levels is 770 and 1540, respectively. The wavelength is characterised by
relatively low molecular backscattering (but higher than 1064 nm) and is affected by water vapour absorption
(Wiegner and Gasteiger, 2015; Wiegner et al., 2019), which can cause additional absorption of about 20% in
the mid-latitudes and 50% in the tropics (see also Sect. 3.5.4). The instruments produce data files containing
uncalibrated attenuated volume backscattering coefficient which can be converted to NetCDF (see cl2nc in the
Code and data availability section). The firmware configuration option ‘noise_h2 off’ results in backscatter
range correction to be selectively applied under a certain critical range and above this range only if cloud is
present (Kotthaus et al., 2016, Sect. 3.2). This was the case with our case study dataset (Sect. 3.6). We apply
range correction on the uncorrected range gates during lidar data processing. The critical range in CL51 is not
documented, but was determined as 6000 m based on an observed discontinuity.
Droplet Measurement Technologies Mini Micro Pulse Lidar (MiniMPL) (previously Sigma Space MiniMPL
and Hexagon MiniMPL) (Spinhirne, 1993; Campbell et al., 2002; Flynn et al., 2007) is a dual-polarisation
micro pulse lidar (meaning that it uses a high pulse repetition rate (PRF) and low pulse power) operating at
a wavelength of 532 nm (green colour in the visible spectrum). The maximum range of the instrument is 30
km. The vertical resolution is 5–75 m and sampling rate 1 s. The shorter wavelength is affected by stronger
molecular backscattering than 910 nm and 1064 nm. The instrument can be housed in an enclosure with a
scanning head to provide configurable scanning by elevation angle and azimuth. The instrument produces
data files containing raw attenuated volume backscattering coefficient which can be converted to NetCDF
containing normalised relative backscatter (NRB) with a vendor-provided tool SigmaMPL (see also mpl2nc in
the Code and data availability section).
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Table 3.2 | Reanalyses andmodels used in the case studies and some of their main properties. The temporal and
horizontal grid resolution and vertical levels listed is the resolution of the model output available. The horizontal
grid resolution is determined at 45◦S. The internal resolution of the model may be different (see Sect. 3.3.2 for
details). The reanalyses and the UM use regular longitude-latitude grids, while the AMPS horizontal grid is regular
in the South Pole stereographic projection.
Model/Grid Type Time resolution Horizontal grid resolution Vertical levels
AMPS/D01 NWP 3 h 0.27◦× 0.19◦ (21×21 km) 60
ERA5 Reanalysis 1 h 0.25◦×0.25◦ (20×28 km) 37
JRA-55 Reanalysis 6 h 1.25◦×1.25◦ (98×139 km) 37
MERRA-2 Reanalysis 3 h 0.625◦×0.50◦ (49×56 km) 72
UM (GA7.1)/N96 GCM 20 min. 1.875◦×1.25◦ (147×139 km) 85
3.3.2 Reanalyses andmodels
Below we briefly describe reanalyses and models1 used in the case studies presented here (Sect. 3.6). We used
publicly available output from three reanalyses and one NWPmodel. In addition, we performed nudged GCM
simulations with high-temporal resolution output with the Unified Model (UM). Table 3.2 lists some of the
main properties of the reanalyses and models.
The Antarctic Mesoscale Prediction System (AMPS) (Powers et al., 2003) is a limited-area NWPmodel based on
the polar fifth-generation Pennsylvania State University-National Center for Atmospheric ResearchMesoscale
Model (Polar MM5), now known as the Polar Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Hines and
Bromwich, 2008). The model serves operational and scientific needs in Antarctica, but its largest grid also
covers the South Island of NZ. AMPS forecasts are publicly available on the Earth System Grid (Williams
et al., 2009). The forecasts are produced on several domains. The largest domain D01 used in the presented
analysis covers NZ and has horizontal grid spacing of approximately 21 km over NZ. The model uses 60
vertical levels. The model output is available in 3-hourly intervals and initialised at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC. The
initial and boundary conditions are based on the Global Forecasting System (GFS) global NWP model. AMPS
assimilates local Antarctic observations from human-operated stations, automatic weather stations (AWS),
upper-air stations and satellites.
ERA5 (ECMWF, 2019) is a reanalysis produced by the European Centre For Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) currently available for the time period 1979 to present, with a plan to extend the time
period to 1950. The reanalysis is based on the global NWP model Integrated Forecast System (IFS) version
CY41R2. It uses a 4D-Var assimilation of station, satellite, radiosonde, radar, aircraft, ship-based and buoy data.
The model has 137 vertical levels. Atmospheric fields are interpolated from horizontal resolution equivalent
of 31 km and 137 model levels on regular longitude-latitude grid of 0.25◦ and 37 pressure levels, and made
available to the end-users. In this analysis we use the hourly data on pressure and surface levels.
Japanese 55-year reanalysis (JRA-55) (Ebita et al., 2011; Kobayashi et al., 2015; Harada et al., 2016) is a global
reanalysis produced by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) and the Central Research Institute of Electric
Power Industry (CRIEPI) based on the JMA Global Spectral Model (GSM). The reanalysis is available from
1958 onward. The reanalysis is based on the JMA operational assimilation system. JRA-55 uses a 4D-Var
assimilation of surface, upper-air, satellite, ship-based and aircraft observations. The model uses 60 vertical
levels and a horizontal grid with resolution approximately 60 km. In this analysis we use the 1.25◦ isobaric
analysis and forecast fields interpolated to 37 pressure levels.
Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA-2) (Gelaro et al., 2017) is a reanalysis
1We use the term ‘reanalysis’ when referring to ERA5, JRA-55 and MERRA-2 even though the reanalyses are based on
atmospheric models. We use the term ‘model’ when referring to AMPS and the UM, which are atmospheric models.
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produced by the NASA Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO). The reanalysis is based on the
Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS) atmospheric model. The model has approximately 0.5◦×0.65◦
horizontal resolution and 72 vertical levels. It performs 3D-Var assimilation of station, upper-air, satellite,
ship-based and aircraft data in 6-hourly cycles. In this analysis, we use the MERRA-2 3-hourly instantaneous
model-level assimilated meteorological fields (M2I3NVASM) version 5.12.4 product.
The UKMet Office Unified Model (UM) (Walters et al., 2019) is an atmospheric model for weather forecasting
and climate projection developed by the UK Met Office and the Unified Model Partnership. The UM is the
atmospheric component, called Global Atmosphere (GA), of the HadGEM3–GC3.1 GCM and the UKESM1
earth system model (ESM). In this analysis we performed custom nudged runs of the UM (Telford et al., 2008)
in the GA7.1 configuration with 20 min. time step and output temporal resolution on a New Zealand eScience
Infrastructure (NeSI)/National Institute ofWater &Atmospheric Research (NIWA) supercomputer (Williams
et al., 2016). Themodel was nudged to the ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011) atmospheric fields of horizontal wind
speed and potential temperature and the HadISST sea surface temperature (SST) and sea ice dataset (Rayner
et al., 2003). The model uses 85 vertical levels and a horizontal grid resolution of 1.875◦×1.25◦.
3.4 Lidar simulator
TheCOSP lidar simulatorActiveRemote Sensing Simulator (ACTSIM)was introduced byChiriaco et al. (2006)
for the purpose of deriving simulated CALIOP measurements (Chepfer et al., 2007, 2008). The simulation is
implemented by applying the lidar equation onmodel levels. Scattering and absorption by cloud particles and air
molecules is calculated using the Mie and Rayleigh theory, respectively. Scattering and absorption by aerosols
is not implemented in the presented version, but support is planned in the future for models which provide
concentration of aerosols. Therefore, the current focus of the simulator is solely on cloud evaluation. CALIOP
operates at a wavelength of 532 nm, and calculations in the original COSP simulator use this wavelength. We
implemented a small set of changes to the lidar simulator to support a number of ALCs with different operating
wavelengths and developed parametrisation of backscattering from ice crystals based on temperature.
The lidar equation (Emeis, 2010) is based on the radiative transfer equation (Goody and Yung, 1995; Liou,
2002; Petty, 2006; Zdunkowski et al., 2007), which relates transmission of radiation to scattering, emission and
absorption in media such as the atmosphere. The lidar equation assumes laser radiation passes through the
atmosphere where it is absorbed and scattered. A fraction of laser radiation is scattered back to the instrument
and reaches the receiver. Scattering and absorption in the atmosphere is determined by its constituents – gases,
liquid droplets, ice crystals and aerosol particles. The focus of the current version of the simulator is on clouds.
For this purpose, the atmospheric model output needed is 4-dimensional fields of mass mixing ratios of liquid
and ice and CF. The lidar equation can be applied on these output fields to simulate the backscattered radiation
received by the instrument. Table 3.3 lists physical quantities used in the following sections. Here, we use
radiative transfer notation similar to Petty (2006) and the notation of the original lidar simulator (Chiriaco
et al., 2006).
Below we provide a brief review of LR, Rayleigh and Mie scattering, calculate LR of cloud droplets at
lidar wavelengths of the presented instruments and introduce an empirical parametrisation of LR and multiple
scattering coefficient of ice crystals based on previous studies.
3.4.1 Lidar ratio
Lidar ratio S is the extinction-to-backscattering ratio of atmospheric constituents at the lidar wavelength. It
is an important quantity in lidar observations and the lidar simulator because it determines the amount of
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Table 3.3 | Table of physical quantities.
Symbol Name Units Expression
Ω Solid angle sr
z Height relative to the instrument m
kB Boltzmann constant JK−1 kB ≈ 1.38× 10−23 JK−1
p Atmospheric pressure Pa
T Atmospheric temperature K
ρair Air density kg.m−3
ρ Liquid (or ice) density kg.m−3
q Cloud liquid (or ice) mass mixing ratio 1
N Particle number concentration m−3
αs (αe) Volume scattering (extinction) coefficient m−1




β Volume backscattering coefficient m−1sr−1 β = αsPπ(π)/(4π)
βmol Volume backscattering coefficient for air molecules
βp Volume backscattering coefficient for cloud particles
η Multiple scattering coefficient 1




S Lidar ratio (extinction-to-backscatter ratio) sr S = αe/β
S ′ Effective (apparent) lidar ratio sr S ′ = Sη
k Backscatter-to-extinction ratio sr−1 k = 1/S




Qs (Qe) Scattering (extinction) efficiency of spherical particles 1 αs = Qsπr2N , αe = Qeπr2N
Qb Backscattering efficiency of spherical particles sr−1 β = Qbπr2N

















attenuation and backscattering. LR is not explicitly known from the observed attenuated volume backscattering
coefficient. For liquid cloud droplets at near IR wavelengths it is relatively constant at S ≈ 19 sr (Sect. 3.4.2),
while for ice crystals (Sect. 3.4.3) and aerosol it is highly variable. When the lidar signal is fully attenuated, and
under the assumption that cloud LR is constant and scattering from clouds is much stronger than molecular
and aerosol scattering, LR can be determined from the observed attenuated volume backscattering coefficient
by integrating it vertically (O’Connor et al., 2004):







where S ′ is effective (apparent) LR, a quantity which does not depend on the multiple scattering coefficient.
3.4.2 Rayleigh and Mie scattering
The Rayleigh volume backscattering coefficient βmol (m−1sr−1) in ACTSIM is parametrised by the following













where for lidar wavelength λ = 532 nm, Cmol = 6.2446 × 10−32 ; kB is the Boltzmann constant kB ≈ 1.38 ×
10−23 JK−1, p is the atmospheric pressure and T is the atmospheric temperature. We multiply this equation by
exp(4.09(log(532)− log(λ))) (where the value of λ is in nm) to get molecular backscattering for wavelengths
other than 532 nm, which allows us to support multiple commercially available instruments. The strength of
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molecular backscattering is usually lower than backscattering from clouds for the relevant wavelengths.
The lidar signal at visible or near IR wavelengths is scattered by cloud droplets in the Mie scattering
regime (Mie, 1908). In the most simple approximation, one can assume spherical dielectric particles. The
scattering from these particles depends on the relative size of the wavelength and the (spherical) particle radius





While the wavelength is approximately constant during the operation of the lidar2, the particle size comes
from a distribution of sizes, typically approximated in NWP models and GCMs by a Gamma or log-normal
distribution with a given mean and standard deviation. Some models provide the mean as effective radius reff.
If the effective radius is not provided by the model, the lidar simulator assumes a value reff = 10 µm by default,
which is approximately consistent with global studies of effective radius (Bréon and Colzy, 2000; Bréon and
Doutriaux-Boucher, 2005; Hu et al., 2007; Zhang and Platnick, 2011; Rausch et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2019). This
is different from the default effective radius of 30 µm in the original COSP lidar simulator.
In order to support multiple laser wavelengths, it is necessary to calculate backscattering efficiency due
to scattering by a distribution of particle sizes. We use the computer code MIEV developed by Warren J.
Wiscombe (Wiscombe, 1979, 1980) to calculate backscattering efficiency for a range of the size parameter
x and integrate for a distribution of particle sizes. The resulting pre-calculated LR (extinction-to-backscatter
ratio) as a function of the effective radius is included in the lidar simulator for fast lookup during the simulation.
Cloud droplet size distribution parameters are an important assumption in lidar simulation due to the
dependence of Mie scattering on the ratio of wavelength and particle size (the size parameter x). NWPmodels
and GCMs traditionally use the effective radius reff and effective standard deviation σeff (or an equivalent
parameter such as effective variance νeff) to parametrise this distribution. Knowledge of the real distribution
is likely highly uncertain due to a large variety of clouds occurring globally and the limited ability to predict
microphysical cloud properties in models. In this section we introduce theoretical assumptions used in the
lidar simulator based on established definitions of the effective radius and effective standard deviation and two
common distributions. Edwards and Slingo (1996) discuss the effective radius in the context of model radiation
schemes, and we will primarily follow the definitions detailed in Chang and Li (2001) and Petty and Huang
(2011). The practical result of this section (and the corresponding offline code) is pre-calculated backscatter-
to-extinction ratios as a function of the effective radius in the form of a lookup table included in the lidar
simulator, and used in the online calculations. The offline code is provided and can be re-used for calculation
of the necessary lookup tables for different lidar wavelengths, should the user of the code want to support
another instrument.














where n(r) is the probability density function (PDF) of the distribution. Here, we follow Petty and Huang
(2011), who define the effective variance νeff which relates to σeff by νeff = σ2eff/r2eff. Due to lack of knowledge
about the real distribution of particle radii, it has to be modelled by a theoretical distribution, such as a log-
normal or Gamma distribution. The original ACTSIM simulator assumes a log-normal distribution (Chiriaco
2The actual lidar wavelength is not constant and is characterised by a central wavelength and width. The central wavelength may
fluctuate with temperature (Wiegner and Gasteiger, 2015).
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Table 3.4 | Table of sensitivity tests of theoretical distribution assumption, effective radius reff and effective
standard deviation σeff of the cloud droplet size distribution. µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of
a normal distribution corresponding to the log-normal distribution, calculated numerically from reff and σeff. µ∗
and σ∗ are the actual mean and standard deviation of the distribution (calculated numerically).
Distribution reff (µm) σeff (µm) µ σ µ∗ (µm) σ∗ (µm)
log-normal 20 10 2.44 0.47 12.76 6.26
log-normal 20 5 2.84 0.25 17.72 4.43
log-normal 10 5 1.74 0.47 6.40 3.20
Gamma 20 10 9.98 7.00
Gamma 20 5 17.50 4.68
Gamma 10 5 5.00 3.54










where µ and σ are the mean and the standard deviation of the corresponding normal distribution, respectively.
Chiriaco et al. (2006) use the value of σ = log(1.2) = 0.18 ‘for ice clouds’ (the value for liquid cloud does
not appear to be documented). In our parametrisation we used a combination of reff and σeff to constrain the
theoretical distribution, where the effective standard deviationσeffwas assumed to be one fourth of the effective
radius reff. This choice is approximately consistent with σ = log(1.2) = 0.18 at reff = 20 µm (see Table 3.4,
described below). In future updates, the values could be based on in situ studies of size distribution or taken
from the atmospheric model output if available.
From the expression for the n-th moment of the log-normal distribution E[Xn] = exp(nµ + n2 σ2
2
) and












E[r4]− 2E[r3]reff + r2effE[r2]
E[r2]
=
exp(4µ+ 8σ2)− exp(4µ+ 7σ2)
exp(2µ+ 2σ2)
=
= exp(2µ+ 6σ2)− exp(2µ+ 5σ2). (3.7)
We find µ and σ for given reff and σeff numerically by root-finding using the equations above. In practice, we
find that the root-finding converges well for reff between 5 and 50 µm, which is the range most likely to be
applicable in practice.
The Gamma distribution follows the PDF:






(see e.g. Eq. 13 in Petty and Huang (2011) or Eq. 1 in Bréon and Doutriaux-Boucher (2005)). In this case, the
distribution depends explicitly on reff and σeff, and as such does not require numerical root-finding.
Figure 3.2a shows the log-normal and Gamma distributions calculated for a number of reff and σeff values,
and Table 3.4 summarises properties of these distributions. The actual mean and standard deviation of the
distributions do not necessarily correspond well with the effective radius and effective standard deviation.
In ACTSIM, the volume extinction coefficient αe is calculated by integrating the extinction by individual
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(a) (b)Size distribution Lidar ratio
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(c) Ice cloud optical parameters
Figure 3.2 | (a) Theoretical distributions of cloud droplet radius based on the log-normal and Gamma
distributions parametrised bymultiple choices of the effective radius reff and effective standard deviation σeff. (b)
Lidar ratio (LR) as a function of effective radius calculated for different theoretical cloud droplet size distributions,
laser wavelengths and effective standard deviation ratios. (c) Parametrisation of ice cloud optical properties as
a function of temperature based on Garnier et al. (2015) and Heymsfield (2005). The plot shows LR (S), LR of
CALIPSO calculated using the constant standard processingmultiple scattering coefficient η = 0.6 (SCALIPSO,η=0.6),
the effective LR of CALIPSO (S′CALIPSO), the effective radius (reff), the multiple scattering coefficient of CALIPSO
(ηCALIPSO) determined by Garnier et al. (2015). LRs are calculated for three wavelengths of 532 nm (solid line), 910
nm (dashed line) and 1064 nm (dotted line) by scaling with colour ratio.












assuming approximately constant extinction efficiencyQe ≈ 2 (which is approximately true for the interesting























where ρ and ρair are the densities of liquid water and air, respectively.
Likewise, the volume backscattering coefficient from particles βp is calculated by integrating backscattering








whereQs is scattering efficiency andPπ(π) is scattering phase function at 180◦. Since the normalisation ofn(r)
is not known until the online phase of calculation, the backscatter-to-extinction ratio from particles kp = β/αe
can be calculated offline instead (the requirement for normalisation of n(r) is avoided by appearing in both the
numerator and denominator):








We pre-calculate this integral numerically for a permissible interval of reff (5–50 µm) at 500 evenly spaced
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wavelengths, and store the result as a lookup table for the online phase. The integral in the numerator is
numerically hard to calculate due to strong dependency of Pπ(π) on r. Figure 3.2b shows LR as a function
of reff, calculated for log-normal and Gamma particle size distributions with σeff = 0.25reff and σeff = 0.5reff.
This corresponds to the lookup table we use in the online phase of the lidar simulator. As can be seen in Fig. 3.2,
LR depends only weakly on the choice of the distribution type and the effective standard deviation ratio.
3.4.3 Backscattering from ice crystals
Simulation of backscattering from ice crystals is relatively complex compared to backscattering from liquid
droplets due to the very high variability of ice crystal microphysical properties such as habit, size, orientation
and surface roughness, all of which affect LR, extinction cross section, single-scattering albedo and multiple
scattering coefficient. Common habits include hexagonal plates, hexagonal columns, hollow hexagonal
columns, droxtals, bullet rosettes, hollow bullet rosettes and aggregates (Baran, 2009; van Diedenhoven, 2017).
Size can be highly variable and bimodal with a dependence on temperature and relative humidity. Orientation
is commonly random or horizontally oriented (often reported with hexagonal ice plates). Surface can vary
between smooth and rough depending on supersaturation and crystal age. In general, the Mie theory cannot
be used to simulate backscattering from ice crystals because of their irregular shape (Yang et al., 2014). While
large crystals allow the use of the geometric optics approximation to estimate the optical properties, smaller
crystals and diffraction by large crystals necessitate the use of more advanced techniques such as the T-matrix
method, finite-difference time domain (FDTD), discrete dipole approximation (DDA) and others, which are
generally computationally expensive. Current global atmospheric models do not normally parametrise the
microphysical properties of cloud ice explicitly, and provide only very limited information such as ice mass
concentration and in some cases the effective radius of ice crystals in the model output. Radiative transfer
schemes of atmospheric models do not explicitly evaluate backscattering (the phase function at 180◦) and
therefore cannot provide this information to the simulator. Instead the phase function is parametrised by the
asymmetry factor, which is likely insufficient to give an accurate estimate of backscattering.
Because the model ice crystal microphysical and optical properties are not known, they have to be
parametrised. A first option is to parametrise the microphysical properties such as habit and size and calculate
optical properties theoretically. A second option is to parametrise the optical properties directly. This appears
to be a more practical choice because of the broad availability of global remote sensing measurements of optical
properties from satellites and ground-based lidars, compared to relatively scarce in situ measurements of ice
crystals. Garnier et al. (2015) analysed CALIPSO lidar and co-located passive infrared data from the Imaging
Infrared Radiometer (IIR) and determined a global relationship between temperature and LR and multiple
scattering coefficient at the lidar wavelength of 532 nm. The multiple scattering coefficient is taken as a
constant of 0.6 in the standard CALIPSO data processing, but they identified that it is in fact variable between
about 0.4 and 0.8. Here, we parametrise LR based on their findings. LR varies with the lidar wavelength, a
larger part of which is due to the change in the diffraction peak and a smaller part is due to the variation of
the refractive index (Borovoi et al., 2014). We use colour ratio to estimate LR at lidar wavelengths other than
532 nm. Colour ratio of 1064 nm relative to 532 nm is commonly estimated for the dual-wavelength lidars
such as CALIOP. Here, we use a value of 0.8 approximately consistent with the results of Bi et al. (2009) and




is the ice water content, and σ is the volume extinction coefficient of ice. Heymsfield (2005) summarised ice
crystal effective radius (related to ‘IWC/σ’ by a factor of 1.64) parametrised as a function of temperature based
on a number of field studies. We use this relationship for determination of the effective radius. Figure 3.2c
shows the true and effective LR based on Garnier et al. (2015) and the effective radius based on Heymsfield
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(2005), parametrised by the following equations:
S =
(













where T is atmospheric temperature in K. S follows (Garnier et al., 2015, Figure 12b), η follows (Garnier
et al., 2015, Figure 9a) and reff follows (Heymsfield, 2005, Figure 2), where the concave and convex shape
(respectively) as approximated by using 1/T as an argument of the linear approximation, and we use a
logarithmic scale of reff in the expression for reff to avoid negative values at low temperature. Figure 3.2c
also shows LR when calculated with the assumption of η = 0.6 (SCALIPSO,η=0.6) as in the standard processing
of CALIPSO data. This corresponds to the empirically found relationship in (Garnier et al., 2015, Figure
12a) and (Josset et al., 2012, Figure 9) with a local maximum at 225 K. LR at wavelengths other than 532 nm
is approximated by 0.8
λ−532
532 , where λ is lidar wavelength in µm and 0.8 is the approximate value of 1064
nm/532 nm colour ratio. The parametrisation of LR (S in Fig. 3.2c) spans about the same range of values as
reported by (Hopkin, 2018, Figure 5.6) (20 to 60 sr) and Yorks et al. (2011) (10 to 60 sr). Based on CALIPSO
observations, Hu (2007) identified that while effective LR of global ice clouds at a lidar wavelength of 532 nm
is mostly clustered around 17 sr, horizontally oriented plates produce a much lower effective LR below 10
sr caused by specular reflection. These results are close to our parametrisation of effective LR (S ′CALIPSO). In
the current version of the lidar simulator we do not parametrise horizontally oriented plates, but in a future
version they could be taken into account by parametrising their concentration based on temperature (Noel and
Chepfer, 2010). For the ALCs we use the same constant value of the multiple scattering coefficient η = 0.7 as
for liquid cloud droplets (Sect. 3.4.5).
3.4.4 Cloud overlap and cloud fraction
Model cloud is defined by the liquid and icemassmixing ratio and cloud fraction in each atmospheric layer. The
lidar simulator simulates radiation passing vertically at a random location within the grid cell. Therefore, it is
necessary to generate a random vertical cloud overlap based on the cloud fraction in each layer, as the overlap
is not defined explicitly in the model output. Two common methods of generating overlap are the random
and maximum–random overlap (Geleyn and Hollingsworth, 1979). In the random overlap method, each layer
is either cloudy or clear with a probability given by CF, independent of other layers. The maximum–random
overlap assumes that adjacent layers with non-zero CF are maximally overlapped, whereas layers separated by
zero CF layers are randomly overlapped. COSP implements cloud overlap generation in the Subgrid Cloud
Overlap Profile Sampler (SCOPS) (Klein and Jakob, 1999; Webb et al., 2001; Chepfer et al., 2008). The ALC
lidar simulator uses SCOPS to generate 10 random subcolumns for each profile, using the maximum–random
overlap assumption as the default setting of a user-configurable option. The attenuated volume backscattering
coefficient profile and cloud occurrence can be plotted for any subcolumn. Due to the random nature of the
overlap, the attenuated volume backscattering coefficient profile may differ from the observed profile even if
themodel is correct in its cloud simulation. The randomoverlap generation should, however, result in unbiased
cloud statistics.
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3.4.5 Multiple scattering
Due to a finite FOV of the lidar receiver, a fraction of the laser radiation scattered forward will remain in FOV.
Therefore, the effective attenuation is smaller than calculated with the assumption that all but the backscattered
radiation is removed from FOV and cannot reach the receiver. The forward scattering can be repeatedmultiple
times before a fraction of the radiation is backscattered, eventually reaching the receiver. To account for this
multiple scattering effect, the COSP lidar simulator uses a multiple scattering correction coefficient η, by which
the volume scattering coefficient ismultiplied before calculating the layer optical thickness (Chiriaco et al., 2006;
Chepfer et al., 2007, 2008). The theoretical value of η is between 0 and 1 and depends on the receiver FOV and
optical properties of the cloud. For CALIOP at λ = 532 nm a value of 0.7 is used in the COSP lidar simulator.
Hogan (2006) implemented fast approximate multiple scattering code. This code has recently been used by
Hopkin et al. (2019) in their ceilometer calibration method. They noted that η is usually between 0.7 and
0.85 for wavelengths between 905 and 1064 nm. The ALC simulator presented here does not use an explicit
calculation of η, but retains the value of η = 0.7 for cloud droplets. The code of Hogan (2006) ‘Multiscatter’
is publicly available (http://www.met.reading.ac.uk/clouds/multiscatter/) and could be used in a
later version of the framework to improve the accuracy of simulated attenuation and calibration.
3.5 Lidar data processing
Scheme in Fig. 3.1 outlines the processing done in the framework. The individual processing steps are described
below.
3.5.1 Noise and subsampling
ALC signal reception is affected by a number of sources of noise such as sunlight and electronic noise (Kotthaus
et al., 2016). Range-independent noise can be removed by assuming that the attenuated volume backscattering
coefficient at the highest range gate is dominated by noise. This is true if the highest range is not affected by
clouds, aerosol, and if contributions frommolecular scattering are negligible. The supported instruments have
a range of approximately 8 (CL31), 15 (CL51, CHM 15k) and 30 km (MiniMPL). By assuming the distribution
of noise at the highest level is approximately normal, the mean and standard deviation can be calculated from
a sample over a period of time such as 5 minutes, which is short enough to assume the noise is constant over
this period, and long enough to achieve accurate estimates of the standard deviation. The mean and standard
deviation can then be scaled by the square of the range to estimate the distribution of range independent noise at
each range bin. By subtracting the noise mean from the measured attenuated volume backscattering coefficient
we get the expected attenuated volume backscattering coefficient. The result of the noise removal algorithm is
the expected attenuated volume backscattering coefficient and its standard deviation at each range bin.
3.5.2 Backscatter calibration
ALCs often report attenuated volume backscattering coefficient in arbitrary units (a.u.) or as NRB (MiniMPL).
If they report it in units of m−1sr−1, these values are often not calibrated to represent the true absolute
attenuated volume backscattering coefficient. Assuming that range-dependent corrections (overlap, dead
time and afterpulse) have been applied on attenuated volume backscattering coefficient in a. u., the reported
attenuated volume backscattering coefficient is proportional to the true attenuated volume backscattering
coefficient (inclusive of noise backscattering). In order to have a comparable quantity to the lidar simulator and
consistent input to the subsequent processing (e.g. cloud detection), calibration by multiplying by a calibration
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Table 3.5 | Theoretical molecular volume backscattering coefficient calculated at pressure 1000 hPa and
temperature 20 ◦C and the calibration coefficient, relative to the instrument native units, determined for the
instrument based on the molecular volume backscattering coefficient and stratocumulus lidar ratio calibration
methods.
Instrument Wavelength (nm) Molecular volume backscattering coefficient (×10−6m−1sr−1) Calibration coefficient
CHM 15k 1064 0.0906 0.34
CL31 910 0.172 1.45×10−3
CL51 910 0.172 1.2×10−3
MiniMPL 532 1.54 3.75×10−6
coefficient is required. Formally, the units of the calibration coefficient depend on the units of backscattering
recorded by the instrument, which are m−1sr−1 in CL31, CL51, unitless in CHM 15k and count.µs−1µJ−1km2
in MiniMPL, i.e. the units of the calibration coefficient are m−1sr−1/(instrument units). In the following
discussion, we leave out the units. Several methods of calibration have been described previously: calibration
based on LR in fully attenuating liquid stratocumulus clouds (O’Connor et al., 2004; Hopkin et al., 2019),
calibration based on molecular backscattering (Wiegner et al., 2014) and calibration based on a high spectral
resolution lidar reference (Heese et al., 2010; Jin et al., 2015). In addition, calibration can be assisted by
sunphotometer or radiosonde measurements (Wiegner et al., 2014).
A relatively large variability of the calibration coefficient has been determined for instruments of the same
model (Hopkin et al., 2019). However, past studies can be useful for determining an approximate value of the
coefficient before applying one of the calibration methods. For the CL51, Jin et al. (2015) reported a value of
1.2±0.1 based on a multi-wavelength lidar reference. Hopkin et al. (2019) reported mean values 1.4–1.5 for
a number of CL31 instruments (software version 202). For CHM 15k, Hopkin et al. (2019) reported mean
values between 0.3 and 0.8 for a majority of the instruments examined. The ALCF provides per-instrument
default values of the calibration coefficient (Table 3.5), but a unit-specific coefficient should be determined for
an analysed instrument during the lidar data processing step.
Calibration based on LR in fully opaque liquid stratocumulus clouds has been applied successfully on large
networks of ALCs. It utilises the fact that given suitable conditions vertically integrated attenuated volume
backscattering coefficient is proportional to LR of the cloud, which can be theoretically derived if the cloud
droplet effective radius can be assumed. The theoretically derived value is about 18.8 sr for common ALC
wavelengths and a relatively large range of effective radii (O’Connor et al., 2004). Another factor which needs
to be known or assumed is the multiple scattering coefficient, which tends to be about 0.7-1.0 in common
ALCs. Due to its relatively simple requirements, this method is possibly the easiest ALC calibration method.
The ALCF implements this calibrationmethod by letting the user identify time periods with fully opaque liquid
stratocumulus cloud, for which the mean LR is calculated. The ratio of the observed LR and the theoretical
LR is equivalent to the calibration coefficient. This implementation, while very easy to perform, has multiple
limitations, some of which are highlighted by Hopkin et al. (2019):
1. Aerosol can cause additional attenuation and scattering, which results in LR which is different from the
theoretical value by an unknown factor. Therefore, a frequent re-calibration may be necessary.
2. The multiple scattering coefficient assumption may not be accurate for the given instrument.
3. The 910 nm wavelength of CL31 and CL51 is affected by water vapour absorption which causes
additional attenuation, which is currently not taken into account in the calculation of LR.
4. Near-range attenuated volume backscattering coefficient retrieval is affected by receiver saturation
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and incomplete overlap. Therefore, using stratocumulus clouds above approximately 2 km for this
calibration method is recommended. This range is instrument dependent.
5. The composition of the stratocumulus cloud may be uncertain. At temperature between 0 and -30◦C
these clouds may contain both liquid and ice which results in a different LR than expected.
These limitations could be addressed in the future by (1) using sunphotometer observations as an optional
input to determine the aerosol optical depth (AOD), (2) calculating the multiple scattering coefficient more
accurately (such as with theMultiscatter package of Hogan (2006)), (3) calculating the water vapour absorption
explicitly based on water vapour, temperature and pressure fields from a reanalysis or radiosonde profile data,
(4) correcting the near-range backscatter based on the integrated attenuated volume backscattering coefficient
distribution as a function of height of the maximum backscatter (Hopkin et al., 2019, Sect. 5.1), (5) combining
the attenuated volume backscattering coefficient profile with temperature field from a reanalysis to exclude
cold clouds.
Molecular (Rayleigh) backscattering can be accurately calculated if temperature and pressure of the
atmospheric profile is known (Sect. 3.4.2). This can be employed for absolute calibration of ALCs. Given the
low SNR of low-power ALCs, several hours of integration are required to identify themolecular backscattering
(Wiegner et al., 2014). The molecular backscattering is attenuated by an unknown amount of aerosol with
unknown LR, and the near-range backscattering is affected by a potentially inaccurate overlap correction.
Therefore, this method alone produces calibration coefficient which depend on the atmospheric conditions.
We found that all studied ALCs except for the CL31 are capable of observing the molecular backscattering
(Section 3.7). Therefore, this method may be used in addition to the liquid stratocumulus LR method for
cross-validation of the calibration.
3.5.3 Cloud detection
Cloud is the most strongly attenuating feature in ALC attenuated volume backscattering coefficient
measurements. Due to this attenuation, the lidar signal is quickly attenuated in thick cloud and can fall below
the noise level before reaching the top of the cloud. This means that the first cloud base can be detected
reliably (unless the cloud is too thin or too high and obscured by noise), while the cloud top or multi-layer
cloud cannot be observed reliably under all conditions. The opposite is true for spaceborne lidars, which can
detect the cloud top reliably but cannot always detect the cloud base. Therefore, ALC observations can be
regarded as complementary to spaceborne lidar observations. By applying a suitable algorithm, one can detect
CBH, CTH and identify cloud layers. Instrument firmware often determines CBH and sometimes cloud layers
as part of its internal processing, often using an undisclosed algorithm which is not comparable between
different instruments and potentially not even different versions of the instrument firmware (Kotthaus et al.,
2016). Mattis et al. (2016) compared a large number of ALCs and found differences of up to 70 m between
the reported CBH, and others found relatively large differences as well (Liu et al., 2015b; Silber et al., 2018).
Alternatively to the instrument reported CBH and cloud layers, it is possible to detect cloud based on the
attenuated volume backscattering coefficient profile. A relatively large number of cloud detection algorithms
have been proposed (Wang and Sassen, 2001; Morille et al., 2007; Martucci et al., 2010; Van Tricht et al.,
2014; Silber et al., 2018; Cromwell and Flynn, 2019). We use a simple algorithm based on an attenuated
volume backscattering coefficient threshold applied on the denoised backscatter, assuming that the noise can
be represented by a normal distribution at the highest range, which is unlikely to contain cloud or aerosol if
the instrument is pointing vertically (this may not be true, however, for CL31 which has a maximum range of
just 7.7 km). This assumption neglects the range-dependent molecular backscattering, which is relatively small
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Table 3.6 | Location of sites and instruments. The time periods are inclusive.
Site Coordinates Surface altitude (m) Instruments Time period Missing period Days
Cass 43.0346◦S 171.7594◦E 577 CL51 19 Sep–1 Oct 2014 13
Lauder 45.0379◦S 169.6831◦E 370 MiniMPL, CL31 12–24 Jan 2018 13
Christchurch 43.5225◦S 172.5841◦E 45 MiniMPL, CHM 15k 17 July–18 August 2019 22–31 July 23
at the ceilometer wavelengths examined (910 nm and 1064 nm). A cloud mask is determined positive where
attenuated volume backscattering coefficient is greater than a chosen threshold plus 5 standard deviations
of noise at the given range. In addition, the observed attenuated volume backscattering coefficient can
optionally be coupled with simulated attenuated molecular volume backscattering coefficient and molecular
backscattering removed from the observed backscattering prior to cloud detection. This improves the results
in the boundary layer, especially with instruments which operate in the visible range and therefore affected
by large molecular backscattering (MiniMPL). A threshold of 2×10−6m−1sr−1 was found to be a good
compromise between false detection and misses in our Southern Hemisphere data relatively unaffacted by
anthropogenic aerosol. Our observed and simulated results show that cloud backscatter is generally higher
than 1×10−6m−1sr−1, and a threshold below 2×10−6m−1sr−1 results in excessive false detection due to
aerosol, molecular backscattering and noise from sunlight. The threshold is an adjustable option of the ALCF.
Users are encouraged to change this value if, for example, they data are affected by a large amount of aerosol.
This value is above the maximum molecular backscattering, which is approximately 1.54×10−6m−1sr−1 at
the surface in the case of the MiniMPL (wavelength 532 nm). Noise is not simulated by the lidar simulator,
but the cloud detection algorithm allows for coupling of simulated and observed profiles, whereby the noise
standard deviation is taken from the corresponding location in the observed profile. With 5 minute averaging,
when the standard deviation of noise is relatively low, we found that the coupling does not make substantial
differences to the detected cloud (not shown). While the threshold-based algorithm is less sophisticated than
other methods of cloud detection, the vertical resolution of the simulated attenuated volume backscattering
coefficient is likely too low and the vertical derivatives of the simulated attenuated volume backscattering
coefficient too crudely represented (Table 3.7) to apply any algorithm based on the vertical derivatives of
attenuated volume backscattering coefficient. Using the same cloud detection algorithm on the observed and
simulated attenuated volume backscattering coefficient is essential for an unbiased one-to-one comparison of
cloud.
3.5.4 Water vapour absorption
Previous studies have noted that ceilometers which utilise the wavelength of 910 nm such as the Vaisala CL31
and CL51 are affected by additional absorption of laser radiation by water vapour (Wiegner and Gasteiger,
2015; Wiegner et al., 2019; Hopkin et al., 2019). The wavelength coincides with water vapour absorption
bands between 900 and 930 nm, while the other common ceilometer wavelength of 1064 nm is not affected.
Wiegner and Gasteiger (2015) reported that it can cause absorption of the order of 20% in the extratropics
and 50% in the tropics. The lidar simulator does not currently account for this. However, as the water vapour
concentration is available from the reanalyses and models, it should be possible to use a line-by-line model to
calculate the water vapour volume absorption coefficient for each vertical layer during the integration process.
Water vapour also affects calibration of the observed attenuated volume backscattering coefficient. In order
to use the liquid stratocumulus LR calibration method, attenuated volume backscattering coefficient has to
be corrected for water vapour absorption to achieve high accuracy of calibration. Hopkin et al. (2019) used
a simplified approach based on a parametrised curve and reported a difference from explicit radiative transfer
calculations of 2% in theUnitedKingdom atmosphere (MiddleWallop). In the future either approach should be
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Table 3.7 | Number of models levels and vertical resolution in the range of the instrument at the locations of
the case studies. First number is the number of levels, followed by the minimum and maximum distance range
between adjacent model levels in the lidar’s range (m).
Cass (CL51) Lauder (CL31) Lauder (MiniMPL) Christchurch (CHM 15k) Christchurch (MiniMPL)
AMPS 42; 33–778 31; 35–528 59; 35–1021 43; 33–779 60; 33–870
ERA5 23; 222–1469 17; 220–950 30; 220–4748 25; 213–1425 31; 213–4107
JRA-55 23; 223–1479 17; 217–948 26; 217–1402 25; 213–1426 26; 213–1426
MERRA-2 34; 118–1080 26; 125–669 47; 125–1329 34; 124–1059 48; 124–1167
UM 44; 70–645 33; 32–449 65; 32–1181
used to includewater vapour absorption in the simulator, or remove the effect of water vapour absorption from
the observed lidar attenuated volume backscattering coefficient to achieve an improved one-to-one comparison
between the observations, reanalyses and models.
3.6 Description of case studies
The case studies analysed here were selected to include all instruments supported by the framework. We
compare four different instruments (CHM 15k, CL31, CL51, MiniMPL) deployed at three locations in NZ
(Lauder, Christchurch, Cass) with three reanalyses (MERRA-2, ERA5, JRA-55), one NWPmodel (AMPS) and
one GCM (UM). These case studies aim to demonstrate capability rather than to comprehensively evaluate
cloud simulation in the models and reanalyses. The work detailed in Kuma et al. (2020b) provides a detailed
evaluation of the UM and MERRA-2 relative to shipborne ceilometer observations. Figure 3.3a shows the
location of the sites and Table 3.6 summarises the case studies, which are also described in greater detail below.
The sites were chosen from available datasets to demonstrate the use of the framework with all supported
instruments. Two of the sites also had co-located instruments: CL31 and MiniMPL in Lauder, and CHM
15k and MiniMPL in Christchurch. The MiniMPL in Lauder and Christchurch were two different units. The
number ofmodels levels within the range of each instrument and vertical resolution range are listed inTable 3.7.
Cass is a field station of the University of Canterbury located at an altitude of 577 m in the Southern
Alps of the South Island of NZ. The station is located far from any settlements and likely affected little by
anthropogenic aerosol relative to the other sites. We have analysed 13 days of observations with a CL51 at this
station performed in September and October 2014.
Lauder is a field station of NIWA located inland in the Central Otago region on the South Island of NZ.
The station is situated in a rural area relatively far from large human settlements at an altitude of 370 m. We
have analysed 13 days of co-located MiniMPL and CL31 observations made in January 2018. The MiniMPL
was operated in an enclosure with a scanning head set to a fixed vertical scanning mode during this period
(elevation angle 90◦).
Observations at theChristchurch sitewere performed at theUniversity of Canterbury campus on the Ernest
Rutherford building rooftop at an altitude of 45 m. Christchurch is located on the east coast of the South Island
of NZ. Its climate is affected by the ocean, its proximity to the hilly area of the Banks Peninsula, the Canterbury
Plains and föhn-typewinds (Canterbury northwester) resulting from its position on the lee side of the Southern
Alps. The city is affected by significant wintertime air pollution from domestic wood burning and transport.
The orography of the city and the adjacent Canterbury Plains is very flat, making it prone to inversions. The
Ernest Rutherford building is a 5 floor building situated in an urban area, surrounded by multiple buildings of
similar height. We have analysed 23 days of co-located MiniMPL and CHM 15k observations performed in
July and August 2019. The MiniMPL was operated in an enclosure with a scanning head set to a fixed vertical
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Christchurch (2019-07-17 - 2019-08-18)
OBS (CHM 15k) | CF: 68%
OBS (MiniMPL) | CF: 68%
AMPS (CHM 15k) | CF: 52%
AMPS (MiniMPL) | CF: 52%
ERA5 (CHM 15k) | CF: 50%
ERA5 (MiniMPL) | CF: 49%
JRA-55 (CHM 15k) | CF: 34%
JRA-55 (MiniMPL) | CF: 34%
MERRA-2 (CHM 15k) | CF: 47%
MERRA-2 (MiniMPL) | CF: 47%

















Cass (2014-09-19 - 2014-10-01)
OBS (CL51) | CF: 61%
AMPS (CL51) | CF: 66%
ERA5 (CL51) | CF: 60%
JRA-55 (CL51) | CF: 47%
MERRA-2 (CL51) | CF: 45%
UM (CL51) | CF: 60%
(b)

















Lauder (2018-01-12 - 2018-01-24)
OBS (CL31) | CF: 45%
OBS (MiniMPL) | CF: 60%
AMPS (CL31) | CF: 17%
AMPS (MiniMPL) | CF: 40%
ERA5 (CL31) | CF: 22%
ERA5 (MiniMPL) | CF: 32%
JRA-55 (CL31) | CF: 27%
JRA-55 (MiniMPL) | CF: 36%
MERRA-2 (CL31) | CF: 14%
MERRA-2 (MiniMPL) | CF: 37%
UM (CL31) | CF: 48%
UM (MiniMPL) | CF: 60%
(c) (d)
(a)
Figure 3.3 | (a)Map showing the location of sites. Data at three sites in New Zealandwere analysed: Cass, Lauder
andChristchurch. (b), (c), (d)Cloud occurrence as a function of height above themean sea level observed at three
sites and simulated by the lidar simulator based on atmospheric fields for five reanalyses and models. Shown is
also the total cloud fraction (CF). The histogram is calculated from the cloud mask as determined by the cloud
detection algorithm.
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scanningmode (elevation angle 90◦). The nudged run of the UMwas only available up to year 2018. Therefore,
it was not analysed for this site.
3.7 Results
To demonstrate the ways that the ALCF can be used we compared a total of 49 days of ALC observations with
simulated lidar attenuated volume backscattering coefficient at three sites in NZ (Sect. 3.6). The observed
attenuated volume backscattering coefficient was normalised to calibrated absolute range-corrected attenuated
volume backscattering coefficient. The noise mean as determined at the furthest range was removed from
attenuated volume backscattering coefficient. Cloud detection based on an attenuated absolute volume
backscattering coefficient threshold of 2×10−6m−1sr−1, after removing molecular backscattering and 5 noise
standard deviations, was applied to derive a cloud mask and CBH.We compare the statistical cloud occurrence
as a function of height above the mean sea level (ASL) (Fig. 3.3b, c, d) and individual attenuated volume
backscattering coefficient profiles (selected profiles are shown in Fig. 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6) in this section. In these
plots 5 standard deviations of the attenuated volume backscattering coefficient noise (Sect. 3.5.3) were removed.
In addition, molecular backscattering was removed by coupling the observed data (Fig. 3.4a, 3.5a, 3.6a) with
molecular attenuated volume backscattering coefficient calculated by the lidar simulator based the MERRA-2
reanalysis data. The same applies to model data (Fig. 3.4b–f, 3.5b–f, 3.6b–e), but molecular attenuated volume
backscattering coefficient was calculated by the lidar simulator based the respective model data.
3.7.1 Cass
We analysed 13 days of CL51 observations at the Cass field station in late winter. Due to the location of the
station at a relatively high altitude in a varied terrain of the Southern Alps, the models with their relatively
coarse horizontal grid resolution do not represent the terrain and position accurately. The orography
representation of the models meant that the virtual altitude of the station was 1115 m (AMPS), 1051 m
(ERA5), 401 m (JRA-55), 914 m (MERRA-2) and 428 m (UM). The virtual position, which is the centre of
the nearest model grid cell to the site location, ranged from relatively close in the Southern Alps (AMPS,
ERA5, MERRA-2, UM) to relatively far on the West Coast of NZ (JRA-55) depending on the horizontal
resolution of the grid. The time period examined was characterised by diverse cloud occurrence with periods
of low cloud and precipitation, mid-level cloud, fog, high cloud and clear skies. Precipitation, currently not
simulated by the lidar simulator, was present in about 18% of the observed attenuated volume backscattering
coefficient profiles, as determined by visual inspection. Figure 3.3b shows that predominantly low cloud and
precipitation between the ground and 3 km ASL in 25% of profiles was observed. Cloud between 3 and 12
km ASL was observed about evenly in 2% of profiles. While the reanalyses and models were able to partially
reproduce the peak of cloud occurrence near 1 km ASL, the peak they displayed is less vertically broad than
observed, and in the UM the peak was much weaker than observed. The lack of precipitation simulation might
also have contributed to this apparent difference between observed and simulated cloud. Above 3 km ASL,
the reanalyses and models tended to overestimate cloud, with only ERA5 and JRA-55 simulating close to the
observed cloud occurrence. The observed total CF was 61%. AMPS overestimated this value by 5 percentage
points (pp), ERA5 and the UM reproduced almost the exact value (within 1 pp), while the other reanalyses
(JRA-55 and MERRA-2) underestimated CF by about 15 pp.
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Cass (2014-09-25)
OBS (CL51)(a) AMPS (CL51)(b)
ERA5 (CL51)(c) MERRA-2 (CL51)(d)
JRA-55 (CL51)(e) UM (CL51)(f)
Figure 3.4 | Examples of observed and simulated attenuated volume backscattering coefficient profiles during 24
hours at Cass. The observed attenuated volume backscattering coefficient was normalised to absolute units and
denoised. The first subcolumngenerated by the Subgrid CloudOverlap Profile Sampler (SCOPS)was used tomake
the plots. The red line is the station altitude. Shown is also (a)observed effective lidar ratio calculatedby vertically
integrating attenuated volume backscattering coefficient and (b–f) the corresponding model cloud liquid water,
cloud ice and and cloud fraction.
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Lauder (2018-01-16)
OBS (MiniMPL) AMPS (MiniMPL)(a) (b)
ERA5 (MiniMPL)(c) MERRA-2 (MiniMPL)(d)
JRA-55 (MiniMPL)(e) UM (MiniMPL)(f)




ERA5 (CHM 15k)(c) (d) MERRA-2 (CHM 15k)
OBS (CHM 15k)(a) (b) AMPS (CHM 15k)
Figure 3.6 | The same as Fig. 3.4 but for the Christchurch.
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3.7.2 Lauder
We also analysed 13 days of CL31 and MiniMPL observations at the Lauder station in summer. During the
time period relatively diverse cloud was observed, with periods of low, mid- and high cloud, clear sky and a
small fraction of profiles with precipitation (about 3%). The altitude of the station of 370mASL generally had a
much higher equivalent in the reanalyses and models: 565 m (AMPS), 642 m (ERA5), 681 m (JRA-55) and 786
m (MERRA-2) due to the presence of hills in the surrounding region (the station is in a high valley), with the
exception of the UM where the altitude was 385 m. The virtual station position in the reanalyses and models
ranged from relatively close to the station in the same geographical region (AMPS, ERA5), a nearby location
in a more hilly region (JRA-55), a relatively distant location in the adjacent Dunstan Mountains (MERRA-2)
and a relatively distant location in Central Otago (UM). Figure 3.3c shows that the CL31 observed relatively
even cloud occurrence between the ground and 3 km ASL at 8%, falling off to about 3% between 4 and 8 km
ASL (the maximum lidar range of CL31 is 7.7 km). The MiniMPL observed much weaker attenuated volume
backscattering coefficient than CL31 below 3 km ASL, which was identified as an overlap calibration issue
in the MiniMPL. The MiniMPL observed substantial amounts of cloud above 8 km, not present in the CL31
observations due to its range limitation. Overall, the observed cloud occurrence had two peaks at ground to 3
km ASL and at about 9 km ASL. The simulated cloud occurrence was generally underestimated between the
ground and 5 km ASL, with the exception of the UM which reproduced the lower half of the peak accurately,
and ERA5 which reproduced the upper half of the peak accurately. Above 5 km ASL, the cloud occurrence
was well reproduced in ERA5 and JRA-55, and strongly overestimated in AMPS, MERRA-2 and the UM. The
reanalyses and models also tended to have two peaks at about 2 km ASL and 11 km ASL, but these were quite
different from the observed peaks, with the lower peak underestimated by about 5 pp in the reanalyses and
models and the higher peak overestimated by about 5–10 pp. The total CF was observed as 45% and 60% by
CL31 and MiniMPL, respectively. CF observed by the MiniMPL was likely higher due to its higher maximum
lidar range (CL31 missed a substantial amounts of high cloud due to this limitation). The total CF was strongly
underestimated by the reanalyses and models by up to 31 pp (CL31) and 28 pp (MiniMPL), with the exception
of the UM which simulated the correct CF within 3 pp.
3.7.3 Christchurch
The Christchurch observations were taken during a total of 23 days in mid- to late winter. The cloud situations
were characterised by the frequent occurrence of low cloud and fog, with relatively diverse mid- and high level
cloud and periods of clear sky also present (not shown). Precipitation was present in about 9% of profiles and
fog in about 11% of profiles. As the site location is relatively flat (Canterbury Plains), the models did not have
any difficulty in reproducing the altitude of the site, which was 32 m (AMPS), 72 m (ERA5), 143 m (JRA-55)
and 76 m (MERRA-2). The virtual location was within the boundaries of the city (AMPS), on the Canterbury
Plains close to the city boundaries (ERA5, MERRA-2), and over Lake Ellesmere about 20 km from the city
(JRA-55). Figure 3.3d shows that the co-located CHM 15k and MiniMPL observed a strong peak of cloud
occurrence of 26% (CHM 15k) at about 500 m ASL. This was likely due to the combined precipitation and fog
as well as false detection of aerosol as cloud. The observed cloud occurrence had a local minimumof 2% at about
5 km ASL, a secondary peak of 5% at 7 km ASL, and fell off 0% at 11 km ASL. The CHM 15k and MiniMPL
observations showed inconsistencies of up to 4 pp. The reanalyses and models underestimated low cloud by
5–10 pp. With the exception of AMPS, they underestimated mid-level cloud by about 5 pp and represented
high cloud relatively accurately. The total CF observed was 68%, while the reanalyses and models strongly
underestimated CF by up to 34 pp (JRA-55), with underestimates around 20 pp common.
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3.7.4 Backscattering on daily scales
Figures 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 show images of attenuated volume backscattering coefficient for three separate days taken
from the three case studies. The selected days represent some of the best-matching profiles and demonstrate
how well the reanalyses and models can simulate cloud under favourable conditions. As can be seen in the
figures, ERA5 and the UM perform the best in terms of temporal and height accuracy of the simulated cloud
(Fig. 3.4c, 3.4f, 3.5c, 3.5f, 3.6c). This is likely due to the high output temporal resolution of the UM and ERA5
of 20 min. and 1 h, respectively. The UM and ERA5 were able to represent the relatively fine structure of
cloud and to a lesser extent the optical thickness (inferred from the strength of backscattering) of the cloud.
Deficiencies, however, are readily identifiable. The low cloud in theUM (Fig. 3.4f) covers too large area relative
to observations (Fig. 3.4a) and the high cloud has a greater vertical extent in the UM. Likewise, the altocumulus
cloud observed in Fig. 3.5a is shifted by several hours in theUM(Fig. 3.5f). The stratocumulus and nimbostratus
cloud, identified visually based on the attenuated volume backscattering coefficient profiles, in ERA5 (Fig. 3.4c)
is markedly lower than observed (Fig. 3.4a), as well as optically thicker than in reality. The mid-level cloud in
ERA5 (Fig. 3.5c) was located about 2 km higher than observed (Fig. 3.5a). Precipitation observed in Fig. 3.6a
towards the end of the analysed period was not present in the ERA5 simulated profile (Fig. 3.6c) due to lack of
precipitation simulation in the current lidar simulator (even though rain and snow specific content is available
from the reanalysis). AMPS andMERRA-2 had lower cloud representation accuracy. Theymanaged to capture
the overall structure of clouds (Fig. 3.4b, 3.4d, 3.5b, 3.5d, 3.6b, 3.6d), but substantial discrepancies were present,
some of which were likely due to the relatively low temporal resolution of 3 h. AMPS has, however, relatively
high horizontal grid resolution of 21 km. This demonstrates that other factors in the model than resolution
have stronger influence on the quality of cloud simulation. JRA-55 was identified as the last in terms of cloud
representation accuracy. JRA-55 has the lowest temporal resolution of the studied reanalyses and models of
just 6 h, as well as the lowest horizontal grid resolution of 139 km. Therefore, it cannot be expected to capture
any fine details of cloud. In the presented profiles (Fig. 3.4e, 3.5e, 3.6e) one can see that the cloud is only
crudely represented. JRA-55 was able to represent the stratocumulus cloud of Fig. 3.4a, although its temporal
extent and optical thickness were overestimated. Themid-level clouds of Fig. 3.5a and 3.6a were relatively well-
represented in terms of height and optical thickness, given the low temporal resolution of the reanalysis. We
stress that a direct attenuated volume backscattering coefficient profile intercomparison is highly dependent
on the temporal resolution of the model output. The statistical intercomparison, however, should still give
unbiased results if the cloud physics is accurately simulated by the atmospheric model.
Figure 3.4a, 3.5a, 3.6a also show effective LR of observations calculated by integrating vertically attenuated
volume backscattering coefficient (Sect. 3.4.1). If attenuated volume backscattering coefficient is properly
calibrated, under fully attenuating cloud conditions effective LR converges to the theoretical value of LR
of liquid cloud droplets (approximately 18.8 sr at near IR wavelengths) mutiplied by the multiple scattering
coefficient (approximately 0.7; Sect. 3.4.5).
3.7.5 Molecular backscattering, aerosol backscattering and noise
Figure 3.7 shows attenuated volume backscattering coefficient histograms as a function of height for small
values of the coefficient (up to 2×10−6m−1sr−1) observed and simulated at the sites of the case studies,
calculated for the entire time period of each case study. The scale of values is below cloud backscattering, and
therefore shows backscattering which results from molecular and aerosol scattering and noise. Molecular
backscattering depends on the atmospheric pressure and temperature as well as the lidar wavelength. It causes
the main ‘streak’ (a local maximum) visible in each of the histograms. The observed molecular attenuated











Figure 3.7 | Attenuated volume backscattering coefficient histograms as a function of height observed and
simulated at three different sites of the case studies calculated from all profiles. The plots show the distribution of
attenuated volume backscattering coefficient for values which are on the scale of noise, molecular and aerosol
backscattering ([-0.5, 0.5] for CHM 15k, [-1, 1] for CL31 and CL51 and [-2, 2]×10−6m−1sr−1 for MiniMPL). The
simulated attenuated volume backscattering coefficient is based on the ERA5 atmospheric fields. Visible in the
plots isbackscatteringcausedbymolecularbackscattering (themain ‘streak’), noisewhensignal is fully attenuated
by cloud (the zero-centred ‘streak’), and the range-dependent noise (the zero-centred ‘cone’). The molecular
backscattering ismarked by a red dashed line on the observed attenuated volumebackscattering coefficient plots,
the shape of which is taken from the simulated molecular attenuated volume backscattering coefficient for the
corresponding instrument and site.
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value at each wavelength: 0.0906×10−6m−1sr−1 (λ = 1064 nm), 0.172×10−6m−1sr−1 (λ = 910 nm) and
1.54×10−6m−1sr−1 (λ = 532 nm) at 1000 hPa and 20 ◦C (Table 3.5). The molecular backscattering in the
boundary layer is, however, superimposed on backscattering by aerosol and cloud. In the case of the MiniMPL
observations at the Christchurch site (Fig. 3.7i), the molecular attenuated volume backscattering coefficient
streak has multiple secondary streaks. These are caused by different levels of attenuation by cloud and
aerosol during the period of the observations. These secondary streaks were also partially reproduced by the
simulator (Fig. 3.7j). A smaller portion of the width of the streak is also caused by fluctuations of atmospheric
temperature and pressure. Under suitable conditions, molecular attenuated volume backscattering coefficient
can be used for absolute calibration of an instrument. With the exception of CL31 (Fig. 3.7c), the molecular
backscattering can be identified in the observed attenuated volume backscattering coefficient in each case.
Therefore, it is possible to choose a calibration coefficient such that the observed and simulated molecular
attenuated volume backscattering coefficients overlap. This can be considered a viable alternative to the liquid
stratocumulus LR calibration method, or as a means of cross-validating the instrument calibration. However,
it should be noted that the accuracy of this method is affected by an unknown amount of aerosol attenuation.
Cloudy profiles can be filtered when calculating the histogram, and therefore the effect of cloud attenuation
can be minimised. In addition to the molecular attenuated volume backscattering coefficient streak, there is
a zero-centred streak visible in the histograms. This is caused by noise when the signal is fully attenuated
by cloud. Lastly, a zero-centred ‘cone’ of noise is visible in the observed attenuated volume backscattering
coefficient, increasing with the square of range. The size of this cone is particularly large in the case of the
CL31 (Fig. 3.7c), which is most likely the result of its low receiver sensitivity and low power compared to the
other instruments. The standard deviation of the cone at the furthest range is used to determine the noise
standard deviation used by the cloud detection algorithm (Sect. 3.5.3).
Figure 3.8 shows the same information as Fig. 3.7, but for clear sky profiles only. Here, it can be seen that
the zero-centred peak caused by the complete attenuation by cloud is no longer present. There is a clear overlap
between the centre of the noise conewith the simulatedmolecular attenuated volume backscattering coefficient;
i.e. the noise cone is centred at the observed molecular attenuated volume backscattering coefficient. This is
visible with all instruments including CL31 (Fig. 3.8c), where the overlap between the observed and simulated
molecular attenuated volume backscattering coefficient is most clearly visible at about 1 km ASL. Below 1 km
ASL, the effect of boundary layer aerosol distorts molecular attenuated volume backscattering coefficient by an
unknown quantity. The clear sky histograms as shown in Fig. 3.8 may therefore be preferable to the all-sky
histograms of Fig. 3.7 for calibration by fitting molecular attenuated volume backscattering coefficient. The
dead time, afterpulse and overlap MiniMPL calibration supplied by the vendor appears to be deficient and
causes range-dependent bias in the attenuated volume backscattering coefficient profile.
We now examine the noise in each instrument using the ALCF. Figure 3.9 shows the distribution of
standard deviation of backscatter noise determined at the highest observable range of each instrument and
range-scaled to 8 km. It can be seen that the CL31 is affected by the greatest amount of noise, peaking at
about 2×10−6m−1sr−1. This is at the threshold of cloud detection of 2×10−6m−1sr−1. Therefore, thin cloud
may be obscured by noise at higher ranges with this instrument. The MiniMPL, operating in the visible
spectral range, shows a strongly bimodal distribution of the attenuated volume backscattering coefficient noise
depending on sunlight. During daytime, it peaks at about 0.7×10−6m−1sr−1, which is the second highest of
the analysed instruments. During nighttime, it peaks at about 0.02×10−6m−1sr−1, which is the lowest of the
analysed instruments. The CHM 15k and CL51 peak between the nighttime and daytime MiniMPL at about
0.05×10−6m−1sr−1. All of CL31, CL51 and CHM 15k show a slight reduction of noise during nighttime,
presumably because of a small amount of incoming solar radiation at near IR wavelengths. The difference
between the nighttime and daytime attenuated volume backscattering coefficient noise in the MiniMPL has
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Figure 3.8 | The same as Fig. 3.7 but calculated from clear sky profiles only.
been previously analysed by Silber et al. (2018) (Fig. S3) and these results confirm their findings.
3.8 Discussion and conclusions
We presented the Automatic Lidar and Ceilometer Framework, which combines lidar processing and lidar
simulation for the purpose of model evaluation. The lidar simulation is based on the COSP spaceborne lidar
simulator by accounting for the different geometry and lidar wavelength. We calculated new lookup tables for
Mie scattering for a number of ALC wavelengths, developed ice crystal backscattering parametrisation based
on temperature and implemented noise removal and cloud detection algorithms. The framework supports the
most common ALCs and reanalyses. We demonstrated the use of the framework on ALC observations at three
different sites in New Zealand, and applied the lidar simulator to three reanalyses and two models. We found
that while some reanalyses and models such as the UM and ERA5 show relatively good correspondence with
observed cloud, others performed relatively poorly in our time-limited local comparison. All reanalyses and
models underestimated the total CF by up to 34 pp, with underestimation by 20 pp common. In some cases,
the observed and simulated attenuated volume backscattering coefficient profiles matched relatively closely
in terms of time and altitude, and a better match was observed with reanalyses with high output temporal
resolution such as the UM and ERA5, while reanalyses with low temporal resolution did not allow for reliable
direct (non-statistical) comparison of cloud. However, it is clear that more factors than the horizontal and
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Figure 3.9 | Attenuated volumebackscattering coefficient noise standard deviation histogramcalculated for each
instrument at sites of the case studies from clear sky profiles over the whole time period. The noise distribution is
calculated at the furthest range. Shown is the range-scaled noise distribution at a range of 8 km. ‘Night’ and ‘day’
distributions are calculated separately from nighttime and daytime profiles only.
vertical resolution influence the cloud simulation accuracy; especially the cloud, boundary layer and convection
schemes employed by the atmospheric model. The reanalysis and model output temporal, horizontal grid
resolution and vertical resolution are not always the same as the internal resolution of the underlying
atmospheric model. Both have an impact on the comparison between the simulated and observed attenuated
volume backscattering coefficient and cloud. While the output resolution should not have an impact on
the long-term statistics, it can be a limiting factor for direct attenuated volume backscattering coefficient
profile comparison. We demonstrated that the ALCF could be used to identify substantial differences in cloud
attenuated volume backscattering coefficient which were present in all reanalyses and models. We showed
that all the studied instruments except for the CL31 are capable of detecting molecular backscattering and
that this can be used for calibration or for cross-validation of other calibration methods. We found that the
nighttime MiniMPL was subject to the least amount of noise of all the instrument examined, followed by the
CL51, CHM 15k, daytime MiniMPL and CL31. Noise in the MiniMPL, and to a lesser extent in the other
ALCs, was shown to have a bimodal distribution due to day/nighttime. The ALCF can therefore be useful for
testing the quality of collected data.
Currently the framework has several limitationswhich should be addressed in the future. Thewater vapour
absorption at 910 nm likely affects the instrument calibration of the CL31 and CL51 ceilometers and limits the
accuracy of the one-to-one comparison, even though due to the relatively high backscattering caused by cloud,
the calculated cloud masks are unlikely to be strongly affected. The lidar simulator currently does not simulate
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backscattering from precipitation. Observed precipitation is generally detected as ‘cloud’ by the cloud detection
algorithm,while the simulated profile contains no backscattering at the location of precipitation (backscattering
and attenuation by rain drops and snow should be implemented in the lidar simulator in the future). If desired,
the attenuated volume backscattering coefficient profiles affected by precipitation can be excluded before the
comparison or their fraction determined by visually inspecting the observed attenuated volume backscattering
to assess their possible effect on the statistical results. Aerosol is also not currently implemented in the
simulator. Previous studies (Chan et al., 2018) characterised optical parameters of different groups of aerosol,
which could be used in a future version of the simulator with models which provide concentration of aerosol
in their output. In our case studies aerosol volume backscattering coefficient was less than 2×10−6m−1sr−1
and below 4 km, which could result in worst-case two-way attenuation of about 50% assuming LR of 50 sr.
This should not preclude cloud detection due to the large magnitude of typical cloud backscattering. The
ALCs also suffer from various measurement deficiencies. Notably incomplete overlap, dead time and afterpulse
corrections tend to give sub-optimal results at the near range. It is possible to use semi-automated methods to
correct for these deficiencies, such as by calculating the integrated attenuated volume backscattering coefficient
distribution by height of the maximum backscattering and correcting for the range-dependent bias (Hopkin
et al., 2019, Sect. 5.1). This method could be implemented in the framework to enable range-dependent
calibration of the observed attenuated volume backscattering coefficient.
The presented framework streamlines lidar data processing and tasks related to lidar simulation and model
comparison. The framework was recently used by Kuma et al. (2020b) for Southern Ocean model cloud
evaluation in the GA7.1 model and MERRA-2 reanalysis. Considering the existing extensive ALC networks
worldwide there is a wealth of global data. We therefore think that ALCs should have a greater role in model
evaluation. Satellite observations have long been established in this respect due to their availability, spatial and
temporal coverage and their well-developed derived products and tools. ALCs, with their diverse formats and
decentralised nature, have so far lacked derived products and tools which would make them more accessible
for model evaluation. We hope that this software will enable more model evaluation studies based on ALC
observations. Development of lidar data processing is currently hampered by closed development of code. We
note that code has very rarely been made available with past ALC studies. Continued improvement of publicly
available code for lidar data processing is needed to achieve faster development of ground-based remote sensing
and make it more attractive for GCM, NWP model and reanalysis evaluation.
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Code and data availability
The ALCF is open source and available at https://alcf-lidar.github.io and as a permanent archive of code and
technical documentation on Zenodo at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4088217. The technical documentation is
also in the Supplementary information. A tool for converting Vaisala CL31 and CL51 data files to NetCDF cl2nc is open source
and available at https://github.com/peterkuma/cl2nc. A tool for converting MiniMPL raw binary data files to NetCDF
mpl2nc is open source and available at https://github.com/peterkuma/mpl2nc. The observational data used in the
case studies are available upon request. The reanalyses data used in the case studies are publicly available online from
the respective projects. The Unified Model data used in the case studies are available upon request. The Unified Model is
proprietary to the UK Met Office and is made available under a licence. For more information, readers are advised to contact
the UK Met Office.
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Abstract
Southern Ocean cloud biases and the corresponding shortwave and longwave radiation biases are a
longstanding problem in general circulation models. We use one month of high-resolution summertime
Southern Ocean voyage ceilometer and radiosonde observations collected on the Aotearoa/New Zealand
research vessel Tangaroa in February–March 2018 in the Ross Sea region and a nudged run of HadGEM3-
GA7.1/UM11.4 to evaluate the impact of modifications in the convection and boundary layer schemes on
cloud simulation in a set of representative case studies. We use the recently-developed Automatic Lidar
and Ceilometer Framework (ALCF) to assess and improve the representation of stratocumulus (Sc) cloud,
currently strongly underestimated in the model. We show that two- and three-layer cloud profiles of cumulus
(Cu) below Sc corresponding to local thermodynamic levels were a common occurrence, where the Cu
cloud base height coincides with the lifting condensation level (LCL) and the Sc cloud heights coincide with
the neutral buoyancy level of dry and moist (respectively) air parcels lifted from the surface. While the
thermodynamic state of the atmosphere is simulated well by the model, too little moisture appears to be
transported to the top of the boundary layer. By increasing surface moisture flux and convective mass flux in
the model we can improve the Sc cloud simulation in case studies, but we demonstrate that a lack of vertical
moisture transport across the LCL from the surface layer to the zone of convective mass flux remains a likely
limiting factor. We also show that the modifications made have a positive impact on the Southern Ocean and
global radiation balance of up to 5Wm−2 based on zonal averages over the time period examined.
4.1 Introduction
Cloud biases in general circulation models (GCMs) are a long-standing problem (Trenberth and Fasullo, 2010;
Vignesh et al., 2020). Correct cloud representation in GCMs is critical due to the large impact of clouds on the
planetary albedo and longwave emissivity as well as being a latent heat source and the source of precipitation.
Cloud biases are a key contributor to the error in the simulation of the radiation balance in contemporary
GCMs (Li et al., 2013). Clouds in these models are parametrised by subgrid-scale parametrisation schemes.
Cloud typically varies at scales much smaller than the resolution of the models, which is typically on the order
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of 10–200 km in the horizontal. Therefore, many of the physical processes responsible for cloud formation
and removal, such as convection and cloud microphysics, are not resolved at the model resolution and have to
be parametrised. The nature of these parametrisations means that they inevitably lead to large uncertainties.
An alternative to such schemes are cloud resolving models (CRMs), which operate at a much higher horizontal
spatial resolution (on the order of 1 km) (Guichard andCouvreux, 2017; Satoh et al., 2019). However, at present
it is not feasible to use these models for long-term climate projections due to their computational demands.
Therefore, a continued improvement of existing cloud schemes is needed.
Cloud parametrisation in GCMs is traditionally improved by intercomparing with observations such as
the ISCCP satellite-based cloud dataset (Rossow and Schiffer, 1991) or more recently the CloudSat–CALIPSO
datasets (Stephens et al., 2002; Winker et al., 2003). By accomplishing a good match with past and present
observations of cloud it is assumed that cloud representation in simulations of future climate will be reasonable.
However, the physical processes responsible for any cloud bias are not necessarily obvious from a simple
intercomparison, which may be due to processes outside of the cloud parametrisation scheme (Morcrette and
Petch, 2010). The presence of compensating errors can also make the model perform worse when only one of
the errors is corrected (Hourdin et al., 2017; Schuddeboom et al., 2019).
Here, we focus on the Southern Ocean (SO) boundary layer parametrisations in the Global Atmosphere
7.1 (GA7.1)/Unified Model 11.4 (UM11.4) component of the Hadley Centre Global Environment Model 3
(HadGEM3) (Walters et al., 2019), with the aim of improving the simulation of stratocumulus clouds. This
follows the findings of Kuma et al. (2020b) of underestimated cloud occurrence below 2 km above sea level
(ASL) in GA7.1 relative to a comprehensive set of ship-based observations. The GA7.1 model is based the
UKMet Office Unified Model (UM), which is also used for operational numerical weather prediction (NWP).
HadGEM3 (GC3.1) has participated in the 6th Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6). As shown by
Kuma et al. (2020b), cloud fraction in a previous version of the model is underestimated in the SO by about
6–8%, with low cloud below 1 km and fog particularly underestimated compared to ship-based ceilometer
observations. Schuddeboom et al. (2019) and Kuma et al. (2020b) noted that there is a clear division at a
latitude of 55◦S between positive and negative shortwave (SW) radiation biases in HadGEM3-GA7.1 and that
the positive vs. negative bias appears to be linked to near-surface air temperature, with negative bias strongly
associated with close to zero near-surface air temperature. Therefore, we expect that near-surface temperature
and sea surface temperature (SST) have a significant role in the cloud bias, potentially by destabilisation of the
relatively cold Antarctic air in the surface layer by near-zero SST. Loveridge and Davies (2019b) also implicated
quiescent conditions in the SO boundary layer (BL) cloud bias in GA7.0. Considering these past findings, here
we focus on BL cloud south of 60◦S, which we will identify as ‘high-latitude SO’, as opposed to ‘low-latitude
SO’ north of 60◦S.
The UM parametrises clouds using the prognostic cloud fraction and prognostic condensate scheme (PC2)
scheme (Wilson et al., 2008a,b), inwhich the cloud condensate (liquid and ice) and cloud fraction are prognostic
variables defined on every grid cell. The prognostic variables can be advectedwith the large-scale flow, which is
in contrast to earlier schemes which were purely diagnostic (Smith, 1990) and based on the assumption that any
supersaturation is turned into cloud condensate (Jakob, 2000). Cloud condensate and cloud fraction originating
in the convection scheme are added to the prognostic fields. injected into the condensate and cloud fraction
of the cloud scheme and thus become prognostic. Schemes which used prognostic condensate and diagnostic
cloud fraction also exist (Sundqvist, 1978; Sundqvist et al., 1989).
An improvement in the SO cloud representation in the Meteorological Research Institute Earth System
Model version 2 (MRI-ESM2) GCMhas recently been reported by Kawai et al. (2019). This model uses a cloud
scheme based on Tiedtke (1993). This is also the basis of the PC2 scheme, although both schemes contain















TAN1802 (8 Feb – 21 Mar 2018)
Figure4.1 | Amapshowing the trackof theTAN1802voyageand the regionbetween60◦Sand73◦Sof theTAN1802
ceilometer, radiosonde and AWS data analysed here.
improvements in the PC2 scheme which would enhance the simulation of clouds in this region. Kawai et al.
(2019) reported that their updated stratocumulus scheme resulted in about a 10% increase in SO cloud cover
and a 10 Wm−2 increase in top of the atmosphere (TOA) outgoing SW radiation over the SO, reducing the
model bias.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 4.2 we briefly describe the TAN1802 voyage dataset, the
HadGEM3-GA7.1/UM11.4, and the lidar processing and simulator framework ALCF. In Sect. 4.3 we describe
the relevant characteristics of the cloud-related parametrisation schemes in the UM and an experimental run
of the HadGEM3-GA7.1/UM11.4. Finally, in Sect. 4.4 we contrast the results of the experimental run with the
control run and observations.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 The TAN1802 voyage
In our analysis we use ceilometer, radiosonde, and AWS data collected on the TAN1802 voyage of RV
Tangaroa in the Ross Sea. The data were collected between 16 February and 15 March 2018 UTC (inclusive),
when the ship was south of 60◦S. The deployed ceilometer was a Lufft CHM 15k operating at an infrared
wavelength of 1064 nm and directed vertically between the surface and 15 km above sea level (ASL). We
process the raw backscatter profiles with the ALCF (Sect. 4.2.3). In addition, we use radiosonde profiles
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sampled during the voyage at between 1–3 times daily intervals using the iMet-1 ABx radiosondes. Near-
surface air temperature, relative humidity (RH) and SST were sampled continuously during the voyage. The
TAN8102 voyage atmospheric measurements are also described in greater detail by Kuma et al. (2020b) and
Hartery et al. (2020b). The track of the voyage is shown in Fig. 4.1.
4.2.2 HadGEM3-GA7.1/UM11.4
The GA7.1 model is based on the UK Met Office Unified Model (UM), which is an atmospheric model used
for both NWP and climate-modelling purposes in global and regional configurations (Walters et al., 2019).
HadGEM3 is a proprietary model developed by the UK Met Office and partner organisations in a number of
countries. We analyse data from a relatively recent version UM11.4 released on 21 Jun 2019. The experiments
were performed on theNeSI supercomputer inWellington, Aotearoa/NewZealand (Williams et al., 2016). The
horizontal grid scale of themodel is N96, corresponding to about 100×140 kmhorizontal grid cells at 60◦S. The
time step of themodel is 20minutes to aid comparisonwith observations. We use instantaneous 3-dimensional
atmospheric fields exported from the model at each time step and process these with the ALCF (Sect. 4.2.3) to
obtain simulated lidar data corresponding to the TAN1802 voyage. We use UM11.4 in a ‘nudged’ configuration
in which SST and sea ice concentration are prescribed from the HadISST dataset (Rayner et al., 2003) and
atmospheric fields are nudged towards the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011). In this configuration
the large-scale dynamics is effectively prescribed while parametrised fields such as cloud are the result of the
model’s physics. Here, we analyse two simulations produced by the UM11.4: (1) an unmodified control run
‘UM11.4cnt’ and (2) an experimental run ‘UM11.4ext’ (Sect. 4.3.6). The cloud- and BL-related parametrisations
in the HadGEM3-GA7.1/UM11.4 are described in Sect. 4.3.
4.2.3 ALCF
The Automatic Lidar and Ceilometer Framework (ALCF) (Kuma et al., 2020a) is a lidar simulator and lidar
processing tool, based on the Cloud Feedback and Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP) Observation
Simulator Package (COSP) (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011). The ALCF enables consistent comparison between
ground-based lidar observations and atmospheric models. We use the ALCF package to process the ceilometer
observations collected on TAN1802 and to simulate backscatter profiles from the UM11.4 model output.
Using this tool, we derive a cloud mask from the observations, calculate simulated backscatter from 20-min
resolution model data and derive a cloud mask from the simulated backscatter. The resulting backscatter
can be compared statistically as well as on co-located diagrams thanks to the model nudging, which means it
represents real weather sitations (unlike a free-running model).
4.3 Parametrisations
The UM11.4 relies on the parametrisation of subgrid-scale processes, which cannot be represented by the
atmospheric dynamics on the relatively coarse grid of the model. The parametrisations directly affecting
cloud are the convection, boundary layer, and large-scale cloud (PC2) schemes and the related parametrisation
of surface fluxes in the surface component of HadGEM3 called the Joint UK Land Environment Simulator
(JULES) (Best et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2011). The formation and destruction of cloud is therefore an interplay
between a number of parametrised processes. This interplay means that it is typically not obvious from model
evaluation studies which process is responsible for a bias in cloud occurrence or TOA radiation balance. The
parametrisations outlined above operate independently on each individual horizontal grid cell of the model.
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Table 4.1 | Summary of the cloud-related subgrid-scale parametrisations in the UM11.4.
Parametrisation Principle References
Convection scheme Mass flux with CAPE or surface buoyancy flux closure. Gregory and Rowntree (1990)
Grant and Brown (1999)
Grant (2001)
Boundary layer scheme First-order closure turbulence. Lock et al. (2000)
Martin et al. (2000)
Large-scale cloud scheme (PC2) Prognostic cloud liquid and ice. Wilson et al. (2008a,b)
JULES surface flux parametrisation The COARE algorithm. Fairall et al. (2003)
Table 4.1 summarises the cloud-related parametrisation schemes, described in a greater detail below with a
specific focus on aspects important to BL cloud.
4.3.1 Large-scale cloud scheme (PC2)
The PC2 scheme is based on Tiedtke (1993). The motivation to develop a new scheme was to allow for
detrainment of convection into cloud fraction and break the diagnostic link between cloud fraction and
condensate (Wilson et al., 2015). The scheme contains a separate treatment of large-scale (stratiform) and
convective cloud, both of which contribute to the cloud condensate and cloud fraction by detraining moisture
and condensate. Moisture in the PC2 scheme within a grid cell is assumed to have a probability distribution
function around the gridmean, parametrised by a critical RH (Gregory et al., 2002). Therefore, supersaturation
within the grid cell can occur before mean RH reaches 100%. This probability density function (PDF) is
defined explicitly in PC2, in contrast with previous schemes (Tiedtke, 1993), which assumed an implicit PDF
(Wilson et al., 2008a). The PC2 scheme calculates the evolution of condensate and cloud fraction by summing
the contributions of a number of sources and sinks in each model time step: advection, boundary layer
(Sect. 4.3.2), convection (Sect. 4.3.3) and precipitation. The convection scheme can be a source of condensate,
cloud fraction, water vapour and heat via ‘inhomogeneous forcing’ in PC2. Condensate and cloud fraction are
injected from the convective plumes into the prognostic fields. Water vapour and heat changes can generate
additional condensate if supersaturation occurs.
4.3.2 Boundary layer scheme
The BL scheme in UM11.4 is a first-order closure turbulence scheme described by Lock et al. (2000) andMartin
et al. (2000). We use the standard version 9C in our analysis. At an initial stage, the BL scheme diagnoses the BL
type into one of six types depending on the liquid–frozen virtual potential temperature (θvl) profile (Lock et al.,
2000, Fig. 1). Turbulence and convection are then applied selectively in the relevant layers, while turbulence
is applied in the unstable surface mixed layer (SML), and convection is applied in the layer between the LCL
and the capping inversion, and cloud-top driven turbulence just below the capping inversion in the Sc cloud
layer. Our particular focus is on the BL Type V (i.e. decoupled Cu below Sc), which is the type most commonly
associated with Sc biases in UM11.4 compared to our observational dataset, and also the most prevalent type in
the high-latitude SO (Sect. 4.4.6). The turbulent locally-mixed layers are characterised by diffusion coefficients
Kh andKm. Depending on conditions, these are based on the surface wind shear, surface buoyancy gradient,
Richardson number (Ri), cloud-top radiative cooling and cloud-top buoyancy reversal. This is in contrast with
non-local mixing performed by the mass flux parametrisation in the convection scheme.
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4.3.3 Convection scheme
UM11.4 offers several versions of the convection scheme. We use the standard version 6, which is based on
a mass flux parametrisation described by Gregory and Rowntree (1990). The convection scheme parametrises
convective plumes covering a fraction of the grid cell, consisting of updrafts and downdrafts which transport
scalar quantities, such as heat and moisture, and vector quantities, such as momentum, vertically across model
levels. The updrafts and downdrafts exchange air with the environment (i.e. the remaining part of the grid
cell) by entrainment and detrainment. Air ascending in the updraft can undergo condensation due to moist
adiabatic cooling, forming cumulus (Cu) cloud, and also detraining cloud condensate into the environment.
An updraft generally terminates at the capping inversion, which is diagnosed by the zpar level at the beginning
of the model time step. At this level, the updraft is detrained completely into the environment by a so-called
‘forced detrainment’. Mass flux, in the units of Pa.s−1, is determined by conservation ofmass at eachmodel level
(Gregory and Rowntree, 1990). This, however, requires a closure at the bottom level of the convective region.
The scheme implements two types of closure: a closure based on the convective available potential energy
(CAPE) and on surface buoyancy flux. The choice of closure is based of the diagnosed type of convection, which
can be shallow, mid-level or deep. In our analysis we focus on shallow convection, which was predominant in
our case study. Shallow convection in the scheme is based on the surface buoyancy flux closure. As described by
Grant and Brown (1999) and Grant (2001), this closure is based on a similarity theory linking surface buoyancy
flux to the initial mass flux at the cloud base, as determined computationally by large eddy simulations (LES) of
profiles observed during the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX) (Davidson,
1968), a North Sea field campaign (Smith and Jonas, 1995) and the Atlantic Trade-wind Experiment (ATEX).
Currently a new convection scheme ‘CoMorph’ is in development by the UKMet Office with the intention to
eventually replace the existing convection scheme.
4.3.4 JULES surface flux parametrisation
JULES is the surface parametrisation model used in conjunction with the UM (Best et al., 2011; Clark et al.,
2011). Among other processes, JULES parametrises fluxes of momentum, heat and moisture from the sea
surface to the the surface layer of the atmosphere. The fluxes are determined by surface transfer coefficients for
momentum and scalars CD and CM (respectively), which in turn are determined by the sea surface roughness
for momentum and scalars z0m and z0h (respectively). Multiple options of surface roughness calculation
are available (Lock et al., 2019), two of which we will briefly describe here. The standard option is based
on the Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE) algorithm (Fairall et al., 2003). The
momentum roughness length is based on a generalised Charnock’s formula which accounts for low wind
speeds. Charnock’s coefficient a is parametrised by a linear relationship with 10-m wind speed, subject to
minimum and maximum bounds. The scalar roughness length is based on an empirical dependence on the
roughness Reynolds numberRr determined by a set of field campaigns (COARE-plus). Rr, in turn, is derived
from the momentum roughness length, friction velocity and kinematic viscosity (Fairall et al., 2003). A simpler
second option of surface roughness length calculation is available which uses a fixed Charnock’s coefficient
and a fixed scalar roughness length.
4.3.5 Southern Ocean boundary layer
Figure 4.2 shows a schematic of operation of the UM11.4 boundary layer and convection parametrisation most
commonly occurring during the TAN1802 voyage in situations with Sc cloud, and Table 4.2 summarises the BL













Figure 4.2 | A scheme showing the operation of the boundary layer (BL) and convection schemes in a cumulus
(Cu) below stratocumulus (Sc) profile commonly observed in the summertime Southern Ocean. Surface mixed
layer (SML), lifting condensation level (LCL).
over Cu). In the UM11.4 this is parametrised by the BL scheme first-order turbulence scheme in the surface and
Sc layers and the convection scheme mass flux parametrisation between these two layers. The level separating
the surface turbulence andmass flux is the LCL, abovewhichmoist convection is expected to occur. As noted by
Lock et al. (2000), this vertical separation of the parametrisation schemes is undesirable, but also unavoidable
due to the BL scheme partially accounting for the vertical transport by convection. As we will show later,
this vertical separation of the two parametrisation schemes may be responsible for the lack of Sc in the model
compared to observations (Sect. 4.4.3). For the purpose of BL cloud simulation, we are chiefly concerned with
the vertical moisture and air mass transport from the sea surface to the Sc layer. This process is simulated by:
1. A flux of moisture from the sea surface to the surface layer, determined by the sea surface roughness in
the surface scheme (JULES) (Figure 4.2, ‘surface fluxes’).
2. Mixing of moisture and heat in the SML by turbulence up to the LCL (Figure 4.2, ‘Ksurf’).
3. Flux of mass and moisture by convection from the LCL to the capping inversion (Figure 4.2, ‘mass flux’).
4. Forced detrainment of air mass from the convective updraft into the environment below the capping
inversion (corresponding to the zpar level), identified in the model as the capping level for a moist lifted
parcel (Figure 4.2, ‘KSc’).
If these processes are sufficient, enough moisture (saturated air) is detrained below the capping inversion
to increase RH above the critical RH and condense the excess water vapour into Sc cloud. Deficiencies in
any of above processes or their interconnections can result in a deficiency in RH and a lack of Sc compared to
observations. Our aim is therefore to identify which of these processes or interconnections are underestimated.
4.3.6 Experimental run
We prepared an experimental run of the UM11.4 (‘UM11.4exp’) in order to evaluate the effect of tuning of the
processes outlined in Sect. 4.3.5 on the simulation of Sc in the Ross Sea to compare with the TAN1802 voyage
observations. In order to increase the moisture transport from the surface to the sub-capping-inversion layer,
we applied the configuration and code modifications described below:
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Table 4.2 | Diagnostic model levels and layers relevant to shallow boundary layer convection, turbulence and
cloud, listed from the lowest to the highest.
Level Description
SL (surface layer) Layer between the surface and the lower of 0.1zh and level where θvl starts to increase with height.
SML (surface mixed layer) Turbulently well-mixed layer between the surface and the LCL.
LCL (lifting condensation level) Traditional definition (e.g. Wallace and Hobbs (2006)).
zh Level equal to the LCL if cumulus-capped, or zpar if not.
zpar Top of a diagnostic moist parcel ascent.
• We used the fixed sea surface roughness length option (Sect. 4.3.4) with a fixed scalar surface roughness
length of 10−4 m. This value is approximately equal to the maximum in the empirical fit of COARE data
(Fairall et al., 2003). The motivation for this change is to increase the surface flux of moisture to the
greatest physically meaningful value.
• We increased a coefficient relating sub-cloud convective velocity scale to cumulus mass flux for shallow
convection (cmass) by 50%. cmass determines the initial mass flux in the surface buoyancy flux closure
(Sect. 4.3.3). This has the effect of increasing the initial mass flux by 50%. The motivation for this
change is to increase the speed of convective updrafts, by which the forced detrainment of saturated air
below the capping inversion is increased.
The modifications above were chosen so that the flux through the LCL into the convection layer is
maximised, while not overshooting the boundary layer top by convective plumes. We found that at higher
values, the capping inversion tends to be degraded by convective plumes, leading to reduction of Sc cloud
formation.
4.4 Results
In this section we compare the experimental run UM11.4exp described in Sec. 4.3.6 with the control run
UM11.4cnt, in-situ observations onTAN1802 and satellite observations from theCERES instruments’ synoptic
(SYN) product (Loeb et al., 2018) in the time period between 16 February 2018 and 15 March 2018.
4.4.1 Cloud observations
As shown previously by Kuma et al. (2020b), the BL cloud base in the SO commonly corresponds to either
the LCL or the SST lifting level (SLL). Here, we show that in the TAN1802 voyage observations, three clouds
layers were often observed and corresponded to three different thermodynamic levels. Figure 4.3 shows several
days of co-located ceilometer and radiosonde observations. Based on the radiosonde profiles, we calculated the
following thermodynamic levels: the LCL, SLL and saturated SLL (SLLs), which uses the same assumption as
SSL, but allows the parcel to ascend by moist adiabatic processes above the LCL. On a majority of days with
Sc cloud, we observed that the LCL corresponded with the cloud base of relatively thin Cu fractus below 1 km
ASL (visible on all days in Fig. 4.3). The much thicker layer of Sc corresponded with SLL between 1 and 2
km ASL, i.e. due to parcels lifted by dry convection. In several cases, SSLs corresponded with a third layer of
cloud above Sc (Fig. 4.3a, d, e), i.e. due to parcels lifted by moist convection. The third layer was, however,
intermittent and much less significant than the Sc cloud based identified near SLL. Examination of radiosonde
profiles, shows that SLL and SLLs were both characterised by an inversion (most clearly visible in Fig. 4.3e’).
Physically, this inversion would act to prevent further ascent of a parcel and cause a forced detrainment of
convective updrafts, thus leading to accumulation of moisture below the inversion and the gradual formation
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Figure 4.3 | Selected daily backscatter profiles collected on the TAN1802 voyage and radiosonde profiles. Shown
are the lifting condensation level (LCL), sea surface temperature (SST) lifting level (SLL) and SST lifting level for a
saturated parcel (SLLs). Radiosonde launch times are indicated by a vertical line on the backscatter plots and the
height of the LCL, SLL and SLLs is indicated by a coloured dot.
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of Sc cloud. As discussed later, we think that this process is underestimated in the UM11.4, which explains the
absence of Sc layers in the model compared to observations.
4.4.2 Cloud representation
A characteristic feature of the SO cloud observed on the TAN1802 voyage by a ceilometer were layers of
relatively optically thick, but geometrically thin Sc at between 1 and 3 km ASL (Fig. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5; in
particular Fig. 4.4a1 17:00–0:00, b1 0:00–12:00, c1 4:00–9:00, e1 12:00–20:00, Fig. 4.5a1 0:00–4:00). These
were commonly accompanied by Cu fractus below the Sc layer. Apart from these two types of cloud, a
significant amount of fog was observed on the voyage (Sect. 4.4.4). In Fig. 4.4 and 4.5 we compare the
observed and simulated backscatter in the UM11.4cnt and UM11.4exp on multiple days of the voyage, as
well as the thermodynamic levels. The selected days contain substantial amount of Sc cloud layers, and we
omitted days which were dominated by clear sky, fog and precipitation. We note that temporal and cloud
height correspondence between the observations and simulations is generally very good, partly due to the high
temporal output resolution of the model of 20 min (Kuma et al., 2020a). Both are characterised by boundary
layer cloud below 2 km ASL, and this altitude corresponds very well with the zpar level diagnosed by the
model, i.e. the highest level reached by convection. Likewise, the LCL corresponds relatively well between
the radiosonde observations and the model (red dot in OBS vs. red line in the UM in Fig. 4.4 and 4.5; see also
Kuma et al. (2020b)). However, clouds simulated by the UM11.4cnt are clearly different from observations in
a number of ways. While the periods of fog are relatively well simulated, the Cu fractus cloud layers forming
at and above the LCL are clearly overestimated in the UM11.4cnt. Most seriously, the very well-defined Sc
cloud layers are completely absent in the UM11.4cnt, and are only represented by intermittent vertical streaks
of cloud instead of a coherent horizontal ‘stratiform’ development. We can expect this factor to have a strong
impact on the SW radiation balance due to overestimated Cu reflectivity and underestimated Sc reflectivity.
Our aim with the experimental run is therefore to improve the simulation of Sc cloud as a major deficiency of
the control run.
By increasing surface moisture flux in the UM11.4exp we increase the amount of moisture in the surface
layer, and by increasing mass flux we in turn increase the amount of air mass and moisture transported from
the SML to zpar. The impact on the simulated cloud backscatter is an increase in the amount of cloud just below
zpar (Fig. 4.4 and 4.5), which is more consistent with observations. Some of the more prominent examples of
an improved Sc are 4.4b3 3:00–9:00, c3 17:00–0:00, e3 12:00–21:00 and Fig. 4.5b3. A secondary effect of the
increased mass flux is a decrease of the simulated Cu fractus as compensating convective downdrafts detrain
warmer and drier air at the bottom of the plumes near the LCL (for example Fig. 4.4b3 3:00–9:00, e3 12:00-
20:00 and Fig. 4.5a3, b3). This is potentially a positive development considering the overestimated Cu fractus
in the UM11.4cnt compared to TAN1802 observations.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 also show contour lines of the convective detrainment rate (DTRU) as diagnosed by
the model’s convection scheme. These largely signify the forced detrainment from convective updrafts of the
mass flux scheme, whereby saturated air is removed from the updraft and detrained into the environment,
thus increasing RH. Importantly, in the UM11.4cnt DTRU is locally concentrated in the vertical layer where
we expect Sc cloud. However, this is apparently not enough to raise RH beyond the critical RH to initiate
sufficient Sc cloud formation (also discussed later in Sect. 4.4.3). This indicates that the model is qualitatively
correct in its representation of the BL, but that the magnitude of the change is too small. In the UM11.4exp
DTRU was expanded and intensified. This was likely the key contributor to the increased Sc cloud, although a












Figure 4.4 | Selected daily observed and simulated backscatter profile plots. The observations (OBS) were
collected on the TAN1802 voyage and the simulations are based on the UM11.4 control (UM11.4cnt) and
experimental (UM11.4exp) runs at the same time and geographical location as corresponding the observations.
The plots also show the radiosonde lifting condensation level (LCL), sea surface temperature (SST) lifting level
(SLL), saturated SST lifting level (SSLs), the model LCL, diagnostic parcel height (zpar) and updraft detrainment








Figure 4.5 | Figure 4.4 continued.
4.4.3 Boundary layer mass flux and relative humidity
Model BL cloud in the UM11.4 is driven by the underlying process of vertical moisture and air mass transport
due to turbulence and convection (which can in turn be driven by large-scale dynamics). The large-scale cloud
(PC2) scheme ensures that if enough RH is present in a particular model layer, liquid or ice cloud condensation
happens. We examined the BLmass flux and RH in theUM11.4cnt andUM11.4exp on a number of days during
the TAN1802 voyage (Fig. 4.6 and 4.7), corresponding to days analysed in Sect. 4.4.2. As explained in Sect. 4.3.5,
the mass flux parametrisation extends vertically between the LCL and zpar. In this convective layer mass flux
is positive and transports air from the LCL to zpar in updrafts and from zpar to the LCL in downdrafts. This
corresponds with positive DTRU just below zpar. In some instances, intermittent mass flux was simulated by
the UM11.4cnt (e.g. Fig. 4.7c1). This is most likely related to the stabilisation of the layer by compensating
downdrafts, effectively shutting down convection until sufficient warm and moist air is replenished from the
surface layer. We hypothesise that this may be an indication that the mass flux parametrisation operates more
quickly than the surface turbulencewith respect tomoisture transport and therefore these two processes are not
currently well-tuned to operate together. This appears to be the case in the unmodifiedmodel, but is intensified
further in the experimental run.
RH in the UM11.4cnt was characterised by two local peaks at the LCL and zpar during periods when Sc
clouds were observed (Fig. 4.6b1, d1, f1, h1, j1). This is partially consistent with the expectation of Sc occurring
preferentially at zpar. This was, however, apparently not enough for sufficient cloud formation in this layer
since RH is typically below 85%. In the UM11.4exp run, the positive mass flux extent was increased and
intensified, which resulted in a greater extent and intensity of DTRU. The problem of mass flux intermittency
was still present in the experimental run. The increased mass flux had an obvious impact on RH, which
separated the LCL and zpar levels more clearly as two local peaks of RH, with a relatively dry convective layer
between these two levels. RH at zpar was also increased, and this lead to a greater formation of Sc cloud (Sect.
4.4.2). However, themodifications in theUM11.4exp did not appear to be sufficient to fully address the problem
of underestimated Sc cloud. RH at zpar was still too low to enhance cloud formation in many cases, and our
experiments with increasing mass flux further (not shown) indicate that the mass flux parametrisation cannot























Figure 4.6 | Mass flux (odd rows) and relative humidity (even rows) profiles in theUM11.4 control (UM11.4cnt) and











Figure 4.7 | Figure 4.6 continued.
values. Instead, the problem appears to be with the coupling of the surface layer turbulence with the mass flux
parametrisation, whereby not enough air mass and moisture is transported across the LCL from the SML to
the convection layer. In other words, the BL scheme mixes moisture within the surface layer (up to the LCL)
by turbulence and the convection scheme transports air between the LCL and zpar by updrafts and downdrafts,
but there is too little flux across the LCL, effectively decoupling the two schemes. Compared to our radiosonde
observations, the peak of RH in the SML seems unphysical and produced artificially by the separation of the
BL and convection schemes into two distinct vertical sections.
4.4.4 Cloud occurrence statistics
While the case-based comparison of observed and simulated backscatter shows an improvement of Sc cloud
simulation, it is important that the impact on the long-term cloud occurrence statistics is positive. We analysed
cloud occurrence by height as determined by a cloud masking algorithm applied to the backscatter profiles
(Kuma et al., 2020a). Figure 4.8 compares cloud occurrence in observations, the UM11.4cnt and UM11.4exp
runs. The observed cloud peaked near the surface due to the frequent fog occurrence previously discussed in
Kuma et al. (2020b), with two smaller peaks at about 500 m a 1 km ASL due to Sc cloud. Mid-level and high
cloud above 2 kmASLwas insignificant, probably due to observational constraints (lidar signal fully attenuated
by fog and low cloud). The total cloud (+fog) fraction was observed to be 95%. The UM11.4cnt represented the
statistical cloud occurrence remarkablywell, especially of fog, but possibly overestimated cloud below 2 kmASL.
Considering the results of the case study approach (Sect. 4.4.2), we think this is related to the overestimation of
Cu cloud in the model. The peaks related to Sc cloud were not present in the UM11.4cnt, as one would expect
from the lack of Sc cloud visible on the daily backscatter plots. The UM11.4exp showed a very similar cloud
occurrence as the UM11.cnt, with the exception of a much stronger peak which we believe is associated with
the Sc cloud at about 1.5 km ASL. Therefore, the modifications in the UM11.4ext had the desirable effect of
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Figure 4.8 | Cloud occurrence histogram as a function of height calculated from 28 days of the TAN1802 voyage
calculated fromceilometer observations (OBS), simulated lidar data in the control run of theUM11.4 (CNT) and the
experimental run of the UM11.4 (EXP). Shown is also the total cloud fraction.
increasing Sc cloud statistically, but the overall pattern of vertical cloud occurrence is not substantially better
than in the UM11.4cnt simulation. The total cloud fraction in the UM11.4exp was marginally improved at 93%
(relative to observed 95% and control of 91%).
4.4.5 Shortwave radiation bias
While the modifications in the UM11.4exp were aimed at achieving a better match with lidar observations of
BL cloud, these are also expected to result in an improved TOA radiation balance due to the strong effect of
clouds on the planetary albedo. Figure 4.9 shows the absolute and relative reflected SW radiation in CERES,
the UM11.4cnt and UM11.4exp during the time period of in-situ observations. Similar to previous versions of
the UM (Kuma et al., 2020b; Schuddeboom et al., 2019), the bias in the UM11.4cnt in the SO is characterised
by a bipolar zonally-symmetric pattern of negative biases in the high-latitude SO and positive bias in the low-
latitude SO (Fig. 4.9e). As shown in our previous multi-voyage ceilometer evaluation (Kuma et al., 2020b), this
is likely caused by the ‘too few, too bright’ cloud problem. The experimental run displays an improved SO SW
radiation bias, especially by unexpectedly reducing the positive bias in the low-latitude SO (Fig. 4.9f). Globally,
the bias in the UM11.4cnt was positive in most regions (Fig. 4.9b). This has been reduced in the UM11.4exp,
without a significant deleterious impact on the existing regions of negative bias. We stress, however, the limited
time period of the comparison (16 February–15 March 2018).
The zonal average of the TOA SW bias over the time period of the in-situ observations shows mostly
positive bias in the UM11.4cnt, peaking at about 24 Wm−2 near the equator (Fig. 4.10). In the UM11.4exp
the bias is reduced by up to 5 Wm−2, with most latitudes experiencing a reduction of bias. Surprisingly, the
southern part of the SO was largely unchanged, despite the improvement in the representation of the Sc cloud
relative to the in-situ observations.
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Figure 4.9 | Top of atmosphere outgoing shortwave radiation in CERES SYN (OBS) and bias in the UM11.4 control
(UM11.4cnt) and experimental (UM11.4exp) runs relative to CERES SYN during the period of TAN1802 observations
16 February–15 March 2018. (a, d) show absolute values and (b, c, e, f) show values relative to CERES SYN. The
top row (a–c) shows the whole globe, the bottom row (d–f) shows the Southern Ocean specifically.
4.4.6 Boundary layer types
The BL scheme classifies a grid cell as one of six grid cell BL types (Sect. 4.3.2). In the UM11.4cnt in the
time period of the in-situ observations, the most frequent BL types in the SO were Type I (stable BL) and V
(decoupled Sc over Cu), peaking at about 80 and 90% in some regions of the SO, respectively (Fig. 4.11a, e).
Type I was prevalent mostly in the low-latitude SO, while Type V was prevalent primarily in the high-latitude
SO. This difference might partially explain the different SW radiation bias of these two zones (Sect. 4.4.5).
In the UM11.4exp, the distribution of BL types has significantly changed globally relative to the control run
(Fig. 4.11g–l). The most significant change in the SO was the increase in the occurrence of Type V in both the
low- and high-latitude SO (Fig. 4.11k), while Type I had a minor increase in the SO (Fig. 4.11g). This suggests
that the increase of Type V in the low-latitude SO might be associated with the improved SW radiation bias
in this zone. While Type V increased in high-latitude SO in UM11.4exp (Fig. 4.11k), it did not substantially
improve the SW radiation bias (Fig. 4.9e, f, Fig. 4.10). This may be due to the fact that while Sc clouds tend
to cover a larger area than Cu clouds, they have lower albedo then Cu clouds, i.e. there is a compensating bias
between cloud cover and albedo.
4.5 Discussion and conclusions
Weanalysed 28 days of voyage data in theRoss Sea and identified a common three-layer cloud profiles composed
of Cu fractus, Sc and occasional Ac, associated with the thermodynamic levels LCL, SLL and SLLs, respectively.
This suggests a strong role of thermodynamics in the SO BL cloud formation. We analysed a control run of the
UM11.4 in comparison with ceilometer observations using a lidar simulator framework. We found Sc cloud
grossly underrepresented in the model, indicating that the current BL and convection schemes are not able
to simulate this type of cloud. Considering these results, we prepared an experimental run which increased
the amount of moisture flux from the sea surface and increased the convective mass flux, in order to generate
more Sc by increasing RH at the top of the BL. We showed that this experimental run was more successful
in simulating Sc, but other modifications are likely needed to achieve a satisfactory correspondence with the
observations. The experimental run showed a greater ability to couple the surface with the top of the BL, but
the connection between the BL and convection scheme appears to be too weak to allow sufficient transport of
air mass and moisture across the LCL. Therefore, the artificial vertical separation of operation of the BL and
convection schemes to surface–LCL and LCL–zpar regions appears to hinder the transport of moisture across
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Figure 4.10 | Zonal average of topof atmosphere outgoing shortwave radiation in theUM11.4 control (UM11.4cnt)
andexperimental (UM11.4exp) runs relative toCERESSYNduring theperiodof TAN1802observations 16 February–
15 March 2018.
Figure4.11 | Boundary layer typehistogramsof Type I–VI (Lock et al., 2000) in theUM11.4cnt (a–f) andUM11.4exp
relative to the UM11.4cnt (g–l) expressed as percentage point (pp) difference.
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the LCL, and to the top of the BL.
We showed that the experimental run not only improves Sc cloud in the Ross Sea, but also improves the
SW radiation balance in the SO, especially in the low-latitude SO north of 60◦S. In other parts of the globe the
effect was also positive, with a decrease of zonal SW radiation bias of up to 5Wm−2 by reducing the common
positive bias of the model. The effect on the BL types are primarily switching from the stable BL Type I to
the convective Type V (Sc over Cu) across the whole of the SO. Currently we do not suggest that the tuning
in the experimental model is integrated into the main model due to the modifications being relatively extreme.
Our results, however, suggest that if the coupling between the BL and convection schemes across the LCL is
improved, either more minor or no tuning would be required to obtain sufficient moisture transport from the
surface to the top of the BL for Sc cloud formation. The SW radiation bias results indicate that the effect on
the rest of the globe might be positive rather than negative, which would be otherwise expected if only one
region (the Ross Sea) is taken into consideration in any tuning of the model. We also showed that a ground-
based lidar simulator applied on high temporal resolution model output can be a useful tool for an analysis and
improvement of BL cloud using a case study approach.
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Conclusions and further work
We conducted ship-based observations on the 2-week-long voyage TAN1702 of RV Tangaroa to the Campbell
Plateau in March 2017 and the 6-week-long voyage TAN1802 of RV Tangaroa to the Ross Sea in February–
March 2018. These included ceilometer, lidar, radar, radiosonde, all-sky camera, automatic and humanweather
observations and aerosol measurements. We deployed ceilometers, radar and a sky cameras on additional
voyages: the December 2016 voyages of HMNZS Wellington and an April–May voyage NBP1704 of RV
Nathaniel B. Palmer to the Ross Sea. In addition, we collated and processed observations from previous voyages
of Aurora Australis, TAN1502, TAN1503 and land-based ceilometer observations on Macquarie Island. We
set up and performed nudged simulations of the Global Atmosphere version 7.1 (GA7.1) on a supercomputer
of the New Zealand eScience Infrastructure (NeSI) and the National Institute of Water & Atmospheric
Research (NIWA). We compared the model output with our collection of ship-based observations, focusing
on geometrical properties of clouds observed by ceilometers and their links to thermodynamical profiles
of the atmosphere observed with radiosondes. We contrasted these with the MERRA-2 reanalysis. Both
the nudged GA7.1 and MERRA-2 showed significant cloud occurrence biases of 4–18% less cloud than in
ceilometer observations. Despite of this, both showed a bipolar shortwave (SW) radiation bias by latitude,
with outgoing SW radiation underestimated in high-latitude SO and overestimated in low-latitude SO. This
suggests that compensating biases of cloud occurrence vs. cloud optical thickness are present in the models.
This bipolar SW radiation bias was strongly correlated with near-surface air temperature, with relatively
low air temperature regions exhibiting a negative SW radiation bias and relatively high temperature regions
exhibiting a positive SW radiation bias. By analysing lifting levels, the lifting condensation level (LCL) and
the level of neutral buoyancy of an air parcel with potential temperature equal to sea surface temperature
(SST), we showed that cloud base in the region is strongly linked to these levels, and these levels were a better
predictor for cloud base than the previously utilised lower tropospheric stability (LTS). This finding suggests
that local thermodynamics is a strong driver of the summertime SO stratocumulus (Sc) clouds, a finding also
supported by Hartery et al. (2020a). Interestingly, we found very large differences in cloud phase simulated by
the nudged GA7.1 and MERRA-2. MERRA-2 simulated much greater amount of liquid cloud (the majority
of the water path), while the GA7.1 simulated slightly more ice than liquid. Even though we did not use an
observational reference for cloud phase, we can say that the cloud phase was most likely behind the difference
in cloud biases between the GA7.1 and MERRA-2 (in addition to the identified cloud occurrence biases),
which were much more positive in MERRA-2 (liquid cloud reflects more SW radiation for the same amount
of water path). We conclude that cloud geometry (vertical distribution of cloud fraction) biases play at least
an equally significant role in radiation biases as cloud phase and these two can be compensating biases, a fact
which was not given enough recognition in previous studies. The source of the bipolar biases and its strong
relationship with near-surface temperature, however, is still relatively unclear.
In order to compare ceilometer and lidar observations with models, we developed the Automatic Lidar
and Ceilometer Framework (ALCF), a tool which extends the Cloud FeedbackModel Intercomparison Project
(CFMIP) Observation Simulator Package (COSP) lidar simulator with support for a range of ground-based
instruments and a processing pipeline which allows for an unbiased comparison of simulated and observed
backscatter and a cloudmask. This tool was the subject of Chapter 3. While the COSP lidar simulator provided
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a basis for the physical simulation of laser radiation transfer through the atmosphere, more work needed to
be done to support the ground-based instruments with their variety of field of view (FOV), wavelengths and
calibration issues. By developing and documenting this tool, we enabled future studies utilising off-the-shelf
ground-based lidars for model evaluation. The potential of ground-based lidars has so far been underutilised
compared to similar active satellite observations (CALIPSO) due to the lack of software processing tools and
the difficulty of accurate calibration of these instruments. The problems addressed by our work included
Mie scattering at different laser wavelengths depending on droplet size distribution parameters, absolute
calibration by utilising Sc clouds and molecular backscattering, backscatter noise removal, cloud mask/cloud
base determination and evaluation of noise characteristics of various common lidars. We demonstrated the
usefulness of this new tool on several case studies. Several common atmospheric models and reanalyses are
supported by this framework, which allowed us to compare a range of publicly-available model output with
ceilometer and lidar observations at several stations in Aotearoa/New Zealand. We showed how this tool
can be used for comparing vertical cloud occurrence, backscatter ‘curtain’ plots and cloud fraction vs. optical
thickness. More processing algorithms can be incorporated in this modular tool in the future to allow for
calculation of derived products.
Lastly, we focused on evaluation of SO boundary layer cloud in the GA7.1 and how the BL turbulence
and convection parametrisations affect BL cloud. Previously, we found that Sc cloud below 2 km above sea
level (ASL) and fog were predominant in the SO, but underestimated in the model. We used the ceilometer
observations collected on TAN1802 to evaluate the model cloud in a case study based approach, where we
compared ‘curtain’ backscatter plots between the model and observations using the ALCF. This allowed us
to identify in detail that the model is missing the extensive layers of Sc cloud found in observations, while
overestimating cumulus (Cu) clouds occurring below the Sc layers. In observations, these layers were found to
correspond to the LCL (Cu clouds), and the level of dry and moist neutral buoyancy of a parcel with potential
temperature equal to SST lifted from the sea surface (Sc clouds). Therefore, BL thermodynamics was identified
as being key to resolving these biases. By running a model experiment with an increased surface flux and mass
flux, we tested a hypothesis that not enough moisture transport is simulated to accumulate moisture at the top
of the BL for cloud condensation. When compared with observations, this experiment lead to an improved
occurrence of Sc clouds, but due to a limiting factor of a lack of vertical moisture transport across the LCL
from the surface layer to the zone of convective mass flux, we were unable to attain a full correspondence
with observations. We identified the coupling between the turbulence and convection parametrisations
across the LCL as the most likely bottleneck. Therefore, it seems that the separation of parametrisation into
turbulence and convection driven vertical regions appears to limit the formation of Sc clouds in the BL in
the summertime SO. As noted by Lock et al. (2000), ‘although this use of two discrete mixing schemes is to
some extent undesirable, it has been found to be essential, as allowing the eddy-viscosity-based scheme to act
in steady cumulus layers can rapidly result in them erroneously evolving into well-mixed stratocumulus, …’.
Our experimental run showed promising results in terms of SW radiation biases globally (evaluated on a short
monthly time period in February–March 2018), where the zonal means were reduced by up to 5 Wm−2. We
conclude that further modifications to the BL schemes are needed to improve Sc cloud simulation in the SO.
The tuning in the experimental run also needs to be evaluated globally over a long time period to determine
if it can be used operationally. This approach when individual clouds can be compared between a nudged
model and observations means that compensating biases are avoided. Secondary to this approach should be
evaluation of cloud optical thickness, cloud phase and the cloud–aerosol effects, which all contribute to the
radiation biases. In this sense, our work is complementary to that of Revell et al. (2019), Hartery et al. (2020b)
and Hartery et al. (2020a).
We can summarise our contributions as follows. The relatively large SO cloud biases and the resulting
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radiation biases are still common in GCMs and reanalyses today (Gettelman et al., 2020). Due to the relatively
large extent of the SO, its role in the uptake of excess heat and CO2 and being a buffer zone for warming
of the Antarctic ice sheets, and the Southern Hemisphere meridional circulation, it has a crucial role in the
Earth’s climate system. Clouds are the major factor in Earth’s albedo variability. Therefore, any cloud biases
can result in large biases in amodel’s large scale atmospheric and oceanic circulation and the cryosphere. Unless
these biases are minimised in GCM simulations of the past and present climate, the accuracy of future climate
simulations is limited, especially when it comes to predicting the change of cloud cover, the Earth’s albedo,
circulation and the ice sheets. Using ship-based observations, we narrowed down the cloud climatology in the
SO, its main drivers and factors involved in the cloud biases. We identified BL parametrisations of turbulence
and convection as a major deficiency in the model, and suggested concrete improvements. This work can
translate into eventually improving these parametrisations. The improved understanding of the drivers can be
applied in the development of other GCMs and reanalyses. Development of the ALCF as a tool for evaluation
of models using ground-based lidar observations can streamline the process of using these type of observations
globally, and provide a unique opportunity to evaluate BL clouds, some ofwhich are not visiblewith spaceborne
instruments. This new tool substantially lowers the bar for utilising these instruments, and therefore it can
enable future studies of BL clouds.
5.1 Further work
Even though we analysed a large part of the ground-based SO observations available to us (Chapter 2),
they are still underutilised. For example, we have not analysed the dual-polarisation lidar data collected on
TAN1802 by a MiniMPL. If properly calibrated, these could provide crucial information about supercooled
liquid cloud. The micro rain radar (MRR-2) deployments have so far been underutilised. They allow for
detection of precipitation, rain rate and vertical velocity in precipitation. With analysis of the raw data it is
also possible to get measures of snowfall rate and their related vertical motion which is more variable than
rainfall. Model evaluation of precipitation is needed to complement cloud evaluation in order to make sure the
right amount of moisture is being removed from the BL by precipitation and the precipitation has the correct
phase (liquid or ice). Similar to clouds, precipitation has an effect on shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW)
radiation. It is therefore important for the radiation balance, considering its frequent occurrence in the SO. A
dual camera setup was installed on the TAN1802 voyage in order to allow for stereoscopic determination of
cloud base height. This imagery has not been utilised so far, but a co-authored study has utilised sky camera
images collected on the Aurora Australis voyages in comparison with ceilometer observations (Klekociuk et al.,
2020). Co-location with the ceilometer observations provides an opportunity for algorithm development and
cross-validation of results. Likewise, cloud type and cloud fraction can be determined from sky camera imagery
using a suitable algorithm. A pair of sky cameras could be utilised as a low-cost instrument for determining
cloud base height, cloud fraction and cloud type on ships of opportunity (Klekociuk et al., 2020).
As we identified, ground-based observations have a large additional value to satellite observations when
it comes to BL cloud evaluation. More ground-based observations in the SO could narrow the spatial and
temporal gaps in our understanding of the region. Therefore, making ship-based atmospheric observations
more accessible is an important task. Currently, deployment of instruments such as lidar and radars on ships
is logistically difficult and expensive. Smaller and less expensive instruments could mean that they can be
deployed more widely and installed permanently on some ships. Smaller lidars typically have lower power
and inferior noise characteristics, but a wide coverage could outweigh these deficiencies. Progress in lidar
development could also mean smaller instruments may become equally powerful. The commercial nature of
common instruments means that some instruments suffer from a number of technical problems and vendors
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typically show little interest in resolving these. Open hardware and open software design of instruments
could substantially accelerate progress and collaboration. Off-the-shelf software defined radio (SDR) receivers
and transceivers1 have recently become widely available. They could provide a basis for development of
improved radars which can utilise many frequencies. Open software for processing instrument data could
mean that implementation of standard techniques and algorithms for calibration, resampling, noise removal
and calculation of derived products become more available to the scientific community. Likewise, public
sharing of ground-based observational data and building of dataset collections, similar to the common practice
of releasing satellite datasets, has a potential to accelerate atmospheric research in the SO. Utilising unusual
platforms such as the Argo floats (Roemmich et al., 2009; Roemmich and Team, 2009) as platforms for
atmospheric measurements could provide a vast amount of data and a relatively dense coverage in the SO.
Air–sea surface fluxes appear to be implicated in the GA7.1/UM11.4 cloud biases (Chapter 4). Yet, the Coupled
Ocean–Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE) formulas are potentially not well-tuned for high latitudes
and atmospheric reanalyses exhibit large air–sea flux biases in the SO (Cerovečki et al., 2011). Evaluation of
model air–sea flux biases relative to reliable in situ flux measurements is needed to make sure they are not a
major cause of the BL cloud biases. Other related biases are in the representation of marine aerosols, which act
as a source of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nucleating particles (INPs) (Hartery et al., 2020b).
A reliable comparison of models and observations using a lidar simulator requires accurate absolute
calibration of the observed backscatter (Chapter 3). We have identified various deficiencies in the vendor-
supplied calibration such as the dead time, afterpulse and overlap calibration in the MiniMPL. These
often result in range-dependent bias of the volume backscattering coefficient, which may be impossible to
reliably correct for without dedicated calibration measurements. Currently, the ALCF only supports height-
independent calibration utilising observations of liquid Sc clouds and comparison with a theoretically expected
molecular backscatter (Chapter 4). An automated approach should be developed to calculate dead time,
afterpulse and overlap corrections as an alternative to the vendor corrections, which appear to be unreliable.
This could lower the difficulty of utilising ceilometer and lidar data by the wider scientific community, which is
a significant barrier for a wide utilisation of ceilometers and lidars for model evaluation. Currently, the ALCF
does not support calculation of cross-polarised backscatter. Adding support for simulation of cross-polarised
backscatter would mean that both channels of the Sigma Space MiniMPL can be utilised in a comparison with
a model and therefore evaluate the cloud phase. Likewise, aerosol and precipitation is currently not taken into
account by the lidar simulator. This not only causes a systematic bias in comparison with observations, but
also prevents the simulator being used for model aerosol and precipitation evaluation.
A large amount of automatic lidar and ceilometer (ALC) data have been collected by regional and global
networks such as Cloudnet (Illingworth et al., 2007), E-PROFILE (Illingworth et al., 2018), EARLINET
(Pappalardo et al., 2014), ICENET (Cazorla et al., 2017) and MPLNET (Welton et al., 2006). Most of these
networks utilise ceilometers and lidars already supported by the ALCF such as Vaisala CL31, CL51, Lufft
CHM 15k and Sigma Space MiniMPL. These observations haven’t been used extensively for model evaluation.
There is a potential to process and compare these observations with models using the ALCF. Such comparison
would complement past comparisons with satellite observations, and could rival satellite observations in terms
of global spatial and temporal coverage.
Here, we utilised the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) satellite observations of
top of the atmosphere (TOA) radiation. Even though the errors of these observations may be relatively low
compared to current model cloud biases, systematic errors in the dataset exist due to unequal diurnal sampling
and the need for temporal and angle interpolation of the raw measurements to calculate daily averages. The
relatively new instrument National Institute of Standards and Technology Advanced Radiometer (NISTAR) on
1https://limemicro.com.
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the L1-stationed Deep Space Climate Observatory (DSCOVR) provides a unique viewpoint for Earth radiation
observations, fromwhich the sunlit part of the Earth, including polar latitudes, is visible continuously. It would
be valuable to compare model radiation fluxes with these new observations to rule out the effect of systematic
biases of CERES on the model TOA radiation evaluation.
An unresolved question about the origin of the bipolar SW radiation bias in the high- and low-latitude SO
in GA7.1 remains. We know that the model underestimates low cloud, and at the same time, we identified
some evidence that the optical thickness of individual clouds is overestimated. This may be the underlying
reason for the overestimated reflected TOA SW radiation in the low-latitude SO.
We identified that BL parametrisation of mass flux can be tuned to enable Sc cloud simulation in the SO
(Chapter 4). However, a good observational reference for mass flux and the similarity relationships is lacking in
the SO. The BL turbulence and convection parametrisation is based on large eddy simulations (LES) initialised
from field experiments in the tropical andmidlatitude ocean. Thesemay be inappropriate for the SO.Therefore,
new LES initialised from SO field experiments are needed to make sure these parametrisations are correct in
this region.
We have shown that nudged simulations of GA7.1 provide a very good basis for identifying model biases
compared to ground-based observations. As opposed to a free-running model, it can be reasonably assumed
that any biases are not the result of a different weather situation simulated by the model than in reality, and
that they are largely due to errors in the subgrid-scale parametrisation processes not assimilated in the ERA-
Interim reanalysis driving the model or not an input to the model nudging algorithm. As shown in Chapter 4,
a side-by-side comparison of modelled and observed cloud is feasible, and this can be utilised in future studies
of model clouds.
In Chapter 2 we presented a dataset of ground-based observations in the SO. This dataset provides a unique
and comprehensive information on SO atmospheric conditions and clouds. Work is underway to make this
dataset documented and publicly available. To this end, derived products should be developed in order to make
it easy for the scientific community to use this dataset. In general, a more concentrated effort is needed to
streamline public sharing of atmospheric observations, especially considering the global and accelerating effect
of climate change, which has been called ‘the defining challenge of our time’ (WMO, 2020) by the United
Nations Secretary-General A. Guterres. It is the author’s opinion that the seriousness and urgency of the
situation is vastly underestimated even by the atmospheric science community, which continues to hinder
international cooperation by not sharing data and model code, and by publishing scientific results in paywalled
journals, and therefore putting the well-being of future generations in jeopardy. A question remains whether
the parametrisations can be formulated in a more physical manner without relying on the similarity theory
relations, which may not be universally applicable globally.
In Chapter 4 we identified that increasing convective mass flux and surface heat flux can improve Sc cloud
simulation. However, it remains to be proven if mass flux or surface fluxes are underestimated relative to a
physical reference (either an observational reference or large eddy simulations). More model experiments need
to be performed which increase flux between the turbulently-mixed surface mixed layer and the convective
layer, as well as longer term climate simulation to make sure the modifications address the actual problem
without introducing compensating biases, and they do not have a negative impact on the global radiation
balance throughout the year. A new BL scheme ‘CoMorph’ is currently in development at the UK Met Office.
Our findings could contribute to the development of this new scheme, but more experiments need to be
performed with this new scheme and comparison of this new UK Met Office scheme with the ground-based
SO observations should be performed.
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